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Changes at the Princeton Seminary Bulletin

FTER THE MANUSCRIPTS for the July issue of the Princeton Seminary

Bulletin were turned over to the printer, Dan Migliore announced his

resignation as Book Review Editor. During his many years of service, first as

Editor and then as Book Review Editor, Dan has given a great deal to the

Bulletin. His thoughtful leadership and careful attention have helped to make

the Bulletin not only an outstanding journal of record, but a substantial

theological journal in its own right. All readers of the Princeton Seminary

Bulletin have reason to be deeply grateful to Dan Migliore.

Dr. Dana R. Wright succeeds Dan as Book Review Editor. Dana has a

Ph.D. from the Seminary and is an Assistant Professor of Christian Educa-

tion. Prior to enrolling in the Seminary’s doctoral program in 1991, Dana

served for a decade as Minister of Christian Education at Bethany Commu-
nity Church in Seattle.

Mr. Steven Matthies, a candidate for the Ph.D. degree in New Testament,

replaces Matt Skinner as the Editorial Associate.

I am pleased to welcome Dana and Steve to the Princeton Seminary

Bulletin.

Stephen D. Crocco
Editor





The Classes of ’oi

by Thomas W. Gillespie

President Thomas W. Gillespie of Prince-

ton Theological Seminary delivered this

Commencement Address in the Princeton

University Chapel on May ip, zooi.

D epending upon how you count the years, the Class of 2001 is arguably

the first to graduate from Princeton Theological Seminary in the

twenty-first century. If so, it invites a comparison with the corresponding

class of the last century.

With regard to size, there were only forty-four graduates in the Class of

1901, while you number two hundred fifteen. Of those forty-four, all but ten

received only certificates for having completed the prescribed curriculum. The

other ten were awarded Bachelor of Divinity degrees for having taken an

extra year of electives. Tonight we have given five different degrees: the

M.A., M.Div., Th.M., D.Min., and Ph.D., and because of the dual-degree

programs, five more degrees have been awarded than there are members of

the class.

There were only thirteen states represented at the commencement exer-

cises in 1901, with none from west of the Mississippi. Pennsylvania claimed

one-third of the total number of the class, with only two from New Jersey.

You represent thirty-five states, the largest number being from New Jersey

—

but with California and Texas running a close second and third.

It may surprise you to learn that there were fourteen international students

in the 1901 Class, a full twenty percent. They had come to the Seminary from

Ireland, England, Wales, Canada, Switzerland, Scotland, India, Japan, and

the Netherlands. Internationals in this Class represent seventeen nations:

The Philippines, South Africa, Canada, Russia, Korea, England, Scotland,

Myanmar, Lithuania, Taiwan, Singapore, Hungary, India, Ghana, Nepal,

and Italy. The biggest difference, of course, is that the Class of 1901 sang

with only tenor and baritone voices. This class, with thirty-seven percent of

its members women, sings in all four parts.

Among the graduates in 1901 was Caspar Wistar Hodge, the grandson of

the Seminary’s premier nineteenth century theologian, Charles Hodge. And

like his grandfather and father, Caspar Wistar would also teach systematic

theology at Princeton until his death in 1937. Not to be outdone, one of your

Class—the Reverend and brand new Dr. Sally Brown—will also join the

faculty in the next academic year as assistant professor of preaching and

worship.

One thing we can be certain about tonight is that the Class of 1901 was

wondering about its future on graduation day as much as you are. From that
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event they went their separate ways into ministry, even as you will, but they

shared the same history that followed, with its challenges and sorrows.

Consider that the great majority of the Class of 1901 lived and ministered

through the First World War, the Roaring Twenties, the Great Depression,

and the Second World War with its introduction of the Atomic Age. What
awaits the Class of 2001 in the first half of this new century remains at present

the mystery of the future. Based on our experience of the past, however, the

unfolding future will no doubt confirm two of my favorite aphorisms:

“History is made behind our backs,” and

“Life is what happens to you while you are making other plans.”

But whatever that may entail for you personally, nationally, and globally, it

needs to be couched in the larger wisdom attested by the two scripture

readings of this commencement.

The first is the claim of Jesus in John’s Gospel that you have been

personally chosen for and appointed to the work you now go forth to

undertake.

“You did not choose me, but I chose you and appointed you that you

should go and bear fruit and that your fruit should abide” (15:16).

In his commentary on the Fourth Gospel, John Calvin notes that this text

“does not treat of the common election of believers, by which they are

adopted to be God’s children, but of that special election by which He
appointed His disciples to the office of preaching the Gospel.” Commenting

on the phrase, “You did not choose me,” Calvin contends that here Christ

“expresses even more clearly that it is to be ascribed to His grace, and not to

their own merit, that they have attained so great an honour.” 1

Now that sounds like a terribly insensitive thing to share with a class that

has worked so hard to earn the degrees conferred upon it, but it is an

absolutely necessary reminder for any and all who are about to undertake the

work of the ministry—in whatever form that may assume. For the temptation

of every Christian minister and teacher is to think in terms of my call, my

ministry, my work—as if we were the choosers.

But if you march forth from this great chapel tonight believing that your

M.A. or M.Div. or Th.M. or D.Min. or Ph.D. will get you through the

uncertain future, you have not learned here what you should have learned.

The Lord will indeed use your learning. But it is the Lord who will use your

1 John Calvin, The Gospel according to StJohn 11-21, translated by T. H. L. Parker (Grand

Rapids: Eerdmans, 1974), ioif.
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learning. What will sustain you in times of frustration, disappointment, even

failure, however, is not your academic credentials but the word of Christ,

“You did not choose me, but I have chosen you.” That same word will keep

you grounded in times of achievement, elation, and success.

The apostle Paul was one of those who knew he was chosen for ministry by

Christ. Out of that conviction he wrote those wonderful words of ministerial

freedom read to us tonight from his First Letter to the Corinthians:

Think of us in this way, as servants of Christ and stewards of God’s

mysteries. Moreover, it is required of stewards that they may be found

trustworthy. But with me it is a very small thing that I should be judged

by you or by any human court. I do not even judge myself. I am not

aware of anything against myself, but I am not thereby acquitted. It is

the Lord who judges me. Therefore do not pronounce judgment before

the time, before the Lord comes, who will bring to light the things now

hidden in darkness and will disclose the purposes of the heart. Then

each one will receive commendation from God (4:1-5).

Note how he speaks here of ministry as a servanthood to Christ and as a

stewardship of the mysteries of God.

The point is that you who engage in this ministry may indeed serve your

congregations and your students, but you are not their servants. You belong

to the one who has chosen you. Stewardship of the mysteries of God requires

faithfulness to the gospel—to the mystery of “God with us” and “God for us”

in the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ. Your faithfulness, how-

ever, will be judged ultimately not by your peers or by your critics, but by the

one who has chosen you. There is freedom in that conviction.

Each of you who goes forth from this graduation to teach will live in a

world of criticism and judgment. Every article you submit for publication will

be refereed, every book you publish will be reviewed and evaluated. You will

receive student evaluations for the classes you teach. You will be judged by

faculty colleagues when you stand for promotion and tenure. Academe is, by

its very nature, a judgmental community. And when you experience it, as you

will, I encourage you to remember the words of Paul: “It is the Lord who
judges me.”

You who go forth to preach will soon discover that the ecclesial community

can be every bit as critical as the academic. As one pastor put it, “I’m only as

good as my last sermon.” The ministry requires us to listen to and take

seriously the criticisms of parishioners and deacons and elders and bishops

and what have you. For none of us is above critique. But in the midst of all

that remember the words of the apostle Paul, “It is the Lord who judges me.”
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So to you the first graduating class of the third millennium I say in farewell

that no matter what the twenty-first century has in store for you, you may
serve Jesus Christ with confidence and with joy in the assurance that the One
who has chosen you in grace is the One who will also judge you in grace.

Perhaps a hundred years from now the President of Princeton Theological

Seminary will reflect upon your completed record and encourage the Class of

2101 to take heed and build upon the heritage you will have provided, even

as tonight we give thanks for the Class of 1901 that served so faithfully

through the first half of the twentieth century.



Prophets’ Sons and

Daughters

by Patrick D. Miller

OT Lesson: Amos 7:10-17

NT Lesson: Acts 3:17-26

B accalaureates are a routine that goes with commencement. For

this community, however, baccalaureates can never be routine. On
the way to commencement, those who are called to Christ’s service gather

first in his praise. The subject matter of our proclamation is given to us by

the occasion itself. It is the ministry. The successful completion of your

preparation for service in the ministry of the gospel—remember that is

what this is about, not just getting a degree—and the involvement of all

the rest of us—family, friends, and teachers—in that enterprise is what

brings us together.

Of all the many things appropriate to say on such occasion, I want to make

one proposal. It is simply that as ministers of the gospel you are the sons and

daughters of the prophets and so invested with and encumbered with a

prophetic ministry. I would like to think a little bit about what that means in the

light of scripture and with particular reference to two things: the conditions of

a prophetic ministry and the task of a prophetic ministry.

I. The Conditions of a Prophetic Ministry

The stories of the prophets are fairly clear about what is the primary

condition for prophetic work. It is a sense of being called and of living and

working under authority. Those are, of course, one and the same thing. The

call is of God and the authority of the prophet is tied to that call. He or she

stands under the constraint ofGod and is bearer of God’s word. Amos and his

fellow prophets did not assume their functions in God’s governance and

purpose out of a desire or a disposition or a particular bent for that sort of

thing. Oh, some may have done that, but they are not the ones to whom we

still listen. Quite the contrary, you will recall that most of those prophets

whose words still address us objected to the very idea—as well they might.

In some cases, as for example, that of Jeremiah, the call is expressed in a

kind of election that belongs to his very being: “Before I formed you in the

womb I knew you and before you were born I consecrated you.” His calling

is not a happenstance. It is what he was born to be and to do by the very plan

Patrick D. Miller
,
Charles T. Haley Pro-

fessor ofOld Testament Theology
,
preached

this sermon at the Seminary's Baccalaure-

ate Service in Nassau Presbyterian Church

on May 18, 2001.
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and intention of God. If Reformed Christians, and I trust many others also,

say with vigor and joy that we know ourselves, even before we were born, to

have been elected in love, Jeremiah’s call lets us know that there were and are

some who discover that they were, even before they were born, elected into

vocation, into a prophetic ministry.

There is nothing accidental about God’s call, though it may be experienced

“by accident,” so to speak. I am sure it was a big surprise to Jeremiah. Amos
lets us know that he had a very good vocation as a business man before, in his

words, “God took me from following after the flock and said, ‘Go prophesy

to my people.’
”

Participation in the ministry is not primarily a job or a contract. It is not

something we are hired or even invited to do. However it may be experi-

enced, the ministry is something into which we are called. We come to that

conviction in various ways, some of them more like an actual calling, a

conscious sense of being impelled into the ministry from beyond oneself,

others more like a discernment that is rooted in one’s self-assessment and

self-understanding, one’s openness to the world and to the gospel. However

that conviction may come, the ministry is created by the call of God and the

authority under which you preach and teach is inherent in that calling, in

your self-understanding as one who is under God’s constraint and God’s

demand and whose word is the word of the Lord.

II. The Task of the Prophetic Ministry

That calling, however, is to a task. For the prophetic ministry that

means more to a task than to an office. Amos may have been a business

man but he is now a prophet. The big deal, however, is not being a

prophet, assuming a role. In fact, what Amos says to the Dean of the

National Cathedral at Bethel is not that “I am a prophet,” but rather “The

Lord took me and said, ‘Go prophesy to my people Israel.’ ” Isaiah hears

the words, “Whom shall I send and who will go for us?” To Jeremiah

comes the word of the Lord: “You shall go to all to whom I send you, and

you shall speak whatever I command you.” The prophetic ministry is the

service of God under assignment. One may indeed speak of the prophet’s

mantle, of the descent of the Spirit, of an anointing, all ways of saying one

now belongs to this category or this group or office in God’s kingdom. An

identity is thereby given. But the identity is missional. What is most

prominent is the sense of being commanded and sent and commissioned

to do something.
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So what is that task? If we read through the prophets, we might list a whole

bunch of things. Let me suggest that underneath their many oracles and

many situations are three things that belong to any prophetic ministry:

(1) In a prosperous, self-satisfied, and self-authenticating society, the

prophets and their sons and daughters bring the power of God’s word in

criticism of all forms of self-interest that neglect the weak and the small and

the powerless and do not set righteousness and justice as the primary criteria

for deciding what to do and for whom to speak. The divine insistence on

justice in the human community brooks no qualifications. Psalm 82 reminds

us that gods cannot stay gods without providing justice for the weak. And the

faithful prophets and their sons and daughters remind the people of God that

they cannot be God’s people and be indifferent to the distortions of human

life and human society that wreak havoc with fairness and justice, with what

it takes to make and to keep human life human.

From Amos and his prophetic sisters and brothers, we learn what we

cannot ignore in our own time and our own prophetic ministry and that is the

centrality of the legal and economic systems for the maintenance of justice. The
prophetic critique carries in it a clear understanding of what it is that God
seeks in the human community. The notion of justice inherent in the message

of the prophets has been accurately described in this way:

All citizens should have a share in the control of the society’s basic

economic good as the instrument of their status, access to rights, and

freedom. The administration of order should protect and support this

distribution against economic and political processes that erode it.

Institutional law should be subject to interpretation and correction by

the worth of persons and moral values. Wealth which prejudices the

welfare and rights of others is unjust. Treatment of the least favored in

the society is the fundamental criterion of the achievement of justice.
1

In the face of a human society where such a notion of God’s justice was

ignored or trampled underfoot—and stronger language than that is often

used—the prophets did four things:

(a) they announced God’s judgment on a society that could not live by

righteousness and justice and trust in the Lord alone;

(b) they sought repentance and a mending of the ways: “Amend your ways

and doings,” preached Jeremiah in the temple;

(c) they appealed to the faith and conscience of their people in simple but

1

James L. Mays, “Justice: Perspectives from the Prophets,” Interpretation 37 (1983), 16.
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clear ways, calling on them to hate evil and love good, to render in their

courts judgments that are true and make for peace; and

(d) they confronted the powers that be, whether by intention or by out-

come, and called for a change of direction under threat of God’s

judgment.

In such a prophetic ministry as that suggests, it does not matter where your

pulpit is or who is your audience. Where God’s righteousness and justice are

not in practice, there the sons and daughters of the prophets name the sin and

call for another way of doing things. That may be in the pulpit on a Sunday

morning. It may be in conversation with officers of the church. It may be in

the classroom. It may be in letters to the newspaper, addresses to civic clubs,

or on the streets—wherever. The niceties and distinctions that we sometimes

worry over between civil religion and ecclesiastical context, between church

and state, preaching and meddling, were not and are not of consequence for

the prophetic ministry. It is not something that operates here and there, a

couple of days a week. It goes on constantly in public and in private, in

preaching and pastoral care. To Ezekiel, God said, “I have made you a

sentinel for the house of Israel; whenever you hear a word from my mouth,

you shall give them a warning from me.” That is a pastoral task, to be God's

sentry in the midst of your people, alerting them, together and individually,

when the word of God is not present in the life of the community and when

God’s justice is not the order of the day.

(2) The second aspect of a prophetic ministry is this: In whatever the

situation, the sons and daughters of the prophets are charged with imagining

a different way, with envisioning and announcing the new possibility of God’s

way in the world, what Walter Brueggemann calls an alternative community,

and what Scripture means when it talks about a covenant people and the

kingdom of God. T hey are to hold up the vision of a community of people

in time and space who live by the rule of God and by God’s ways, where the

care of the weakest is the criterion of a just society, where one’s ultimate trust

is not in the gods of productivity or in Wall Street, or even in an Alan

Greenspan, all of them weak reeds, but in the Lord of all the worlds that are,

the creator of the universe, from whom cometh every good and perfect gift.

Such a community is found here and there in congregation after congre-

gation. The prophetic task is to be the bearer of God’s word to effect and

mobilize that community of faithful obedience. If the Scriptures are the

plumbline by which the prophets’ sons and daughters measure the faithful-

ness of the contemporary church and call it to account, they are also the

impetus for imagining a truly peaceable kingdom, for envisioning a city of
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righteousness, whose builder and maker is God, where old people can sit in

safety in the parks and children play in the streets, where nations come

together to study peace and not to build new armaments and missile shields,

where the nations pour their resources into economic production for the

common good and the enhancement of life for all. The prophets’ sons and

daughters dare to proclaim what is impossible in a world that lives by the

pragmatic and reasonable because they know the answer to the question: “Is

anything too difficult for God” and are willing to hang their hats on that

conviction, maybe even give their lives for it.

(3) Where they find themselves in the midst of a defeated, undone, and

despairing community, the sons and daughters of the prophets dare to

announce the good news of God's power and God's presence. There is a difference

between cheap grace and the power of the gospel. I cannot tell you what it is.

You have to find it out in the midst of your people, whoever and wherever

they are. When you do, then, like the prophets of Israel and like John the

Baptist’s gnarled finger in Mathias Griinewald’s great painting of the cruci-

fixion at Isenheim, you will find yourselves pointing always to the One in

whose ministry you are about to enter, whose presence sustains in every

circumstance, whose help is truly sufficient for every pain.

What then about possible outcomes for such a prophetic ministry? I can

think of a couple. One is burnout. That clearly happened to the prophets;

read your Bible. Elijah took off and left town in utter discouragement and

fear. Jeremiah complained all the time and was ready to give it all up. As best

I can tell, however, burnout was not allowed for the prophets and it may not

be allowed for their sons and daughters. Elijah heard a voice saying: “What

are you doing here?” and was sent back to confront the powers, an even more

radical task. Jeremiah was told, “If you are having difficulty with a congre-

gation like this one, what are you going to do with the hornets’ nest that is

just in front of you. You think the Boston Marathon was hard, what are you

going to do when I put you in the Kentucky Derby— on foot!”

But there is no demitting the task, no words, “Lord, I didn’t bargain for

this when I answered your call” that will get you out of the prophetic

ministry. I wish I could give you an easier word than that, but it would not

be what the Bible says. But maybe, just maybe there can be other outcomes:

What about a congregation renewed and committed to God’s way, to the

proclamation of the good news in every nook and cranny of our society and

our world; what about the kingdom coming to life in the midst of a people

pledged to God’s way of righteousness and mercy and trust; what about

students who hear your words and find their consciences forever disturbed?

I don’t know. Is anything too difficult for God?
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What about fringe benefits for the prophets’ sons and daughters? Well, I

can tell you about that. There aren’t any. You will have to find the goodies

elsewhere. I wish I could tell you that I thought Amos felt satisfied at the end

of the day or that Isaiah went home to play catch with little Shear-yashub

with a sense of a job well-done. He probably went home worried about what

he was going to have to do the next day that would make his people even

more resistant to the divine word.

No, there are no fringe benefits to the prophetic ministry— except one: the

promise of God’s companioning presence along the way. And you should

realize the reason for such a promise is that you are going to need it. But

when you do, you will have it. The promise of Immanuel is specifically a word

to the prophets: “I am with you.” In the fiery trials, in the heat of the battle,

in the lassitude of indifference, in the face of resistance to the word of the

Lord, in the times when it all falls apart and your very well-being and maybe

even that of your family is threatened, “I am with you.” If you think that

means everything will work out all right, I am not sure. I just know that the

grace of the Lord Jesus Christ and the love of God and the fellowship of the

Holy Spirit will indeed be with you. That grace and love will have to be

sufficient. I believe it will.



E Pluribus Unum and

Faith-Based Welfare

Reform: A Kuyperian

Moment for the Church

in God’s World

by James W. Skillen

James W. Skillen is President of the Cen-

terfor Public Justice in Washington
,
D.C.

and the author o/Recharging the Amer-
ican Experiment: Principled Pluralism

for Genuine Civic Community (1994J.
He delivered this lecture in the Main
Lounge of the Mackay Campus Center on
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C ONSIDERED FROM ONE perspective, the history of modern politics has

been the struggle to overcome Christian imperialism, intolerance, and

discrimination. The Reformation and early nationalism combined with other

movements to challenge the claims of the Holy Roman Empire from within

Christendom itself. Then, as sovereign states took shape, the question of

inclusiveness and exclusivity— of tolerance and intolerance—intensified.

Could a unified state be maintained without a common faith or an established

church, and if so, how? If Christian faith is no longer a qualification for full

citizenship, then what glue will hold society together? Many if not most

Westerners believe these questions were resolved during the period roughly

between the American Revolution and Vatican II, a resolution made possible

by the grace of enlightened reason. The Enlightenment, they say, finally won

out over intolerant Christianity, or as Jeffrey Rosen describes it, over “reli-

gion’s wilder, more mystical and irrational aspects.”
1

Why, however, should we assume that the long history of imperial and

religiously discriminatory politics in much of the world testifies to Christian-

ity at its best and most authentic?
2 To the contrary, if Christians bear witness

to the God whose rain and sunshine fall on the just and unjust alike and

confess that none but God may separate the wheat and the tares in the field

of the divine kingdom, then on that basis alone do we not have grounds for

renouncing the mistaken identification of a political community with a

community of Christian faith? Christianity, uncoupled from the imperial

1

Jeffrey Rosen, “Is Nothing Secular?” The New York Tones Magazine, January 30, 2000,

45 -

2 This question is now being taken back all the way to the emperor Constantine and the

beginning of Christianity’s “imperial” connection. See Robert Louis Wilken, “In Defense
of Constantine,” First Things (April, 2001), 36-40, reviewing new books by H.A. Drake and
Elizabeth DePalma Digeser. Cf. Michael Grant, Constantine the Great: The Man and His

Times (New York: Scribner’s, 1993). Primary sources from the early church through the

Reformation have been gathered in Oliver O’Donovan and Joan Lockwood O’Donovan,
eds., From Irenaeus to Grotius: A Sourcebook in Christian Political Thought (Grand Rapids:

Eerdmans, 1999).
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pattern, has its own grounds for advocating government’s equal treatment of

all citizens, regardless of faith, in a political community. All people have been

created in God’s image and given responsibility in God’s one world, which is

being judged and redeemed through Jesus Christ. Justice for all finds its

deepest ground in the patient grace of the Creator-Redeemer, not in human

reason, altruism, or interest-group power balances .
3 And the grace of God as

revealed in Jesus Christ grants no special political privileges or right of

conquest to Christians.

As soon as we grant that a political community need not and should not be

qualified as a community of faith, however, we have to clarify the terms of the

distinction. And the distinction cannot be the popular one of simple, mutual

exclusivity, as if faith and religion belong in one watertight box and politics

and citizenship in another. Christians (and people of some other faiths)

confess that God lays total claim to their lives, including their political lives.

Moreover, Christians in this world are not merely citizens who happen to live

by faith; they are also children and parents, friends and scholars, engineers

and business people, artists and farmers, who live, or ought to live, by faith

in all spheres of life. Turning to the political community, we can see that it

cannot be separated or isolated from the religions of its citizens. A political

community encompasses everyone within its territory as citizens or subjects,

but citizens are people who can never be reduced to their civic identity alone.

People are always more than citizens. The real question then about the

distinction between a community of faith and a political community concerns

the unique qualification and principle of inclusion for each one and how the

two ought to be interrelated.

In posing the question this way, we can see immediately that the typical

dichotomy of “religion and politics” used almost universally by the media and

by most of us is simply misleading. Religion, in the standard formula, is

usually thought of as an isolable function or institutional affiliation quite

separate from politics, business, sports, and the weather. Such a formula may

sit comfortably in one religiously deep worldview, namely the one that

considers all of reality subject to the sovereignty of enlightened reason, a

sovereign that has authority to confine religion to private quarters. But this

dichotomy does not belong to a Christian view of reality. Christians testify to

the God who is not only very public, but whose incarnate Son, the risen Lord,

claims all authority in heaven and on earth. Christianity is not a private cult,

a gnostic mystery, or a personal preference. It cannot be confined to private

3 For an extended argument to this effect, see my Recharging the American Experiment

:

Principled Pluralism for Genuine Civic Community (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1994).
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quarters. The God of heaven and earth cannot be kept out of politics.4

Nevertheless, this insistent, public faith, I would argue, requires, on its own

terms, the rejection of every monopolistic, imperial claim by those who

profess faith in Christ.

Consequently, Christians should reject both a privatized understanding of

religion as well as past discriminatory imperialisms carried out in the name of

Christ. To do this, however, we have to live openly as public Christians in all

spheres of life, including the political arena, in which, on the basis of our

Christian confession itself, we should be working for the equal treatment of

all citizens regardless of their confessional orientation and affiliation. Chris-

tianity, in other words, is a public and not merely a private religion, and its

principled public advocacy— grounded in God’s sovereignty not in human

sovereignty—should aim for equal justice for all. Christian grounds for an

open and religiously nondiscriminatory society lie deeper than the terms laid

down by either the Enlightenment or postmodern pragmatism for tolerating

religion.

I. Public Consciousness of Faith-Based Organizations

To draw out the implications of this thesis, let us enter the current political

debate over government’s relation to so-called faith-based social-service

organizations. The debate has arisen because of the Charitable Choice

provision in the 1996 welfare-reform law. Fuel has been added to the fire by

President Bush’s creation of a new White House Office of Faith-Based and

Community Initiatives. 5 These relatively recent moves reflect a growing

public awareness of the valuable role played by nongovernment social-service

agencies, particularly in inner cities. Yet the opening of the new White

House office has also stirred strong opposition and passionate controversy.

Why?
According to Larry Eichel, writing in the Philadelphia Inquirer (March 8,

2001), it is because the issues involved go “right to the heart of what this

nation is about.” Indeed, I want to suggest that if the principles of Charitable

4 For comparative perspectives, see for example, Jose Casanova, Public Religions in the

Modern World (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995); Ronald F. Thiemann, Religion

in Public Life: A Dilemma for Democracy (Washington, DC: Georgetown University Press,

1996); and Stephen L. Carter, God's Name in Vain: The Wrongs and Rights of Religion in

Politics (New York: Basic Books, 2000).
5 The Center for Public Justice has published at least twenty different books, booklets,

and guides related to welfare reform and Charitable Choice, including, most recently.

Charitable Choice for Welfare and Community Services: An Implementation Guide for State
,

Local, and Federal Officials (2001). See the Center’s website or contact it at 1-866-CPJUS-
Tlce.
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Choice are implemented successfully and remain in place over time, the

consequence will be a significant reordering of American pluralism, of

e pluribus unum, with respect to both religion and the diverse institutions and

organizations of society. The outcome could well be a fourth order ofpluralism

in the republic. For the controversy has everything to do with competing

definitions of religion, with incompatible ideas of what defines a political

community, and with different understandings of how the diverse associa-

tions and institutions of society are held together as well as protected in their

own integrity. The controversy has to do precisely with the age-old questions

of tolerance and intolerance, of exclusivity and inclusiveness, of the relation

of public religions to political authority.
6

In order to understand the contemporary contention over government’s

relation to faith-based organizations, we need a brief sketch of the historical

background. The first order ofpluralism—as I am calling it—in the United

States was established at the founding between 1776 and 1791. Before that

time, the general pattern for a state or colony was some form of established

or privileged religion, some kind of ecclesiastical or confessional pre-quali-

fication for citizenship, thought to be necessary to hold the polity together.

The bold move made by adding the Bill of Rights to the federal Constitution

of 1787 was to declare that the national Congress would have no authority to

legislate with respect to an establishment of religion or the inhibition of its

free exercise. This first order of pluralism for the republic as a whole meant

that each state was free to make its own determination, without interference

from Congress, about religious privilege and religious freedom. The national

federation would be pluralistic, making room for a diversity of state monisms

or pluralisms as each determined for itself. 7 This was not yet equal treatment

for each citizen as we have come to understand it today.

It is also important to emphasize that at the founding, federal and state

constitutions recognized as a condition for government (or took for granted

in the common law) the rights of various nongovernment institutions and

associations, such as the family and the church, whose authority does not

derive from government. In other words, each state’s authority, as well as the

6 Two books in particular help to highlight the controversy through the voices of those

in contention. See Stephen V. Monsma and J. Christopher Soper, eds., Equal Treatment of

Religion in a Pluralistic Society (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998) and Derek Davis and Barry

Hankins, eds., Welfare Reform and Faith-Based Organizations (Waco, TX: J.M. Dawson
Institute of Church-State Studies, Baylor University, 1999).

7 For a detailed study, see John Witte Jr., Religion and The American Constitutional

Experiment: Essential Rights and Liberties (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 2000), 7-100. See

also Mark A. Noll, Nathan O. Hatch, and George M. Marsden, The Search for Christian

America (Westchester, IL: Crossway Books, 1983), and Donald S. Lutz, The Origins of

American Constitutionalism (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1988).
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federal government’s authority, was constitutionally limited in competence,

or, put negatively, was denied omnicompetence.

Now, as we know, the states either led or soon followed the federal

government in disestablishing their churches, Massachusetts being the last to

do so in the 1830s.
8 Those relatively quiet historical developments estab-

lished what I would call the second order ofpluralism in the United States. Each

state, just like the federal government, accepted the principle that its unity

—

its unum—would be defined by something other than a common church or a

congressionally-authorized religion. There would now be a pluralism of

religions within and not just among the states. Part of what made this second

order of pluralism possible was the fact that the country’s population in the

early nineteenth century shared a largely Christian/deistic heritage and

climate of opinion, and many state constitutions and governments encour-

aged such a culture.

Note carefully, then, that this experiment in confessional pluralism was not

designed to privatize religion. A diversity of churches, though not yet a wide

range of religions, was recognized as having equal standing by virtue of the

fact that none was established or given special public treatment. Yet this

development occurred in large measure because a significant majority of the

people shared a religiously-grounded, publicly-unifying ethos. Concern

about how to keep the public moral cohesion strong was in fact the impetus

for the establishment of common schools in the early nineteenth century, as

advocated by Thomas Jefferson, Horace Mann, Benjamin Rush and others.

With a common ethos no longer guaranteed by an established church, some

other means was thought to be necessary to assure that all Americans would

be nurtured in the common public morality. 9 But, as we shall see, it was taken

for granted that the public ethos was religion friendly.

The critical moment that served to define the second order of ecclesiastical

pluralism and moral-political unity for roughly the next hundred years

occurred when Catholics began to immigrate in large numbers into New
York and Massachusetts. The largely Protestant majority, which was learning

to live without established churches but with various types of common
schools, quickly reached the conclusion that there would be no room for

Catholic schools in the commons. Public school societies were established by

the Protestant majority in New York and Boston to make sure that only

“nonsectarian” schools would be recognized as common schools and supported

H
For more on this matter of state disestablishment see Witte, op. cit., 93-6.

9 See Rockne M. McCarthy, James W. Skillen, and William A. Harper, Disestablish?nent

a Second Time: Genuine Pluralism for American Schools (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1982),

15-52.
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with public funds. The Catholic schools were classified as “sectarian” and

granted freedom of operation only in private, paid for privately, outside the

bounds of the supposedly nonsectarian public commons .

10
Pluralism for

schooling and moral education now meant essentially the same as pluralism

for churches, namely, freedom for sectarian diversity in private. Public unity

would be maintained by nurturing children in the moral ethos of the majority

in the common schools. White Anglo-Saxon Protestants, though only a

majority, thus claimed a monopoly of government-supported schooling.

What happened was that a very religious, cultural set of WASP beliefs

established the conditions for associational or institutional freedom in rela-

tion to government. Catholics were allowed to associate freely in exclusive

churches, just as Protestants were. Religion, in the sense of church life, would

increasingly be defined as a private matter. The United States could establish

pluralism for a diversity of exclusive churches because the all-inclusive iden-

tity of the republic was not tied to any ecclesiastical entity. However, by

contrast, education, though once conducted in diverse ways and in a variety

of nongovernment schools, would increasingly be treated chiefly as a public,

governmental responsibility since a unified state, it was assumed, requires a

uniform or common school system. Keep in mind, moreover, that in the

mid-nineteenth century, the word “nonsectarian” did not mean un-religious

or anti-religious. The common schools read the Bible, studied the Bible, had

prayers, and inculcated a Protestant/deist moral point of view. Thus, outside

the churches, public religion flourished, but it was increasingly thought of as

part of the common moral ethos over against Catholic sectarianism. Conse-

quently, the religious character of the dominant ethos receded from con-

sciousness to the degree that first- and second-class citizenship was sorted out

through the dichotomy of public nonsectarianism and private sectarianism.

There was an inconsistency or unresolved dilemma here, however. If

education is a department of state and if common schooling for every child

is necessary to hold the society together, why did public officials allow some

citizens to opt out of the common schools? On the other hand, since public

officials did grant that many independent and parochial schools could remain

open, why did those officials not acknowledge the fact that schooling is not

necessarily (and never had been merely) a department of state? Local and

state governments may, in fact, set up schools, but schools have also been

established by other institutions and associations as well. Moreover, the

10
Ibid., 52 -72 . See also Diane Ravitch, The Great School Wars: New York City, 1805-1973

(New York: Basic Books, 1974), 3-91, and Charles L. Glenn, The Myth ofthe Common School

(Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1988), passim.
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responsibility for raising and educating minor children was, and continues to

be, acknowledged in law as the responsibility of parents. Thus, in the

educational arena there appears to be some ambiguity about the relation of

government to nongovernment institutions.
11 The same ambiguity, we will

see, appears in the welfare policy arena today.

If, in the middle 1800s, most Catholics had agreed to send their children

to the culturally Protestant (“nonsectarian”) public schools, then the educa-

tion of Catholic children would have been fully supported by public funding.

Of course, the Catholics would have had to agree to submit their children to

schooling that was, in many ways, anti-Catholic. But to the extent that

Catholics insisted on using their own schools, their educational efforts were

denied equal public treatment because government defined Catholic schools

as “sectarian.” On these terms, you can see, there was no room for public

educational pluralism in the United States. What had become the informal

religion of the republic was quite evident in the prayers and (King James)

Bible readings of the “nonsectarian” schools, but since these schools were run

by states and local communities, not by churches, their religious character

gradually receded from view. Religion was increasingly identified with what

belongs to churches, in private, including Catholic parochial schools, even

though the public cultural climate, seen from outside the system, was still

quite evidently religious in a Protestant/deistic sense.

The third order ofpluralism , as I am designating it, took hold in the United

States as the result of the further secularization of the second order and

emerged gradually from late in the nineteenth century until it became

dominant between the end of World War II and the 1960s. This is the order

most familiar to us today. It is taken for granted in the constitutional

arguments made by today’s ACLU, Americans United for the Separation of

Church and State, and People for the American Way .

12
1 would even venture

to say that it is the framework now taken for granted by most Christians, both

Protestant and Catholic, and by most Jews. To identify this third order, we

1

1

Parental primacy or “principalship” in education as well as governmental primacy in

education are both upheld in the law, quite incompatibly. See McCarthy, Skillen and
Harper, Disestablishment a Second Time

, 103-6, 124-36; Stephen Arons, Compelling Belief:

The Culture ofAmerican Schooling (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1986); and
“Conference Proceedings: Pierce

,
Pluralism, and Partnership,” a conference to commem-

orate the 75th Anniversary of the Pierce Decision (Washington, DC: U.S. Department of
Education, 2001). The 1925 Pierce decision was Pierce v. Society of the Sisters of the Holy

Names ofJems and Mary, 268 U.S. 510 (1925).
12 The material that could be cited here is vast and readily available from the organi-

zations mentioned. See, for example, the press-release response of Americans United
(February 1, 2000), to Jeffrey Rosen’s article from The New York Times Magazine, quoted
above.
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need only look at how the words “nonsectarian” and “sectarian” are used

today, quite in contrast to the way they were used in the nineteenth century.

The word “nonsectarian” now means “secular” or “nonreligious” and no

longer corresponds to the ethos of older cultural Protestantism. The word

“sectarian” now means not only “Catholic,” but anything explicidy or self-

professedly “religious.” The underlying structure has not changed: the sup-

posedly nonsectarian political majority still claims the right to monopolize

the public square while upholding pluralism for “sectarians” in private. But

the change in the connotation and denotation of the terms reflects a signif-

icantly new meaning of pluralism.

This is not to imply that an American civil religion has disappeared, but

only that its character is now more deist and secularist, framed more by an

Enlightenment point of view than by the older Protestant consensus. Also

keep in mind that it is during the time when this third order of pluralism

came to dominate public opinion and the courts that the largest and greatest

number of public welfare programs was established. By definition, the major

federal programs to end or alleviate poverty, joblessness, drug abuse, and

countless other poverty-inducing or poverty-aggravating problems were put

forward as secular public programs, programs of and by government for

citizens treated in their “secular” capacity. Almost all discussion of poverty

and welfare since the 1960s has focused on government’s actions toward

secular citizens, with the consequence that most nongovernment programs of

poverty relief fell from public view, despite the fact that those nongovern-

ment services have made a huge public difference. 13 The same pattern holds

in the educational arena. Public discussion of education policy and funding

focuses almost entirely on “public” schools even though 12-18 percent of

American children receive their publicly-approved education in independent

schools or at home.

Under the third pluralistic regime, one can understand why government

aid to anything identified as sectarian—now including more than Catholic

schools— had to be declared out of bounds. Ellen Willis makes this profes-

sion of faith:

I believe that a democratic polity requires a secular state: one that does

not fund or otherwise sponsor religious institutions and activities; that

does not display religious symbols; that outlaws discrimination based on

religious belief, whether by government or by private employers,

landlords or proprietors—that does, in short, guarantee freedom from as

13 See especially Stanley Carlson-Thies, “Charitable Choice: Bringing Religion Back

into American Welfare,” Journal of Policy History, vol. 13, no. 1 (2001), 109-32.
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well as freedom of religion. Furthermore, a genuinely democratic

society requires a secular ethos: one that does not equate morality with

religion, stigmatize atheists, defer to religious interests and aims over

others or make religious belief an informal qualification for public

office. Of course, secularism in the latter sense is not mandated by the

First Amendment. It’s a matter of sensibility, not law .

14

What makes Willis’ language work is the unquestioned assumption that there

is nothing religious or confessional about Willis’ own profession of faith. The

language depends on the reader agreeing that religion is a separable, private

matter. However, if one recognizes this profession of secular faith for the

faith that it is, just as one can now recognize the religious character of the

nineteenth-century majority’s profession of “nonsectarianism,” then Willis’

words have to be turned back on her if she is to be fair and nonimpositional

toward people of other faiths .

15 In such a turnabout she would have to

contend that the state should not “sponsor religious—including secularist

—

institutions and activities; that it not display religious—including secularist

—

symbols; that it outlaw discrimination based on religious—including sec-

ularist— belief...; that, in short, it guarantee freedom from as well as

freedom of religion—including secularism.” A “genuinely democratic soci-

ety” should, in other words, require a genuinely neutral ethos .

16
Such an

argument points us toward the fourth order of pluralism to which I will turn

in a moment, but first we must say something more about the third order of

pluralism.

In a system where pluralism is assured for sectarians only in private, the

only way a religiously grounded organization can participate in any publicly

funded program is by demonstrating its willingness to function in a “non-

sectarian” fashion in public. Catholic Charities, for example, has been free to

serve as an extension of government’s social service deliveries as long as it has

agreed to act in a secular manner, which no one would mistakenly identify as

Catholic .

17 These are also the terms on which Catholic schools have been

14 Ellen Willis, “Freedom From Religion: What’s at Stake in Faith-Based Politics,” The
Nation (February 19, 2001).

15 On the non-neutrality of every point of view, see Rockne M. McCarthy, et al, Society,

State, and Schools (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1981), 107-20), and Roy A. Clouser, The Myth
of Religions Neutrality (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1991).

16
See Stephen V. Monsma, Positive Neutrality (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1993).

17 As Kate O’Beirne says, “Catholic Charities—one of the nation’s largest social-welfare

groups— contracts with government welfare agencies to deliver social services, and is

scrupulously secular in dealing with its needy clients. The Salvation Army puts up a wall

of separation between its social outreach—which includes a spiritual dimension—and its

publicly funded programs, where Bible reading and prayer meetings are strictly forbidden.”

“Church (groups) and State: The Problem With the Faith-Based Bit,” National Review,
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able to win small amounts of public funding for secular aspects of schooling,

such as busing, lunches, and certain textbooks. Secularizing the “nonsectar-

ian” public square has also required the removal of prayer and Bible reading

from the government-funded schools. Quite evidently, then, the third order

of pluralism represents a new version of moral majoritarianism. The moral

requirements for public inclusion—for public participation— have become

those of the “secular” majority, no longer a Protestant majority, and all

professedly religious and sectarian moral convictions must be held privately.

The odd thing here is the way that this ideological point of view has shaped

nongovernment organizations themselves. Independent, often religious en-

tities, have taken the reigning dualism into themselves, into their very

identities. Whether as schools or as social-service organizations, they have

agreed to identify their confessional freedom as a purely private matter.

Agreeing to cooperate with government and its public funding means agree-

ing to redefine part of themselves as an extension of the secular public. As

America’s religious and moral diversity kept expanding during the twentieth

century, and as the number and kinds of nongovernment organizations

continued to expand, room was made for everyone as long as everyone agreed

to keep their sectarian differences outside public institutions and to conform

to the secular norms of the majority.

This frame of mind is evident in the writings of Amy Gutman, Dennis

Thompson, James Bohman, Stephen Macedo, John Rawls, and others who
say that America needs to strengthen “deliberative democracy” in face of our

growing multiculturalism. However, as Ashley Woodiwiss, quoting Chantal

Mouffe, explains in a recent review article, “the proponents of deliberative

democracy ‘generally start by stressing what they call the “fact of pluralism”

and then proceed to find procedures to deal with differences whose objective

is actually to make those differences irrelevant and to relegate pluralism to

the sphere of the private.’
” lK

This is pluralism of the third order.

II. Challenges to the “Secular” Public

A major public challenge to the deepening secularization of the American

public square was mounted, as you well know, by groups such as the Moral

February 19, 2001. See also John A. Coleman, “American Cadtolicism, Catholic Charities

U.S.A., and Welfare Reform,” Journal of Policy History, vol. 13, no. 1 (2001), 73-108.
18 Ashley Woodiwiss, “Democracy Agonistes,” Books and Culture (March/April, 2001),

24. Nicholas Wolterstorff critiques this kind of liberal thinking in his discussion with

Robert Audi in their book, Religion in the Public Square: The Place of Religious Convictions in

Political Debate (Lanham, MD: Rowman and Litdefield, 1997). See the fine review of this

and several related books by Brian Sultner, “Reassessing Religion’s Place in a Liberal

Democracy,” Religious Studies Review (October, 2000), 319-25.
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Majority, beginning in the 1970s. These groups still breathe the air of the

moral/religious ethos of second-order pluralism. Jerry Falwell, Pat Robert-

son, and others cannot accept that the old public consensus has dissolved, so

they assume that a secular minority has illegitimately seized the monopoly

privilege of the majority. The so-called New Religious Right wanted, and for

the most part continues to want, to uphold pluralism in private for sectarian

faiths, including freedom for atheists and secularists, but they do not want a

minority secularist ethos to control the public square. They are not trying to

recover the first order of pluralism, in which each state had the right to

establish Christianity, and even a particular church. Charges of this sort

against the Moral Majority, the Christian Coalition, and Focus on the Family

by third-order pluralists are mistaken and are intended to scare ordinary

citizens. No, the resurgent conservatives simply want to reestablish the

pre-secularized, nineteenth-century moral order in which the word “nonsec-

tarian” referred to the WASP consensus that once served as the civil-religious

glue of the country. For second-order pluralists the protection of religion in

private goes hand in hand with public rule by those who have the same moral

sense as those who go to church and acknowledge God.

By contrast, for third-order pluralists the guarantee of religious freedom

goes hand in hand with public secularity. The only legitimate “moral major-

ity” today, in their view, is the one that works vigorously to exclude all

sectarian preferences, languages, and doctrines other than its own from

control of the public square. Religion, they insist, is a private matter that

should be disconnected from, and left unaided by, government. The non-

establishment of religion means no entanglement with sectarians; the free

exercise of religion means freedom in private to be as sectarian as one

chooses. A secular view of public life, even if held only by a majority, should

monopolize schooling and welfare services. But of course, People for the

American Way is no less sectarian in the eyes of the Christian Coalition than

is the Moral Majority in the eyes of Americans United for the Separation of

Church and State.

I hope you can see from this simple sketch why at one level in today’s

contention over the new faith-based initiatives the conflict truly is all or

nothing, because each claimant to public moral authority wants to monop-

olize the entire public square. The structure of the conflict is the same for Pat

Robertson and Barry Lynn, the director of Americans United. Both want the

majority to have a monopoly of the public square with the right to determine

who and what is sectarian. But whereas Robertson is a second-order pluralist

who is willing to let secularists thrive in private where they cannot, for

example, write the curricula for public school classrooms, Lynn wants a
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secular majority to control school curricula and define the terms of publicly-

funded welfare services while making room for Falwell and other fundamen-

talist sectarians in private quarters alone. The battle is all or nothing—a true

culture war— because neither viewpoint can envision public pluralism. The
side that gains control of Congress, the courts, and the schools, will claim the

right to define what the “nonsectarian” republic should be.

However, as much as the media like to have a simple two-sided conflict, the

contention over Charitable Choice and faith-based organizations is actually

three-sided, not two-sided. The reason is that a new and different view of

pluralism has joined the fray, presenting a challenge to both second- and

third-order pluralists. The new pluralist challenge also emerged in the 1970s

and 1980s and is an ingredient in both the Charitable Choice provision as

well as the new White House Office on Faith-Based and Community Initi-

atives. For this reason, the true significance of Charitable Choice cannot be

grasped within the framework in which it is being contested by second- and

third-order pluralists, the framework that most commentators and the media

take for granted.

Peter Dobkin Hall, for example, contends that “the concerns expressed a

century ago” about government’s subsidizing of “sectarian institutions” differ

little from those expressed in our contemporary debate. “The main differ-

ence,” he says, “was that [in the late 1800s] most Protestants (especially

evangelicals) opposed government subsidy because they felt that most of the

money went to Catholics.” 19 While it is true, as we have said, that the

framework in which a “nonsectarian” majority worries about funding “sec-

tarians” remained the same from the nineteenth century through the twen-

tieth, Hall overlooks the significant change in the meaning of the words

“nonsectarian” and “sectarian” from the 1840s to the 1940s and thus misses

the important cultural shift that took place. Moreover, Hall does not see the

even greater difference between the public monopoly claims voiced by both

the nineteenth- and the twentieth-century majoritarians, on the one hand,

and the new pluralist framework that undergirds Charitable Choice. There

are, in fact, important differences among the three contenders in today’s

debate.

III. A New Pluralism?

In contrast to the first three orders of pluralism in the United States, the

fourth order of pluralism for which I am contending demands a different

19 Peter Dobkin Hall, “Diminished Authority: Church, State, and Accountability,”

Nonprofit Times (March, 2001), 45.
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understanding of religion, political order, and social diversity .

20 The new

pluralism starts with the recognition that the religions by which people live,

whether traditional or modern, whether acknowledged or unacknowledged,

exert themselves in public life and not only in private quarters. The effort to

force a private, “sectarian” confinement on religious ways of life is itself a

form of religious imperialism. The Enlightenment’s dichotomy of the secular

public and the private religious arises from a religiously deep and all-

encompassing worldview. It is no more neutral or tolerant or inclusive than

was the nineteenth century’s Protestant cultural ethos. The Latin word
“
saeciilum” means “of or pertaining to this age, or this world.” Until the

modern era, it was taken for granted that “this world”—the secular—is

connected to and dependent on God. It is true that the words “religion” and

“religious” came to be associated with the Catholic Church’s authority

structure, church vocations, orders, worship, and the Eucharist. Even after

the Protestant Reformation reaffirmed the priesthood of all believers and the

importance of recognizing “vocations” in all areas of life as religious service

to God, the words “religion” and “religious” continued to be used mostly to

refer to church-related activities of worship, piety, and evangelism. Never-

theless, there is no basis in those traditions, or in Judaism or Islam, for

thinking of the “secular” as unrelated to God or of the “religious” as

belonging to the church alone or to inner personal space alone. The modern

presumption that the “secular” world stands on its own, dependent on

nothing beyond itself, represents a radical change in worldviews, a funda-

mental religious reorientation or conversion, a basic change in assumptions.

There is nothing religiously neutral about a view of reality that insists on

privatizing the religious and disconnecting it from a supposedly religion-free

saeculum. Thus, from the new pluralist point of view, it is not possible to

speak of the “religious” and the “secular” in modern, Enlightenment terms.

If, then, we reread the Constitution’s First Amendment from the viewpoint

of fourth-order pluralism, the religion clause(s) appears in a different light.

The First Amendment does not call for public secularity and the privatization

of religion any more than it grants to a religious majority, disguised as a

nonsectarian guardian of the public square, the right to define certain con-

fessional viewpoints as sectarian and thus ineligible for equal treatment by

20 For some of the background of what follows see James W. Skillen and Rockne M.
McCarthy, eds., Political Order and the Plural Structure of Society (Atlanta: Scholars Press,

1991); Skillen, Recharging the American Experiment
;
Stanley W. Carlson-Thies and James

W. Skillen, eds., Welfare in America : Christian Perspectives on a Policy in Crisis (Grand Rapids:

Eerdmans, 1996); and Charles L. Glenn, The Ambiguous Emlrrace: Government and Faith-

Based Schools and Social Agencies (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000).
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government. The new pluralism reads the First Amendment to say that

religious free exercise really must be protected in all areas of life and that the

establishment of religion can only be avoided by treating all citizens equally

and not granting the privilege of establishment to any religion or ideology.

The First Amendment’s non-establishment clause does not mean “no aid to

religious groups”; it simply means no establishment of any religion or

religiously-equivalent worldview. If the convictions of citizens, whether

Christian or secularist, whether Jewish or Muslim, guide them to serve their

neighbors with drug treatment and job training, then government may not

discriminate against any of them when it invites nongovernment organiza-

tions to cooperate with it in serving those who need drug treatment and job

training.

What about Jerry FalwelPs and Pat Robertson’s worry that such an open

and nondiscriminatory pluralism may mean government’s support of what

they consider to be objectionable sects? That is a worry that only makes sense

from the point of view of a second- or third-order pluralist who presumes

that the country’s majority should have the political authority to decide what

an objectionable religion is. In the nineteenth century, it was Catholics and

then Mormons who were considered to be the objectionable and dangerous

sects. For third-order pluralists, the Christian Coalition is as objectionable as

scientologists and black Muslims: they are all sectarians. For the new plural-

ism, by contrast, the principle that should hold is equal public treatment of

all faiths, with none having the right, through control of government, to

monopolize public policy and funding for its point of view.

This takes us to the heart of the matter regarding government’s cooper-

ation with faith-based social-service ministries and organizations. Today’s

secular nonsectarians define all public welfare and social programs not only

as secular but as governmental through and through. The implication is that

anything government touches, any organization it works with in social-

service or education delivery, must be treated as an extension of government

and its purposes. Moreover, if government and its services have already been

defined as secular, then ipso facto, any organization with which government

chooses to cooperate, even if that organization is already—independently

—

offering such a service, becomes a secular extension of government. In this

case, not only does the secular triumph over the religious, but government

overwhelms the nongovernmental.

There are two mistakes in this argument. First, as we have already argued,

government has no constitutional right to define its terrain as “secular” and

to outlaw religion from public expression. That is a discriminatory imposi-

tion of secular sectarianism. Second, government ought not to obliterate or
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undermine that which is legitimately nongovernmental—the families,

churches, enterprises, and diverse nongovernment associations organized

outside of government. Whenever government cooperates with nongovern-

ment organizations, it has every obligation to recognize and protect the

independent integrity of those organizations, including their confessional

freedom. The relationship should be one of partnership, not co-optation and

takeover. There are countless examples at local, state, and federal levels

where government cooperates, whether by contract or by some other means,

with organizations that have their own reason for being and for serving

people.

Consider, for example, one of the most obvious religious partnerships of

the federal government, namely the military chaplaincy. The military services

pay the salaries and provide the commissions, uniforms, and offices for those

who also, at the same time, serve as ordained clergy of their respective

religious bodies. We do not presume for a moment that because the gov-

ernment employs and pays for the chaplains it thereby takes over or incor-

porates the institutions that those chaplains represent. Nor do the chaplains

then become a simple extension of government. The chaplaincy program

gives the government no authority to require the Catholic Church to ordain

women or to demand that Muslims be nondiscriminatory in their hiring

practices and hire Baptists or Presbyterian chaplains. No, the relationship is

a partnership in which government and religious institutions cooperate, each

fulfilling its own purpose. The integrity of each is upheld. Government does

not do priestly and pastoral work, but it can cooperate with organizations

that do.

Ambiguity has arisen in the areas of education and welfare policy because

in both of these areas government has presumed to do education and poverty

relief. One answer to this ambiguity could be offered by arguing that gov-

ernment ought not to set up schools and welfare agencies as a direct extension

of government. Instead, it ought to partner with independent schools and

agencies, providing funding and other means in an equitable, pluralist man-

ner. Another answer is that even when government sets up its own schools

and welfare agencies, it ought not to give them any advantage or privilege not

given to independent schools and service organizations. Thus, when govern-

ment acts on its obligation to provide for the public welfare by determining

that a certain class or sector of eligible citizens should receive certain services,

it ought to proceed in a way that takes fully into account the organizations

that are already offering such services. If it chooses to partner with such

organizations, it can do justice to them and to all eligible recipients only by

preserving the full integrity of all parties. Government must establish its own
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general qualifications, conditions, and purposes for tire service it mandates or

funds, but justice also requires that it not discriminate against any qualified

nongovernment organization because it is religious or nongovernmental.

The question of an organization’s secular or nonsecular viewpoint is simply

irrelevant. The proper question from government’s side is whether the

organizations that agree to cooperate with it can demonstrate a capability of

serving those who are eligible for the service.
21 And this is where confessional

pluralism is so important. Not every group will be able to serve every eligible

person, nor will every eligible person want to receive his or her benefits

indiscriminately from all service providers. The government’s general or

universal public purpose can best be fulfilled through partnership with a

diversity of providers that can, in a variety of ways and from a variety of

viewpoints, reach all the different kinds of eligible recipients.

Look again, by analogy, at the military chaplaincy program. Government’s

general public service is to provide military chaplains, and, recognizing that

military personnel require chaplains of different confessions, government

partners with diverse religious institutions to recruit a diverse range of

chaplains in proportion to the need for them. Government does not first

create a uniform public profession of faith and way of worship and then

demand that, regardless of the chaplain’s religion of origin, he or she put

“sectarian” commitments aside and become a “nonsectarian” chaplain for

everyone. What the military actually does manifests the principle that should

hold true for social and welfare services. A wide variety of groups in the

United States may offer drug treatment, job training, and other services in

different ways and from different points of view. As long as eligible recipients

are free to enter and exit the programs, and as long as no service organization

has a monopoly in a territory, then government properly fulfills its general

obligation by partnering with a diversity of demonstrably capable service

organizations without regard to the viewpoints, philosophies, and religions of

the latter.

The new pluralism directly challenges the argument by third-order plu-

ralists that faith-based organizations which receive public funds should not be

allowed to discriminate in their hiring practices. Rep. Bobby Scott (D-VA)

21
I certainly agree with Hall (“Diminished Authority,” op. cit.) that faith-based orga-

nizations should not be granted relief from health, safety, and fiduciary requirements that

would apply to groups that make no religious claims for their work. But the opposite

should also be true, namely, that government-owned and “secular” nonprofits should not

be granted privileges denied to faith-based organizations because the latter are “religious.”

The question is how to remove religious (or viewpoint) discrimination while also doing

justice to the integrity of every nongovernment institution and to all citizens. For more on

this, see Glenn, The Ambiguous Embrace, esp., 99-130 and 266-96.
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and Barry Lynn say that an independent service-provider’s right to hire in

accordance with its convictions “would allow religious bigotry in hiring to be

practiced with the use of federal funds .” 22 The error here begins with the

denial that any true partnership can exist because every participating orga-

nization becomes, by definition, an extension of government. Thus, any

group that serves the needy represents the single public monopoly that stands

behind those funds. On their terms, any discrimination in hiring is the same

as public exclusion based on bigotry. But that is nonsense from a genuinely

pluralist point of view. There is absolutely no discrimination being practiced

by a Pentecostal drug-rehabilitation center when it hires a Pentecostal qual-

ified to do the service and refuses to hire an atheist or a Muslim, as long as

atheist and Muslim drug-rehabilitation centers are free to hire whomever

they want for the programs they operate. Catholic chaplains ordained exclu-

sively by the Catholic Church are not keeping Jewish chaplains from serving

those who want a Jewish chaplain, as long as the government that employs

the chaplains remains fully pluralistic in its partnerships.

The second error in the Scott/Lynn argument is the presumption that the

religious or ideological commitment of the people who provide welfare

services is irrelevant to the “secular” service being provided. The fact is that

the food, or shelter, or job training, or drug treatment being offered by many

groups is offered as an act of Christian, or Muslim, or atheist charity. In

which case, the hiring of staff members who share a common motivation and

commitment may be integral to the job’s definition, just as Catholic, or

Jewish, or Lutheran faith is integral to the job of a military chaplain.

Government’s nondiscriminatory, general public purpose is fulfilled precisely

and only by not discriminating against any group, regardless of its religious

point of view, when it decides to partner with any of them. The public

delivery plan is pluralistic from the start so that no one is excluded. It is the

Scott/Lynn argument that represents bigotry and illegitimate exclusiveness,

because their prejudgment to exclude explicitly religious groups from part-

nership with government represents unjust religious discrimination from the

outset. What Americans United and People for the American Way cannot

see is the anti-pluralist bias of their own argument and that is because the

injustice resides in their most fundamental, unquestioned assumptions.

Charitable Choice does not call for special privileges for religious groups

or a special pot of money exclusively for faith-based organizations; it simply

requires the end to public discrimination against such groups. That, of

course, amounts to the end of public-monopoly privileges for “secular”

22 Quoted in The Washington Post
,
March 12, 2001.
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moralists as well as for “religious” moralists. A new order of pluralism will

mean that all of America’s communities will have the same legal protection to

practice their religions and nonreligions freely and that they may do so in

partnership with government in many instances. Religious freedom will no

longer need to be conceived as a right that is protected only when completely

disassociated from government. And this means that public Christians, along

with people of every other religion, can be forthright in public and fully

Christian in their social and educational sendees because they will be acting

in accord with pluralist principles that assure the same freedom to every other

group. Not only should citizens be free to worship or not worship in accord

with their conscience, they should also be free to live their religions openly

in public without discrimination and without opportunity to monopolize the

public order for themselves. This is genuine pluralism.

What about the worry from some religious and libertarian groups that “mix-

ing government and charity . . . could undermine the very things that have made

private charity so effective,” that “faith-based charities could find their missions

shifting, their religious character lost, the very things that made them so suc-

cessful destroyed,” as Michael Tanner puts it?
23

First, if one presumes that

whatever government touches it corrupts, then the argument holds. Further, if

one assumes that no kind of partnership can possibly preserve the integrity of the

nongovernment organization, the argument also holds. And finally, if one pre-

sumes that faith-based efforts are, by definition, private and authentic only if they

remain disconnected from government, then the argument holds. But the argu-

ment of the new pluralism challenges all of these assumptions. Neither second-

order nor third-order pluralism can do justice to contemporary reality and public

welfare policy. The argument of Ellen Willi s is the flip side ofMichael Tanner’s.

Both make the same assumption about a dominating, demanding, secular gov-

ernment that leaves nothing that it touches unsecularized. And both make the

same assumption that religion and charity belong in private. From the viewpoint

of the new pluralism, any group or religion that conceives of itself and its purpose

as entirely private should, of course, be free not to partner with government.

There is nothing about Charitable Choice that says all religious social-service

organizations must partner with government. At the same time, the govern-

ment’s aim must be to define the nature of its partnerships so that every religious

organization, just as every cooperating organization that thinks of itself as not

religious, will be fully free and responsible to maintain its own integrity and

mission.

23 From the executive summary of “Corrupting Charity,” Briefing Paper No. 62, by
Michael Tanner, The Cato Institute, Washington, DC, March 22, 2001.
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This is the context in which the new pluralism rejects the whole idea that

cooperation between government and faith-based groups requires a prior

determination to segregate the public’s “secular” funds and services from the

“sectarian” elements of the faith-based groups that cooperate in providing

the service. The mistaken assumption of third-order pluralists continues to

be that the “nonsectarian” secular function (which belongs in the public

domain) is a religion-free zone and must be separated from the “sectarian”

function or domain in any organization that chooses to partner with govern-

ment. But, according to the U.S. Constitution’s First Amendment, the

privilege of constructing this dichotomy does not belong to government, for

it does not lie in government’s authority to define, prescribe, or proscribe the

nature of religion .

24 There may indeed be groups like Catholic Charities that

think of themselves as a two-part composite of the secular and the religious.

There may be other groups that think of themselves as integrally religious or

as integrally secular. None of this need concern government. Its only con-

cern, when cooperating with nongovernment organizations, should be to

make sure that the partnering organizations demonstrate the ability to per-

form or provide the service. If an organization is proving that it can help drug

addicts break their habits and if that is government’s general public purpose

in funding drug-rehabilitation services, then the philosophy or religious

orientation of the different nongovernment organizations is of no concern to

government, as long as those eligible to receive the services are free to choose

or not choose, to enter and exit, the various programs.

Might one solution to potential “entanglement” problems be for government

to fund vouchers for eligible recipients so they can choose a service provider? For

various government programs, from food supplements to child care to drug

rehabilitation, vouchers might, indeed, be the best and most efficient means of

providing funding to eligible individuals. However, from the new pluralist point

of view, vouchers are not needed for peculiarly religious reasons. If no group or

majority is allowed to predefine the public’s services as nonsectarian and thus to

exclude sectarians, then there will be no reason to give special attention to those

unjusdy excluded by giving vouchers for use in “sectarian” institutions. From the

third-order pluralist point of view, vouchers may give the appearance of allowing

24 See Carl H. Esbeck, “Religion and the First Amendment: Some Causes of the Recent
Confusion,” William and Mary Law Review (March, 2001), 907-14, and Esbeck, “The
Establishment Clause as a Structural Restraint on Governmental Power,” Iowa Law Review

,

vol. 84, no. 1 (October, 1998), 1-1
1
3. For more on the First Amendment and whether there

is one clause or two, see Esbeck, “Differentiating the Free Exercise and Establishment
Clauses,” Journal ofChurch and State, vol. 42 (Spring, 2000), 3 1 1 -34; Stephen V. Monsma,
“Substantive Neutrality as a Basis for Free Exercise-No Establishment Common Ground,”
Journal of Church and State, vol. 42 (Winter, 2000), 13-35.
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individuals to make a “sectarian” choice without government being responsible

for endorsing it. But government must still decide which organizations are

allowed to accept and cash in the vouchers. One way or another, an argument

will be made either that “sectarian” organizations may not participate or that

they must separate their “sectarian” from their “nonsectarian” parts in order to

receive public funds for the “nonsectarian” service they offer. That entire frame-

work must be dissolved if justice is to be done to all citizens and to all nongov-

ernment organizations.

If the fourth order of pluralism takes hold and endures, then there will

come a day when the words “nonsectarian” and “sectarian” will become as

useless and obnoxious as the disparaging words that white Protestants once

used to put down blacks and Catholics. 25 No one will then be able to get away

with calling the public square secular, for it will finally be open to all faiths

and ideologies, without an establishment or a privileged role for any of them.

The new order will, for the first, time, establish public and not just private

pluralism and will eliminate monopoly privileges in the public square for any

religious or ideological viewpoint.

IV. Why a Kuyperian Moment?

In the subtide of this essay I have suggested that this is a Kuyperian moment

for the church in God’s world. What does Abraham Kuyper (1834-1920) have to

do with American welfare reform today? I have three things in mind.

First, Abraham Kuyper challenged Christians to recognize that the com-

munity of Christian faith—the people of God in Christ—is a fully human

community undergoing renovation, reformation, and renewal in God’s

hands. Every dimension, every sphere of human life is implicated in the

renewal of life in Christ. The community of faith is more than one institution

among many in modern society. In every arena of life the body of Christ

should come to expression in working out the patterns of repentance and

reformation pleasing to the Creator/Redeemer. This holds for politics as well

as family life, for business as well as the arts.

Second, Kuyper, the Calvinist, challenged the imperial tradition that Chris-

tians, including Calvin, had absorbed and accepted for centuries. And he rejected

Christian accommodation to that tradition not by appeal to Enlightenment

rationalism and human self-sufficiency in this world but by appeal to the mercy

and grace of the God who liberates humans from their self-made bondage. In the

name of Christ, Kuyper led a political movement for proportional representation

25 See Richard A. Baer, Jr., “The Supreme Court’s Discriminatory Use of the Term
‘Sectarian.’” Journal ofLaw and Politics, vol. 6, no. 3 (Spring, 1990), 449-68.
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of all Dutch citizens in parliament and for proportional public support of all

schools, whether religious or secular, whether independent or government-

operated. Genuine public pluralism was a matter of Christian principle for him,

not an expression of backsliding accommodation to secularism.

Third, Kuyper called on government to do justice to the plural structure of

society, to recognize and not overwhelm the nongovernment institutions and

relationships that have their own callings from God. Kuyper took the whole of

creation seriously and recognized God’s high call to government to do justice to

all. He was no libertarian or anti-govemment reactionary. Yet Kuyper never

looked to government to replace or take responsibility from the families, schools,

churches, social-service organizations, labor unions, and businesses that bear

their own God-given responsibilities. Instead, Kuyper looked for ways to en-

courage cooperation between and among the diverse institutions and commu-

nities of Dutch society for the common good of all, and particularly for the

poor .

26 Government has a calling to govern all under law, but its universal reach

does not arise from or entail omnicompetent authority.

Precisely on biblical grounds, in other words, Kuyper called and led

Christians to contend politically for equal treatment of all faiths in public as

well as in private life, and for government’s recognition and support of the

independent responsibilities of nongovernment organizations. These Kuy-

perian principles can illumine our American landscape today, as an ever-

widening array of viewpoints, cultures, and institutions place their demands

on government for fair treatment .

27 Christians need a comprehensive basis

on which to work for the strengthening of the Christian community world-

wide and, from within that community, to seek justice for all our neighbors.

We need a more substantial, principled basis for social and political plural-

ism, and that is why I believe the current American debate over government’s

relation to faith-based organizations presents the church with a special

Kuyperian moment of opportunity in God’s world today.

26
See Abraham Kuyper, The Problem of Poverty (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1991).

27 See the diverse essays in Luis E. Lugo, ed., Religion
,
Pluralism

,
and Public Life: Abraham

Kuyper's Legacy for the Twenty-First Century (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2000), particularly

my conclusion: “Why Kuyper Now?” 365-72.
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THE HISTORY of Western Christian missions is a single story, at least from

the early sixteenth century. The Reformation complicates the story of

missions, but it does not determine it. The roots of the work of the most

adamantly Protestant missionaries lie in the work of Francis Xavier and

Matteo Ricci and Pedro de Gante. In the non-Western world the attribute

that first identifies Western missionaries is not that they are Catholic or

Protestant, but that they are Western. The viewpoint even in the Eastern

churches is well expressed by the remark of the Russian theologian Khomia-

kov, that the Pope was the first Protestant.

At the beginning of this story Christianity appeared to be a Western

religion. Appearances were deceptive; there was nearly a millennium and a

half of active and expansive Christianity in Asia before the first Western

missionary arrived there. Equally there were Christian communities in Africa

that could claim a continuous history from sub-apostolic or early patristic

times. But by around 1500, the time when a long-isolated Europe at last

found itself in contact with the non-Western world, circumstances dictated

that Christianity became more European than it had ever been before, and

did so just at the point when Europe became more Christian than it had ever

been before. Events so welded Christianity and the West together, and the

domestication of Christianity in the West was so complete, the process of

acculturation there so successful, that the faith seemed inseparable from the

categories of European life and thought. Nor did that perception change

quickly. By the end of our story, however, it was the Western world that was

giving up on Christianity, with the proportion of Europeans and North

Americans in the Christian body declining year by year, and the cultural

contexts and world views of Africa and Asia and the rest of the non-Western

world were beginning to remake Christian living and thinking.
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This demographic transformation of the Church, and especially its rapid

acceleration in the twentieth century, can be illustrated by a visit to two

locations which provide rich materials for viewing the missionary situation a

century ago, as it looked to some of the wisest and best-informed people in

the Protestant world. The two locations are Princeton and Edinburgh.

The reason for choosing Princeton is the delivery of the first series of the

Students’ Lectures on Missions at Princeton Theological Seminary in 1893.

The lecturer was the Rev. Dr. James S. Dennis, then of the American

Presbyterian Mission in Beirut, and the series was entitled “Foreign Missions

after a Century.” The lectures were published the same year under the same

title.
1 The copy I have been using carries the bookplate of B. B. Warfield.

This fairly modest volume—368 pages with generous margins—was the

acorn of a mighty oak. The Princeton lecture series was expanded into three

large volumes entitled Christian Missions and Social Progress.

2 This book,

which appeared between 1897 and 1906, is one of the landmark undertakings

in the study of missions. It was soon followed by a fourth volume which

formed a statistical appendix—the fullest body of statistical data on missions

that had hitherto been collected. 3

Dennis delivered his lectures at the very height of the missionary move-

ment, in the period when the number of missionaries from the Western to

the non-Western world was reaching its peak. But he believed that there was

work for many more. The newly-instituted lecture series, the Students’

Lectureship on Missions was set up to appeal to students, because students

were to be the primary source of the missionary multitude, the source not

only of recruits but of drive and enthusiasm. “The establishment of lecture-

ships on missions in our prominent theological seminaries,” says Dennis, “is

timely and in touch with the leadings of the Spirit of God in our day.” “The

marvelous development of missions” was, in fact, “manifestly one of the

foremost movements of Providence in the religious history of our century.”4

The underlying assumption in Dennis’s title is that in 1893 the missionary

movement was about a hundred years old; old enough, that is, to have

acquired wisdom and experience, young enough still to have vast resources of

energy and stamina. It had emerged out of apathy and hostility, survived the

'James S. Dennis, Foreign Missions after a Century [Students’ Lectures on Missions,

Princeton Theological Seminary 1893] (New York: Revell, 1893).
2
James S. Dennis, Christian Missions and Social Progress: a sociological study offoreign

missions, 3 volumes (New York: Revell, 1897-1906).
3 James S. Dennis, Centennial Survey ofForeign Missions: a statistical supplement to “Chris-

tian Missions and Social Progress, ” being a conspectus ofthe achievements and results ofevangelical

missions in all lands at the close of the nineteenth century (New York: Revell, 1902).
4 Dennis, Foreign Missions, 3 k
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era of infant mortality and overcome the perils of infancy and adolescence; it

now seemed unstoppable. Everything was in its favor: the march of technol-

ogy that ensured rapid communications, the organization of the world that

placed power in the safe and predictable hands of the civilized nations.

“When,” he asks, “in the history of the Church has it been so easy to send our

missionaries to the ends of the earth and extend to them adequate protection

and support and sympathy?” 5 Modern methods of travel, postal services,

international comity, financial exchange, telegraphic communications, are all

in favor of mission work. “International comity” in this context implies, of

course, Western hegemony over the rest of the world; a little later, Dennis

will refer to the “strong, firm, and just rule” of the British Raj exercising its

“benign sway” over the “vast, restless, and turbulent races” of India.
6 There

is not a glimmer of expectation that these conditions will ever change.

Dennis’s analysis of the world situation both in terms of church growth and

the beneficent social results of that growth is almost unfailingly upbeat. The

analysis begins with Japan, where political, social, commercial, educational,

literary, and religious change had occurred since Commodore Perry opened

the country to foreign influence “on a scale unprecedented in the history of

any other nation.” 7 Japan—already influencing China in helpful directions

—

was the key to the Orient. If the Church of Christ would seize the present

opportunity Japan would be the “grandest trophy of modern missions.”
8
In

China, the present church growth rate extended for the next thirty-five years

would produce twenty-six million Protestant communicants. China is des-

tined to be a land of Pentecosts, and needs only the religion of Christ to

become one of the dominant powers of the earth. 9 For India, Dennis

produces dramatic statistics from the conversions in the mass movements

going on at the time. He acknowledges how long, even at a rapid rate of

conversion, the evangelization of such a vast population would take; none-

theless, he sees in the developments of the past century the possibility that the

Empire of India will soon be in the hands of Christian converts.
10 By

contrast, Korea, a land where there were currently only 177 Protestant

church members, gets only a brief mention.
11 And on Africa “a whole

continent of forgotten humanity,” he is less buoyant. His summary view is

5 Ibid, 28.
6
Ibid, 98.

7 Ibid, 66.
8
Ibid, 71.

9 Ibid, 85.
10

Ibid, 105.
11

Ibid, 72-6.
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that mission history there has less of discouragement than would naturally be

expected.
12

Dennis’s own missionary service was in the Middle East. He is dismissive

of the ancient Christian Churches of the East (Coptic, Syrian, and Arme-

nian), and derides the Anglican mission that was trying to work with the old

church in Mesopotamia. “God has chosen American Christians to be the

saviors of Christianity in the East,”
13 regenerating it so that it may aggres-

sively commend Christ to Muslims. Similarly South America is “as destitute

of spiritual, saving Christianity as those who have never heard the Gospel

message of salvation.” 14

Africa, South America, and the Middle East are in fact the chief reminders

of the long hard labor still lying before the missionary movement. By

contrast, he sees East and Southern Asia as, from a Christian point of view,

full of bright hope. It is easy to misunderstand Dennis here. His rosy portraits

of the Christian future of India, China and Japan are not prophecies, they are

pointers to what could happen if the Church—an essentially Western

Church—were to perform its duty. It is for the students of Princeton and

their peers to rise to their responsibilities. There is nothing to impede them;

they live in a politically stable world, marked almost everywhere by evidence

of what Dennis calls social progress. The Asian powers, with Japan in the

lead, are now in transformation, and that transformation will make them

world powers. There is no sense of threat in this, or indeed in anything in the

world that Dennis describes. There is much darkness in it, but it is residual

darkness; there is no sight of the Mystery of Iniquity manufacturing destruc-

tion.

The interest in statistics that was later to find expression in the supple-

mentary fourth volume of Christian Missions and Social Progress and later in the

Statistical Atlas of Christian Missions is evident already in Foreign Missions after

a Century. The very smell of a statistic can send Dennis into an orgy of

calculation. He tells us that the Indian post office deals with 320 million

letters a year. He knows how many miles of telegraph wire India has, and how

many elementary schools there are in Japan. He calculates how long it would

take the inhabitants of China to sign their names, allowing four signatures a

minute for twelve hours a day; and how long the line would be while they

were waiting their turn. He notes that 20,000 people a day die in China, and

that this rate of mortality would finish off New York in a month. 15

12
Ibid., 1 15-7.

13
Ibid., i26f.

14
Ibid., 139.

* 5 Ibid., 77.
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But his most interesting statistics are those comparing growth of church

membership in the United States with that in various parts of the non-

Western world. As he puts it, “It is only when we compare results in the

foreign field with corresponding results in the home field that many minds

succeed in recognizing the significance of the facts.”
16 And the facts were that

the churches of Asia and Africa in 1892 were in general growing faster than

those of the USA. The past year’s statistics for the Presbyterian Church in

the United States showed that only fourteen congregations in the whole

country had exceeded the growth rate of the Presbyterian Church in Tripoli

in Syria. Only eight presbyteries—and those the rich big city ones of New
York, Chicago, and Philadelphia— had admitted as many communicants as

the presbytery of Shandong in China. And not a single American presbytery

could come anywhere near the rate of growth of the Presbytery of Laos. Laos

was the “banner presbytery of the whole Presbyterian church.” 17 Dennis has

noted the surprising development that the church overseas was increasing at

a rate faster than that in the expansive, confident America from which its

missionaries were coming.

And this fact moves our tale from Princeton to Edinburgh. In the building

which currently houses the Scottish Parliament, and which has hitherto been

the Assembly Hall of the Church of Scotland, a conference took place in 19 10

to survey the issues which Dennis had presented in his Princeton lectures.

Dennis, by this time recognized as the master statistician of the missionary

movement, was called in to assist in one of its preparatory documents.

The World Missionary Conference, Edinburgh 1910, has passed into

Christian legend. It was a landmark in the history of mission; the starting

point of the modern theology of mission; the high point of the Western

missionary movement and the point from which it declined; the launchpad of

the modern ecumenical movement; the point at which Christians first began

to glimpse something of what a world church would be like.

The crucial events of Christian history have often taken place through

obscure people. The missionary movement itself, in both its Catholic and

Protestant phases, has usually been a peripheral activity of the church. It

would be hard to guess from the average volume on the history of the church

in the nineteenth century that events which were to transform the church

altogether were going on in Africa and Asia; for these events are likely to

occupy a few pages in the volume at most. So we need not be surprised to find

that the origins of the World Missionary Conference lie among obscure

,<s
Ibid., 47.

17
Ibid., 45.
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1

people and in mundane circumstances. John R. Mott, the dynamic and

unanimous choice for Conference chairman, though internationally known

before the Conference began, was not directly involved in its origins. J. H.

Oldham, the Conference Secretary, became involved in an executive capacity

almost accidentally. (Two more senior churchmen were originally appointed

to organize the Conference. One fell ill, the other was appointed Principal of

the Scots College in Calcutta. Oldham, until then little known outside the

Student Movement, was called in to fill a sudden gap.
18

)

The affairs of Malawi started the process which led to the World Mission-

ary Conference. A secretary of the Livingstonia Mission Committee, 19
his

name not widely known then and still less since, had attended the Ecumenical

Missionary Conference of 1900 in New York. In the course of a letter to the

secretary of the American Presbyterian Mission Board he asked when another

such conference would be convened. Robert E. Speer responded warmly, and

got it on the agenda of the next meeting of the secretaries of the main

American mission boards. That meeting agreed that it was desirable to hold

another conference ten years after the New York meeting of 1900; and added

that it would be appropriate for it to be organized in Britain.

There was nothing particularly new about the idea of a general missionary

conference in itself. The idea goes back at least to the early years of the

nineteenth century. In 1806 William Carey proposed an intercontinental

meeting of missionaries. Perspectives were different in those days. It would

never have occurred to Carey, who never returned to Britain in the course of

his long Indian service, to hold a missionary conference in Edinburgh. He
assumed that such a conference would take place where missionaries were

actually working, and suggested the Cape of Good Hope as a suitably central

location. His proposal was dismissed as the “pleasing dream” of an “enlarged

mind.”20 The first missionary conference actually to take place is probably

that which occurred in New York in 1854. The occasion was the visit of

Alexander Duff, missionary in India of the Free Church of Scotland, to the

United States. Duff was already celebrated, not only as an eminent mission-

ary but as the spokesman for the systematic study of missions, a cause which

lS A “public” account of the Conference and its preparation is given in World Missionary

Conference 1910 : Vol. ix. The history and records of the Conference together with addresses

delivered at the evening meetings (Edinburgh: Oliphant, Anderson and Ferrier, 1910). See
also W. Richey Hogg, Ecumenical Foundations : a history ofthe International Missionary Council

and its nineteenth century background (New York: Harper, 1952), ch. 3; C. H. Hopkins, John
R Mott 1865-1955. A biography (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1979), ch. 7.

19 The Rev. John Fairley Daly.
20

See Hogg, 17; also Ruth Rouse, “William Carey’s ‘pleasing dream,’” International

Review of Missions 38 (1949), 186-92.
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he constantly brought to the attention of his church. In the next decade he

was to persuade it to establish in New College, Edinburgh, the first chair of

mission studies (evangelistic theology as he called it) anywhere in the world

and he saw this as only the first step towards a Christian institute of languages

and cultures such as existed elsewhere only in Rome. 21
In America Duff had

a triumphal progress, and the first international missionary conference was

hurriedly erected round his visit.
22 The better-known Conference on Mis-

sion held in Liverpool in i860 was a British initiative, and overwhelmingly

British in composition. There was just one participant from Asia, the Rev.

Behari Lai Singh, an Indian minister of the Free Church of Scotland. His

interventions were substantial and lively, notably in his insistence that Hindu

and Muslim scholarship posed intellectual challenges that Christians ignored

at their peril.
23 A larger conference took place in London in 1878, and a

really big one, the so-called Centenary Conference, in 1888. 24 Then there

was the Ecumenical Missionary Conference already referred to, in New York

in 1900. “This Conference is called ecumenical,” said one of its organizers,

not because all portions of the Christian Church are to be represented

in it by delegates, but because the plan of campaign it proposes covers

the whole area of the inhabited globe. Blot out of the map the desert

and waste places, the Arctic and the Antarctic zones, and what you have

left is the ecumenical world. 25

Add to these the conferences of the Student Volunteer Missionary Union

with their batteries of eminent speakers and published proceedings, and it is

clear that Edinburgh 1910 was far from being the first major international

missionary conference. It was not even the biggest; over 300 more delegates

attended the London Centenary Conference of 1888 than came to Edin-

burgh twenty-two years later. Yet that meeting and most of the others are

21 The fullest account is by O. G. Myklebust, The Study of Missions in Theological

Education: an historical enquiry into the place of world evangelisation in Western Protestant

ministerial training with particular reference to Alexander Duffs chair of Evangelistic Theology

(Oslo: Egede Institute, 1955).
22 Hogg, 37f.

23 Conference on Missions held in i860 at Liverpool, edited by the Secretaries to the

Conference (London: Nisbet, i860). Singh’s interventions on missionary education (p.

129) and on native agency (p. 216) are particularly noteworthy.
24

It was held in Exeter Hall, “the ark and sanctuary of the Evangelical party”; before

1910 it had been “surrendered to a firm of caterers.” G. W. E. Russell, A Pocketful of

Sixpences (London: Nelson, n.d.), ch. 20.
25 Ecumenical Missionary Conference New York 1900 (London: RTS, 1900), 10.
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now largely forgotten.
26 Something about Edinburgh 1910 makes it the best

remembered conference of all, better even than its successor meetings in

Jerusalem and Tambaram. So it is worth considering some of the ways in

which it differed from its predecessors.

First, it differed in composition. It attempted to maintain a balance be-

tween the missions so as to produce a microcosm of the actual mission

situation overseas. The intended outcome was that the Conference would

also reflect the proportionate involvement of the various parts of the mis-

sionized world in the work of evangelizing the non-missionized or partly

missionized. (In this respect it differed greatly from the Centenary Confer-

ence, whose large body of delegates was dominated by the host country,

Britain.) At Edinburgh there were 500 delegates from Britain, 500 from

North America, 170 from Continental Europe and 26 from “the colonies”

—

that is, the white populations of Australia, New Zealand and South Africa.

This may have slightly under-represented North America, but it gave a

generally fair picture of the relative strengths of missionary forces.

Representation, curiously as it may seem today, was proportional to finan-

cial outlay. Missions got one delegate for the first £2,000 a year they spent on

overseas work, and another for each £4,000 thereafter. In the long run this

correlated fairly well with their deployment of personnel and relative scale of

operations.

Even more importantly, the conference sought to be comprehensive in

confession, tradition, and ethos. There was at this date no possibility, of

course, of including Catholic or Orthodox Christians, and for Christians of

those traditions, 1910 is not a particularly significant date. But the aim at

Edinburgh of bringing together the whole Christian world other than the

Roman Catholic and the Greek was remarkable in its day, and the degree of

its achievement is equally remarkable. It is safe to say that in 1910 no

theological concern other than missions could have brought together such a

comprehensive gathering. Even the Centenary Conference had been unable

to secure the participation of the oldest British missionary societies, the

Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge and the Society for the Propa-

gation of the Gospel, or of other Anglican societies which drew on a largely

High Church constituency. 27 The gap was significant; not only did the SPCK
and the SPG contain important doctrinal and ecclesiological strands in

26
See, however, the interesting series of articles by Thomas A. Askew, notably “The

New York 1900 Ecumenical Conference: a centennial reflection,” International Bulletin of
Missionary Research 24 (2000), 146-54.

27
J. Johnston, ed., Report ofthe Centenary Conference on the Protestant Missions ofthe World

(London: Nisbet, 1889), I, x-xi.
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Anglicanism not otherwise represented at the conference; they represented

something like the official expression of the English national church. Eccle-

siastical and doctrinal divisions in England were still sharp in 1910, and

potentially explosive in the political field; that Anglicans of every hue were

represented at Edinburgh was extraordinary. There was an SPG contingent

of thirty-five, and among the “special delegates” who accepted invitations to

participate were the Archbishops of Canterbury and York and seven other

English bishops—Charles Gore as well as Handley Moule—and the Primus

of the Scottish Episcopal Church.
28

It had taken a good deal of Scottish and

American diplomacy to secure this participation. One factor which undoubt-

edly helped was the knowledge that High Church Anglicans were now

joining the Student Missionary Volunteers. 29

It is significant that it was Anglican High Churchmen, not principled

evangelicals who found it difficult to join in concert with those of other views.

In 1910 it was still possible to recognize a common purpose in the task of

mission. The cleavages over the definition of mission lay in the future, even

though the methods and priorities of contemporary missionaries differed

greatly. Some of the ardent young people who went out as missionary

volunteers were motivated by the thought of millions entering a Christless

eternity; others wanted to bring relief, healing, or reconstruction in Christ’s

name to deprived societies overseas. These different styles had not yet been

polarized into different and exclusive theologies of mission.

Nevertheless, there was a price to pay to achieve consensus. A self-denying

ordinance was accepted by delegates not to raise “any matter of faith or policy

on which those participating in the Conference differ among themselves.” 30

The most important result of this was that in the Conference program one

major area of the world, Latin America, was quietly ignored. Edinburgh’s

silence was deliberate. The whole construction of contemporary missionary

thought was territorial; there were missionized lands and there were non-

missionized lands. Some members of the Conference would have judged that

Latin America belonged to the unmissionized lands and others would not. As

a result, Edinburgh 1910 was a World Missionary Conference without Latin

America. 31

28
Delegates are listed in History and Records, 3 5 ff.

29 Cf. Eleanor M. Jackson, Red Tape and the Gospel: a study of the significance of the

ecumenical missionary struggle of William Paton (1886-1943) (Birmingham: Phlogiston Pub-

lishing and Selly Oak Colleges, 1980), 46.
30 Standing orders of the conference no. XI (History and Records, 74).
31 There were, however, delegates present from the South American Missionary Society,

and “Indians and Orientals in South America,” and “Indians in Central America" are

included in the survey of the Non-Christian world in the Report of Commission I ( World
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Confessional comprehensiveness is one thing; ethnic, cultural, and geo-

graphical comprehensiveness another. We have seen that the Liverpool

Conference on Missions in i860 had a single representative from the south-

ern continents. The report of the Centenary Conference of 1888 has a

section headed “Races represented,” but this is not what it may seem. 32
It

observes that the Conference brought out “the great extent to which the

work of the evangelization of the world is taken up by, or thrown upon, the

Saxon race”—in other words the British and the Americans, with the assis-

tance of “our noble brethren, the Saxons of Germany” and “our honoured

cousins of Scandinavian blood.” The only other race mentioned is “the Latin

race,” in manifest decline since its subjection to Rome, despite the noble

efforts of a few small missionary societies originating in Belgium, France, and

Switzerland. The Centenary Conference comes as nearly as possible to

thanking God that the British are not as other men are.

Far more participants at Edinburgh came from the new churches arising

from the missionary movement than had attended any earlier conference.

There were delegates from Burma, Ceylon, China, India, Japan, and Korea.

Among them were people of status not simply in their church but in their

nations. Two were among fourteen recipients of honorary degrees awarded

by the University of Edinburgh on the occasion of the Conference. 33 The

Conference organizers had hoped for more Asian participation, and were

partly frustrated by the mission boards’ priorities. But when one reads the

conference reports now it is striking how little is made of the significance of

that small but eminent and articulate group of Asian Christians.

There is no sign of recognition that they heralded the greatest demo-

graphic change within the Christian faith since the conversion of the West-

ern barbarians, that would render the patronizing language of the Centenary

Conference about “the races” simply laughable. The presence of the Asian

contingent is mentioned in the official report as demonstrating the universal

nature of Christian faith, and as reflecting the way in which the assembly’s

purpose transcended race and color. But there is no sign that these delegates

were expected to have a distinctive or original contribution to the conference.

The key lies in the repeated use of the phrase “the infant churches.” (In at

Missionary Conference: Report of Commission I. Carrying the Gospel to all the Non-Christian

World
,
with supplement (1910), 246-50, 252k Groups like this which were in no sense of the

word evangelized were not controversial. It is interesting to find these pages including the

words “South America may still well be called the Neglected Continent” (ibid., 249, a

phrase quoted also by Dennis, Foreign Missions
, 133).

32 Johnston, xv-xvi.
33 The Rev. K. C. Chatterji and President Tosuku Harada of Doshisha University.
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least one paper infancy was modified to adolescence. 34
) Of course, no one

suggested that these distinguished Asians were in any sense infants; but their

churches were still thought of as infant, not likely to take steps (safely, at any

rate) independently of their parents. The churches of the south were, in fact,

still seen mainly as extensions of the missionary movement, incorporations

into a church still overwhelmingly Western in location and tradition. Edin-

burgh 1910 was itself to provide a basis for a new vision of the Christian

reality.

There was not a single African present—and no one seems to have thought

that strange. When the organizers specifically mention that they would have

welcomed the involvement of more Asians, they do not mention the absence

of any African participation at all. The immense Christian significance of

Africa was still not visible. In no other way has the demographic shift within

the Christian church been so dramatic as in the emergence of Africa as a

continent of the Christian heartlands. The most important single transform-

ing feature of twentieth-century Christian history was unpredictable even to

the best-informed at the end of that century’s first decade.

The purpose of the Conference was consultative rather than educative: it

was not simply to be a shop window for missions as the Centenary and

Ecumenical Conferences had been. Nevertheless, much effort was devoted to

bringing mission issues into the consciousness of the Western churches and

into the life of the church as a whole. It was not a conference of churches
;
that

would have been impossible in 1910. It was a meeting of mission agencies,

some related directly, with more or less formality, to the structures of various

churches, others purely voluntary societies. But as one tries to relive the

World Missionary Conference one can see that during its course the missions

became almost a surrogate church. Delegates were experiencing a sense of

common purpose that they recognized as belonging to the nature of the

church, or as a foretaste of what the church could be.

John R. Mott described the Conference as “the first attempt at a systematic

and careful study of the missionary problems of the world.” The important

word here is “systematic.” There had never before been such a systematic

conference as Edinburgh, at least not in the English speaking world. The

“steady stream of facts and truths poured in upon heart and brain” were

meant to issue in clear-headed appraisal and appropriate action. 35 Edinburgh

sought to survey and assimilate the accumulated experience of the interaction

34 The China-based American Bishop L. H. Roots, “The problem of co-operation

between foreign and native workers,” (History and Records, 289).
35 Mott, Closing address, (History and Records, 349).
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of the Christian and non-Christian worlds with a view to bringing the

encounter to a new stage.

This was reflected in the Conference organization itself. There were no

announcements; Oldham saw that all necessary information was delivered on

paper to each delegate at breakfast time each day. Contemporaries were also

struck by the brevity of the speeches. In an age when pulpit oratory counted

for much, no-one, other than those presenting commission reports, was

allowed more than seven minutes. It was observed that this cut out conven-

tional pieties and inhibited any tendency of speakers to talk about themselves.

It all heightened the sense of urgency, of business, of active engagement. The

very shape of the General Assembly Hall furthered the sense of a participa-

tory conference, not a series of orations to an audience .

36

Still more important was the method by which the Conference worked.

Well in advance of the Conference eight major topics were identified as

arising from the experience of the world missionary movement. Each of these

topics was remitted to an international commission with a mandate to consult

on a worldwide basis and bring a printed report for discussion to the

Conference. These printed reports of the Commissions (the discussions, in

small type, form supplements) fill eight of the nine Edinburgh Conference

volumes.

For no previous conference had such a quantity of preliminary work been

done; perhaps nothing like so much was ever done again. Some commissions

did more than others by way of consultation. Commission I, “Carrying the

Gospel to all the Non-Christian World” endorsed the production of a

supplementary volume of information much larger than its report. Commis-

sion IV, “The Missionary Message in relation to Non-Christian Religions”

produced a particularly careful analysis and exposition based on detailed

questionnaires sent around the world.

This procedure differed from that later adopted at Tambaram, for in-

stance, where one person, Hendrik Kraemer, wrote a major contribution, a

substantial book, in fact, on the theme which had occupied Commission IV

at Edinburgh, for others to react to. It differed still more from that of some

36 New College, on the Mound in the center of Edinburgh, was established following the

Scottish Disruption as the Theological Faculty of the Free Church of Scotland, and the

Church’s Assembly Hall was part of the same complex of buildings. The union of the Free
Church with the United Presbyterian Church in 1900 made a larger hall desirable, and the

Conference was using the reconstructed building. Its arrangement permitted a speaker
from the body of the hall to address the whole gathering from his or her place. The College
buildings formed an adjunct to the Conference. The hall is now the General Assembly I lall

of the Church of Scotland and New College the location of the Faculty of Divinity of
Edinburgh University; at the time of writing it is serving as the debating chamber of the

Scottish Parliament.
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more recent conferences where preparation seems to be mainly directed to

group dynamics. The concern at Edinburgh was with the whole missionary

operation of the church and the preparation of suitable instruments for it.

Thus the supplement to the report of Commission I (held by the Commis-

sion to be essential for the study of the report itself) was a Statistical Atlas of

Christian Missions (the statistics compiled, naturally, by Dennis, the atlas by

Harlan P. Beach of Yale). The work caused some pre-Conference tension

—

its perspectives were too manifestly those of American Protestantism for

some Anglican taste, and Oldham had to make a hurried transatlantic journey

to sort out the trouble— but the Statistical Atlas is a landmark in the process

of understanding how the Christian world was changing. It is the true

ancestor of Barrett’s World Christian Encyclopedia.

The full title of Edinburgh 1910 was “World Missionary Conference to

consider missionary problems in relation to the non-Christian world.” The
effect of concentration on the non-Christian world was a new understanding

of the Christian world.

The place of the World Missionary Conference in the history of the

ecumenical movement is so well documented as to require no further com-

mentary. The lineal connection between Edinburgh 1910 and Amsterdam

1948 is clear. 37 The World Council of Churches is a direct descendant of the

World Missionary Conference and the International Missionary Council. All

aspects of its work—in mission and evangelism, in faith and order, and in

service to the world— can claim to have their background in the Edinburgh

meeting. Western Christianity only understood itself when the missionary

movement brought it into encounter, first with non-Christian faiths and

cultures and then with the new Christianities forged by the Gospel within

those cultures.

But the World Council of Churches is not the same thing as the ecumen-

ical movement, and the Council is only one of the children of the World

Missionary Conference. The determinant factors in twentieth century Chris-

tianity include worldwide presence, consequent cultural diversity, and the

growth of conciliarity. And conciliarity is not restricted to the World Council

of Churches. Since Vatican II it has been part of Catholic structures through

the synod of Bishops and the regional Bishops’ Conferences, and it has

become part of evangelical Christianity, even in those sections of it which

have stood aloof from the World Council of Churches. The Lausanne

37 See e.g., Ruth Rouse and S. C. Neill, eds., A History of the Ecumenical Movement

/517-194# (London: SPCK, 1967); cf. H. E. Fey, ed., The Ecumenical Advance: a History of

the Ecumenical Movement 1948-68 (London: SPCK, 1970).
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movement for World Evangelization is essentially conciliar in structure, and

the crucial interventions of African, Asian, and Latin American participants at

its Lausanne and Manila conferences show just how effective its conciliarism

can be. To describe the Edinburgh conference, therefore, as a landmark in

the ecumenical movement, is to indicate its connection with one of the

outstanding features of twentieth-century Christianity as a whole. It was at

Edinburgh that Western Christianity, at least Protestant Western Christian-

ity, first caught a clear sight of a church that would be bigger than itself.

Edinburgh developed instruments for mission, both new structures and

new studies. At earlier conferences the desirability had been asserted of

further meetings, but not until Edinburgh 1910 was effective machinery for

international cooperation put in place. In the late sessions of the Conference

a Continuation Committee was established with a minimum of fuss, with

Mott as chairman and Oldham as full-time secretary. The First World War
rudely shocked and might have wrecked it, but it survived to be the seed of

the International Missionary Council. 38 These structural developments are

so well known that they have overshadowed the impulse Edinburgh gave to

the development of instruments of another kind. It marked, if not the birth,

a genuine renaissance of mission studies. We have already noted the signif-

icance of the Statistical Atlas of Christian Missions, a pioneering Christian

survey of the world Christian situation that has had many successors. It was

only one of a range of new instruments forged from scholarly application that

can trace their origin to Edinburgh. Another was the first general interna-

tional ecumenical missiological journal, the International Review ofMissions. It

began in 1912, and included from the beginning a quarterly bibliography of

mission studies, originally edited by Oldham. Another major journal ap-

peared in 1912, the fruit of the labors of another student volunteer movement

activist, Samuel Marinus Zwemer, with eminent international assistance. It

was called The Moslem World. The first issue acknowledges its origins in the

interest in the Islamic world manifested at the World Missionary Confer-

ence. Its opening editorial calls it “a quarterly review of current events,

literature, and thought among Mohammedans, and the progress of Christian

missions in Moslem lands.” It was intended to represent “no faction or

fraction of the Church” but “all who hold the unity of faith in the bond of

peace and righteousness of life”—authentic Edinburgh sentiments. The im-

portance and scholarly status ever since of The Muslim World (as its title now

is) needs no affirmation.

38 Hogg, chs. 4 and 5.
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There are areas of ambiguity and uncertainty about some aspects of the

Edinburgh legacy, and these deserve more investigation than they have so far

received. For instance, how far did Edinburgh begin the movement which has

made English the language of ecumenical theology? In the Conference

report it is noted with pleasure that, with only two exceptions, every contri-

bution to the debates was made in English; and of the exceptions one speaker,

a Japanese, afterwards made a speech in excellent English. 39 But that is only

part of the story. The Continental battery of delegates, 1 70 strong, while by

no means contemptible in numbers, must have been overwhelmed by a

thousand Anglo-Americans. And they could have claimed that of the serious

theological effort devoted to the cause of mission up to that time, more had

been conducted in German or Dutch than in English. It is well known that

Gustav Warneck, the German doyen of all missiologists, had serious reser-

vations about the way the missionary movement was now going, and that his

attempt to have them expressed at Edinburgh was only partly successful.40 It

may be argued that in 1910 English set out on its career as the successor to

Latin as the international language of theology. The full implications of this

for the world church remain to be faced.

A still more obscure area is how far Edinburgh marks the bifurcation of the

missionary movement, with an American-led section of Western evangeli-

calism taking an independent path. We have seen that at Edinburgh the task

of mission brought together people of diverse theological and ecclesiological

priorities. Does the divide which has emerged between “ecumenical” and

“evangelical” have its origins in the outcome of the Conference? It is cer-

tainly safe to say that if the World Missionary Conference had not met in

1910, it would have been impossible to convene it on the same basis in 1930,

and the history of the International Missionary Council would have been

quite different. It is equally true that both “ecumenical” and “evangelical”

today have their roots in Edinburgh 1910. If each will go back to the pit

whence both were dug, each may understand both themselves and the other

better.

The Conference ended on a note of high optimism, justifiably in view of

the purposeful way the deliberations had gone. It set up machinery for

international cooperation in the task of bringing the whole Gospel to the

whole world, from the fully missionized lands—that is, Europe and North

39 History and Records, 1 9.
40 A text of Warneck’s letter (age prevented his attendance) appears as an appendix to

Carrying the Gospel. But only part of the letter was read at the Conference, History and

Records; 79, 434-6; See also W. Ustorf, “Anti-Americanism in German missiology,” Mission

Studies 11 (1989), 33-4.
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America with Australia and New Zealand—to the lands not yet fully mis-

sionized—for practical purposes, the rest of the world. With sober assess-

ment of the resources available and careful planning to maximize those

resources, the evangelization of the world seemed possible. “The end of the

Conference is the beginning of the conquest,” were Mott’s stirring words at

the close of the Conference. “The end of the planning is the beginning of the

doing.”41

The most prescient of the delegates could not have guessed what was to

follow. One by one all their assumptions about how the evangelization of the

world could be effected crumbled away. They had identified cooperation

between the missionary sending nations, so cheeringly realizable in the

conference itself, as a key to world evangelization. Within a few years of the

conference the nations which were to cooperate were at war with one

another, and fellow-missionaries on the field were being interned as enemy

aliens. Deep were the wounds, and bitter the feelings, that followed. Another

assumption had been that the flood of young missionaries, people like the

student volunteers Dennis had sought from Princeton, would continue to

flood to the mission field. But much of that young life drained away into the

trenches of France and Flanders, and in the postwar world that sat licking its

wounds people spoke less confidently of the evangelization of the world, on

whatever schedule. The missionary movement in 1910 was riding the tide of

Atlantic prosperity; the depression that followed the First World War cut

deep into its economic base, and after the 1920s things were never the same

again. The Second World War followed, bringing with it the first use of

weapons that hinted at the possibility of the destruction of the planet. Many,

perhaps most, of the delegates at Edinburgh were looking to the Western

Empires to provide the stable conditions under which Western missions

could do their work effectively (remember Dennis on the firm, just rule of

Britain over turbulent India). In the years that followed the Second World

War, those empires melted away. But the most fundamental assumption of

all, that there were fully missionized lands which would continue to form the

base for the evangelization of those not yet missionized proved fallible.

Christendom itself crumbled. The first sign was the dissolution of Holy

Russia during the First World War; within a decade of the end of the second,

a great recession from Christianity was manifest throughout the liberal

democracies of Western Europe. It has proved one of the largest and fastest

movements away from the Christian faith ever to have taken place; much

41 Mott, Closing address (History and Records, 347).
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faster, for instance, than that in the Middle East which followed the rise of

Islam.

The whole basis on which the thinking and planning of Edinburgh had

been predicated had been swept away; so had the world of J. S. Dennis and

of the Princeton students who heard the first series under this lectureship.

Dennis, looking out in 1893 over boundless social progress, never glimpsed

the Mystery of Iniquity even lurking in the background. We who lived in or

through the twentieth century saw it again and again—an abomination of

desolation, standing where it ought not. Perhaps no century in all human

history has been more violent. Even now, when we survey the world conti-

nent by continent, as Dennis did in 1893, we sense the presence of the Angel

of Death. We have hardly ceased to hear the beating of his wings in our

lifetime.

But if the world is different, the church is still more different. In the period

from the Edinburgh Conference until now (that is, a period roughly equiv-

alent to the period from the beginning of Christ’s ministry to the end of the

apostolic age), the period which has seen this great recession from the

Christian faith in the West, there has been an equally massive accession to

that faith in the non-Western world. When Dennis spoke at Princeton, well

over 80 percent of those who professed Christianity lived in Europe or North

America. Now approaching 60 percent live in the southern continents of

Africa, Asia, Latin America, and the Pacific and that proportion grows

annually. Christianity began the twentieth century as a Western religion, and

indeed, the Western religion; it ended the century as a non-Western religion,

on track to become progressively more so.

Many of the trends Dennis identified in his world survey have since either

receded or washed past us. But one of the most significant points in his

analysis is his observation that even at a time when the great churches of

America were still growing fast, the churches of the mission field were

growing faster. It was not clear at that time which contemporary develop-

ments would do most to shape the future church. Like most of his contem-

poraries, and like the delegates at Edinburgh, Dennis looked with most hope

at Japan, at China, at India. In each of these cases the twentieth century

brought deep disappointments; and the trauma of the mid-century events in

China did more than anything else to change the direction of mission

thinking. By contrast Korea, which Dennis passes over so quickly, has

become the missionary phenomenon of the century with a place in world

Christian witness that is all its own. Latin America, which Dennis called a

forgotten continent and which Edinburgh avoided discussing, is home to a

religious and theological ferment such as Europe has hardly known since the
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sixteenth century. And strangest of all, Africa, which had no representative at

Edinburgh, and not much more than ten million professing Christians at the

time, has now some 300 million or more who profess the faith of Christ, one

of the largest concentrations of Christians anywhere. A century ago there

were hardly any Chistians among the aboriginal peoples of North East India,

and Nepal was a land closed to Christianity even fifty years ago; now a vast

belt of actively Christian peoples extends from Nepal and North East India

into South West China, Myanmar and Thailand—a great unnoticed Asian

Christian constituency. Kenneth Scott Latourette described the nineteenth

century as the Great Century of Missions, and devoted three of his seven

volumes of the History of the Expansion of Christianity to it; but the most

remarkable century in the history7 of the expansion of Christianity has been

the twentieth.

As a result of missions, the center of gravity of the church has shifted

substantially during a single lifetime. Europe, so long the Christian heart-

land, the matrix of such formative Christian movements as the sixteenth-

century reformations, has seen quiet but insistent Christian erosion. There

are now far more Muslims in England than there are Presbyterians in

Scotland. It is not for me to make prophecies about North America, or indeed

anywhere else; I will only say that many signs are visible in the United States

now that marked Europe when its own rapid retreat from Christianity began.

Yet, worldwide, Christianity is not in decline. Africa has quietly slipped into

the place once occupied by Europe; and the third Christian millennium

begins with the likelihood that the West will matter less and less in Christian

affairs, as the faith becomes more and more associated with, and more and

more marked by, the thought and life of Africa, Latin America, and Asia.

All this could not have happened without the missionary movement. Not

that missionaries have been the sole agency. The twentieth-century evange-

lization of Africa, for instance, has been mainly carried out by Africans. There

have been times when the expansion of the church has taken place in the

absence of the missions, perhaps because of that absence. The number of

missionaries was drastically curtailed during the First World War, and that

seemed grievous at the time; in Ghana and Malawi the withdrawal led to a

notable expansion of the church, as Africans took responsibility for it. Mis-

sionaries were expelled from Myanmar in 1961; since then, on some esti-

mates, the Christian population has trebled. We have noted the trauma

inflicted on missions around 1950 by the forced abandonment of a century7 of

missionary investment in China. Estimates of the number of Christians in

China today differ widely, not to say wildly; but all agree there are many,
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many more than when the missionaries left. Few would have predicted this in

1910, still less in 1970.

Missions have not been the sole agency, then, in the demographic trans-

formation of the Christian church; but they formed the detonator of the vast

explosion that brought it about. This must make the missionary movement

one of the most important developments in the entire history of Western

Christianity. Yet it has been little studied by church historians, and is still

little understood. It would be interesting, for instance, to discuss how far

missions were a lay movement, developing in spite of church structures rather

than because of them, and constantly subversive of church order and diver-

sionary to concerns that seemed consumingly important at home. Equally,

one could pursue the question how far missions were a women’s movement,

sustained by women through times when male church leaders thought other

issues more important, and taken over by women when the men got tired.

One way and another, there is a case for approaching the history of the

missionary movement in terms of the now fashionable genre of subaltern

history.

The demographic transformation of the church brought about by the

missionary movement faces us with twin challenges: a post-Christian West

and a post-Western Christianity. America was a neglected continent where

little in the way of vital religion was noticeable, and even an inveterate

optimist like the lecturer could describe the results of mission work in Africa

only as less discouraging that might have been expected. By contrast today,

we can look back on a century of recession in the West from the Christian

faith, washing over the Christian base in Western Europe that in 1893 was

still producing the majority of the world’s missionaries. Meanwhile a parallel

accession to the faith in other parts of the world has left Christianity a

predominately non-Western religion, with Africa and Latin America as

outstanding Christian heartlands, and with important Christian communities

in Asia, among which Korea is particularly noteworthy. In other words, there

has been a century-long process of cross-cultural diffusion of Christianity

with the Western missionary as a connecting terminal; and the most curious

feature of the process is that during the period in which the Christian faith

crossed cultural frontiers into African and Asian communities it lost its hold

on much of the West.

This is far from being an unprecedented event; such movements have been

a recurrent feature of Christian history. The process by which Christianity

spreads is not progressive, but serial.

Long ago, Kenneth Scott Latourette pointed out that the history of

Christianity has not been one of steady progress, let alone of resistless
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triumph. There have been periods of advance, but also periods of recession,

or falling back, of withering and decay. Islam can make a much better claim

than Christianity for progressive expansion, for steady numerical increase

and geographical growth. Generally speaking—there are some exceptions

—

lands that became Islamic have so far remained Islamic. The Arab lands seem

now so inalienably Muslim that it is hard to remember that the Yemen was

once Christian territory. Contrast Jerusalem, home of the first Christian

church, or Syria and Egypt and Asia Minor and North Africa, which once

provided the brightest examples of Christian devotion, scholarship, and

witness. Or take my own country, where John Knox and John Wesley once

preached, now full of unwanted churches turned into furniture stores, ga-

rages, or night clubs.

In each of these latter cases, a place which had been a Christian heartland,

a shining center of Christian devotion and activity, ceased to have this

function; the light burned down or burned out, and the candlestick was taken

out of its place. But in none of these cases did this decline mean the

disappearance of the Christian faith or the end of Christian witness—rather

the reverse. By the time the Jerusalem church was scattered to the winds, the

gospel had taken hold in the Hellenistic world of the Eastern Mediterranean.

When the literate civilization of the Roman Empire broke up, the gospel was

making its way among the barbarians north and east of that empire. And as

the modern recession began to accelerate in Europe and to wash into North

America, the churches of Africa, Asia, and Latin America have begun to come

into their own. The Christian story is serial, its center moves from place to

place. No one church or place or culture owns it. At different times different

peoples and places have become its heartlands, its chief representatives. Then
the baton passes on to others. Christian progress is never final, is never a set

of gains to be plotted on the map. The rhetoric of some of our hymns, and

many of our sermons, about the triumphant host streaming out to conquer

the world is more Islamic than Christian. Christian history reveals the faith

often withering in its heartlands, in its centers of seeming strength and

importance, only to establish itself or begin anew at its margins. It has

vulnerability, a certain fragility, at its heart; the vulnerability of the cross, the

fragility of the earthen vessel.

In other words, cross-cultural diffusion has been necessary to Christianity.

It has been its life’s blood, and without it the faith could not have survived.

It does not, like so many of the religions of India, belong to a particular soil;

nor does it, like Islam, produce a distinctive and immediately recognizable

form of civilization. The missionary movement from the West, therefore,

seen in the context of the total history of Christianity, is one of a series of
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major cross-cultural diffusions. The first recorded is in Acts n, which tells

how some Jewish believers in Jesus who had been driven out of Jerusalem

decided that their Messiah had something to say to the Greek pagans by

whom they were surrounded in Antioch.

The process of cross-cultural diffusion thus initiated means that since the

first century the church has in principle been not only multi-racial, but

multi-cultural. The earliest believers were devout observant Jews, maintain-

ing circumcision, delighting in the Torah, devoted to the worship of the

Temple, and understanding Jesus and his work in terms of Jewish history,

Jewish destiny, and the salvation of the nation of Israel. The new Antiochene

believers were not circumcised, did not keep the Torah, probably could not

(for the most part) keep the Sabbath, ate pork without turning a hair,

maintained social relations with their pagan neighbors, were excluded from

the Temple and—so far as we know— did not dwell on the political destiny

of Israel. In order that they should come to faith in Christ, Christ had been

presented to them in a way wholly different from that in which he had been

presented as Messiah among Jews; in order that they should maintain that

faith, they had to develop a totally new style of life adapted to Hellenistic

social and family conditions. But this had to take place within a church of

old-style believers retaining the Torah-keeping way of devotion to the

Messiah that had been characteristic of the Jerusalem church.

Issues of culture are at the heart of Christian faith, because Christianity is

about conversion. Conversion means turning. Conversion to Christ is turn-

ing towards Him. There is a vital difference between converts and proselytes.

Before the time of Christ, Jews had designed ways of welcoming Gentiles

who recognized the God of Israel and wanted to serve Him in the community

of Israel. Proselytes were circumcised, were baptized (thus symbolically

washing away the dirt of the heathen world), and entered into the life of Israel

by seeking to obey the Torah. It would have been very natural for that first,

entirely Jewish community of believers in Jesus to maintain this system. But

the great council described in Acts 15, which considered how Gentiles who

believed in Jesus should be introduced into the community, deliberately

rejected the time-honored model of the proselyte. It was an astonishing

decision. Hitherto all believers in Jesus had been circumcised and kept the

Torah, just like the Lord Himself. It was the standard lifestyle for believers.

But the early church decided that Gentile believers in Jesus—although

ex-pagans, without the lifelong training in doctrine and morality that Jews

had—should not be circumcised, should not keep the Torah, and should be

left to find a Christian lifestyle of their own within Hellenistic society under

the guidance of the Holy Spirit. They were not to be proselytes, but converts.
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This distinction between convert and proselyte is of fundamental impor-

tance. If the first Gentile believers had become proselytes, living exactly the

style of life of those who brought them to Christ, they might have become

very devout believers, but they would have had virtually no impact on their

society; they would effectively have been taken out of that society. In fact, it

was their task as converts to convert their society; convert it in the sense that

they had to learn to keep turning their ways of thinking and doing things

—

which, of course, were Greek ways of thinking and doing things—towards

Christ, opening them up to his influence. In this way a truly Greek, truly

Hellenistic type of Christianity was able to emerge. Not only so, but that

Hellenistic Christianity was able to penetrate the Hellenistic intellectual and

social heritage. Hellenistic thought, Hellenistic social and family life, and

Hellenistic civic organization were challenged, purged, modified, and put to

new uses— but from the inside, by people whose own inheritance they were.

The fact that cross-cultural diffusion is so characteristic of Christian history

leaves the Christian faith with tensions which may be creative or destructive.

Cultural diversity is built into the Church; so is the ecumenical sharing of its

diverse cultural communities. The greatest problems of the church are

therefore often ecumenical. The New Testament makes plain that, even after

the Council ofJerusalem appeared to settle the matter, some of the Jerusalem

believers in Jesus were still sure that a form of faith which did not include the

precious traditional items ofTorah and circumcision must be defective. It has

been a recurrent problem. Those who have brought others to Christian faith

have quite frequently insisted that the new Christians should exactly follow

the way of life of their teachers, in effect should adopt their Torah and

circumcision. Of all the heresies in Christian history, it is Judaizing that has

been the most persistent.

One of the few things that are predictable about third millennium Chris-

tianity is that it will be more culturally diverse than Christianity has ever been

before, and thus have more capacity for blessing, and more capability for

disaster, than any previous era. We need to reflect on the implications of

Africa, Latin America, and Asia becoming the home of representative Chris-

tianity, that is, mainstream, norm-setting Christianity.

The late Lesslie Newbigin spoke in 1984 of what he called “missionary

encounter with our own culture”—that is, the post-Christian culture of the

West. Among the priorities for that engagement, Newbigin identified the

assistance of Christians from the non-Western world.

We need their witness to correct ours, as indeed they need ours to

correct theirs. At this moment our need is greater, for they have been
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far more aware of the danger of syncretism, of an illegitimate alliance

with false elements in their culture, than we have been. But ... we
imperatively need one another if we are to be faithful witnesses to

Christ.42

Western Christians, Newbigin argued, need African and Asian and His-

panic Christians to help them make a Christian analysis of Western culture.

Syncretism is a greater peril for Western than for African or Indian Chris-

tians, and less often recognizable for what it is.

The demographic transformation of the church brought about by the

missionary movement opens the possibility of testing our Christian witness

by that of others, of experiencing one another’s gifts and sharing our com-

bined resources. Equally, it opens the prospect of a score of local Christiani-

ties operating independently without interest in or concern for one another.

Either of these processes is possible; only one of them reflects the New
Testament view of the Church or the Spirit of Christ.

The great issues of twenty-first century Christianity are likely to be

ecumenical. The most urgent issues of ecumenism no longer relate to

confessional and denominational issues. The World Missionary Conference

of 1910 gave a glimpse of a church in which these were overcome, but in our

own day this has become an essentially Western and rather parochial matter.

The great ecumenical issues will be about how African and Indian and

Chinese and Korean and Hispanic and North American and European

Christians can together make real the life of the Body of Christ. The
principal Christian significance of the United States may now be in the fact

that—thanks to the Immigration Law of the 1960s—nearly all the main

Christian discourses have functioning congregations there. More than in any

other nation in the world, the Body of Christ could be realized— or frac-

tured—in the United States.

In Edinburgh in 1910, Europe and America sat down together to settle the

missionary problems of the world, acknowledging benignly the presence of a

score or so of Asians, without fully understanding their significance. From

now on, Europe and America will preside at the world table no longer.

Whatever may happen in the political or economic sphere, the key events in

the Christian sphere will increasingly be those taking place in Africa, Asia,

and Latin America. At Edinburgh and over the years that followed, repre-

sentatives of the missionary movement from the West gave the best they had

to fulfil the dazzling vision that beckoned there, the bringing of the Gospel

42 Lesslie Newbigin, Foolishness to the Greeks: the Gospel and Western Culture (Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1986).
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of Christ in its fullness to the entire world. The time seemed ripe, the

instruments to hand. But they were not in control of the time or the

instruments. Time and again their assumptions were undermined, their

hopes shattered. The Church of the West at large abandoned the vision, and

concentrated on other things. Yet the vision was achieved all the same. The

goal that the Edinburgh participants sought—the transmission of the Gospel

to the non-Western world and its appropriation there—was achieved, though

not in the ways, or by the means, or at the times, or even in the places that

they expected, and so quietly that the Western church, caught up in its own

affairs, has still not noticed that it has taken place.

Indeed, a vision beyond what most of the best visionaries of 1910 could see

has been fulfilled. They still saw the churches founded through mission

endeavors as infants learning to walk. During the conference, and still more

afterwards as people reflected on what happened there, glimpses occurred of

a world church of mutual sharing. One of the Asian delegates, the South

Indian priest V. S. Azariah, was deputed to speak on cooperation between

native and foreign workers. His closing words have become the most famous

uttered at Edinburgh:

Through all the ages to come the Indian church will rise up in gratitude

to attest the heroism and self-denying labours of the missionary body.

You have given your goods to feed the poor. You have given your

bodies to be burned. We also ask for love. Give us FRIENDS!43

It was a bombshell. While missions were busy planning the evangelization

of the world, the first desire of the so-called infant churches was not for

leadership, not for more workers, not for more funds, but for friendship.

Friendship implies equality and mutual respect. These churches were not

prattling infants, and over the years since Edinburgh 1910, they have gone

through the fires. What church in history has gone through what the church

in China has done over the last fifty years and then emerged as it has? What
churches in history have had to cope routinely with such persistent horrors of

devastation, war, displacement and, genocide, than those of Central Africa

and the Sudan? Which have survived a more testing religious environment

than that of South Asia? Which have been required more urgently to give

moral leadership to their nation than those of South Africa, or to speak for

the poor and needy than those of Latin America, or have ever more thor-

oughly devoted themselves to the spread of the Christian Gospel than those

43 History and Records
, 315 .
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of Korea? It is now the churches of the non-Western world that have the

accumulated and ripened experience of God’s salvation.

The Church of Christ on earth has an altogether different face and an

altogether different shape as a result of the events of the twentieth century.

Missions have taken the history of Christianity in a new direction. They did

not do it all themselves, of course, the labor on the ground was done by hosts

of people of many nations, mostly unknown and some not even formally

connected with missions. But it all happened because missions were there.

When the servants of God offer their faith and love in service in Christ’s

name, God does not spurn them, nor mock them when a wise providence

exceeds their utmost understanding.
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A NUMBER OF Latin American theologians began their theological reflec-

tion in the context of economic and political dependence, degrading

poverty and destitution, and military and police oppression. We in Central

Europe have been challenged and inspired by their preferential option for the

poor. We have also found that the base communities, as long as they still

exist, represent a new and fresh ecclesiological concept.

However, the theologies of liberation worked out by Gutierrez, Sobrino,

and Bonino are not easily transferable, due to our very different historical and

socio-political situations. The context in Central Europe is not the same, and

thus our theological work cannot be simple reception, imitation, or adapta-

tion of what has been produced in other parts of the world. Our theological

work is deeply rooted in our own everyday situation. It stems from the hopes

and frustrations of our people, and is related to their historical experience and

to the indigenous culture in our part of the world. Of course, the primary

starting point for any theology is the reality of God’s revelation. Yet how we

interpret God’s being on the move in relation to his creation is very much

related to the place where we stand and to the context in which we live. We
may ask whether it was ever right and justifiable to repeat the formulations of

prominent theologians without taking into consideration their particular

contexts. We must work toward a local and contextual theological reflection.

Theology simply is not easily transferable.

Given the contextual nature of theological reflection, I wish to mention a

few issues which, in my view, play an essential role in the theological work

being done in Central Europe.

I. What is Central Europe?

Nowadays it is common practice for journalists to write about Central

Europe and Eastern Europe, implying that there is a difference between these
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two regions of the European continent. To put all the countries into one

basket and to speak summarily about Eastern Europe was only a shorthand

term of the Cold War. Central Europe actually has its own distinct culture

and identity. It is basically the zone of smaller nations between Germany and

Russia, a region which was formed and shaped by Western Christendom,

whereas Eastern Europe was influenced primarily by the Byzantine tradition.

Why do we stress these factors? Because they have a distinct bearing on our

identity. During the previous period, in an atmosphere of exaggerated inter-

nationalism, we had the feeling that our unique identity was at stake. Identity,

of course, plays an important role in the life of a human community. It is the

innermost core of our being. Its components are our historical consciousness,

our myths, our religiosity, our folk songs, our fairy tales, and our poems

which resound only in our mother tongue. The business of going back to

one’s roots and discovering one’s own identity is a process now taking place

in many parts of the world. Since the demise of communism it has been

happening also in Central and Eastern Europe.

We may recall several influential people who came from this region,

among them the philosophers and scientists T.G. Masaryk, Edmund Husserl,

Sigmund Freud, and Jan Patocka; the writers Franz Kafka, Rainer Maria

Rilke, Karel tapek, and Milan Kundera; and the musicians Bedrich Smetana,

Antonin Dvorak, Franz Liszt, and Bela Bartok. If Europe has two poles, then

the rational pole lies perhaps in France and the artistic pole is located in

Central Europe. Strangely enough, one unifying phenomenon of this area is

the presence of church buildings built in the baroque style.

The region of Central Europe has been deeply marked by the presence of

Jewish people, who were almost totally exterminated in the time of the

Holocaust. Judaism in this part of the world represents a small nation whose

future is always at stake. Jews remind Central Europeans and others that a

small nation always has to struggle for survival. This anxiety and struggle is

unknown to greater nations. Central Europe, though, is a space of common
culture where nations find themselves in a similar situation. Central Europe

continues to be a challenge and a mission.

n. A Challenge of History

Part of Central Europe was christianized by the missionary activity of

Constantine (Cyril) and Methodius. Both Greek missionaries were sent by

the Byzantine Emperor, and while the original Byzantine influence was not

forgotten for several centuries, the Czech lands and other lands eventually

became an integral part of Western Christianity.
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Under Charles IV (1346-1378) Prague became the political and cultural

center of the Holy Empire. Some radical ideas regarding the interpretation

of the Scriptures, church organization, and the papacy were suggested by

Milic of Kromenz, Matthias ofJanov, and others. A passion for preaching the

Gospel, the ideas ofJohn Wycliffe, and the presence of scattered Waldensian

communities prepared the soil for the witness ofJan Hus. His condemnation

by the council of Constance and his death at the stake led to a nationwide

movement and to the creation of the Hussite Church. In the heart of

medieval Europe an island was created which for two hundred years was no

longer controlled by Rome. The Hussites emphasized the free proclamation

of the Word of God, the administration of the eucharist in both kinds to lay

people, and the renewal of church life according to the example of the Early

Church.

Within the Hussite Church a movement was growing which was to some

extent a continuation of a radical Taborite position. Around the year 1457

several groups organized themselves into the Unity of Brethren. Initially, the

Unity preached nonviolence, separation from the world, a refusal to take

oaths, and the spiritual life of the community in a secluded place. Later, the

Unity overcame some limitations and entered cultural life in the sixteenth

century. It became prominent especially in the field of education, diaconal

activity, church organization, and in church order and discipline. Under the

influence of Luther and Calvin the LInity greatly broadened its horizon but

never lost sight of its beginnings. Its great achievement was the translation of

the Bible (including the deuterocanonical books) and an accompanying com-

mentary. The Bible of Kralice (1579-1593) is the most outstanding contri-

bution of the Unity of Brethren to the national culture, but not the only one.

Jan Amos Comenius (1592-1670), the last bishop of the Unity, was one of the

founders of modern pedagogy; he lived most of his life in exile because of the

Counter-Reformation. The Moravian Church after 1722 is partly a contin-

uation of this tradition.

My working hypothesis is that the Waldensians, the Hussites, and the

Unity of Brethren represent a Reformation in their own right. We have to

take them into consideration ifwe want to work towards a more inclusive and

comprehensive concept of the Reformation. The early Reformation, repre-

sented by these movements, put great emphasis on the interpretation of the

Scriptures and on preaching. Supported by students, artisans, and peasants, it

sought to reform the church and to deconstruct medieval feudal society. The
first and radical Reformers therefore rejected the close link between pope and

emperor in late medieval Christendom.
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III. A Crisis of Western Civilization

Central Europe has been an integral part of Western civilization.

Culturally speaking, in this region we find ourselves at the crossroads

between East and West. Our forebears embraced Christian culture and its

value system, and this culture in turn shaped our national awareness and

identity for centuries. However, after 1945 the vast area between the river

Elbe and the Pacific Ocean found itself in a radically changed situation.

Christian nations lost their leading positions. The Western liberal value

system came under attack. The pillars of the civilization—political, theo-

logical and philosophical—were profoudly shaken. The moral authority of

Europe and North America could no longer be taken for granted. World

Wars I and II (started by Christian nations), their destructiveness, the

ensuing totalitarian systems, the Holocaust, and ideological, political and

economic tensions during the Cold War—to some extent all this put into

question the moral authority and credibility of the Western world.

Dostoevsky compares the West to a beautiful cemetery. He mourns the

disappearance of the ‘Europe of the knights’, regretting its transformation

into a market place filled with shopkeepers. According to Dostoevsky West-

ern civilization is weakened and sick. There is now more wealth in Europe,

but the awareness of good and evil is lost. Every human being locates ultimate

authority in him or herself. Such autonomy leads to titanism, which ends in

despair.

What can still be salvaged from the spiritual traditions of the West? The

answer is the Europe of the knights, of believing Don Quijotes, of artistic

beauty, the Europe of the saints. The knighthood is one of the most noble

elements in the history of Europe, for within the knighthood human beings

have an ideal to which they are dedicated, in which they believe, and for

which they are ready to sacrifice their entire lives. According to Dostoevsky

it is essential to have an ideal and to believe in what is unconditionally sacred.

Nowadays we meet very few knights and saints but many greedy, profit-

oriented shopkeepers.

IV. A Radical Secularization

In Central and Eastern Europe Christians live to a large extent in a

post-Constantinian period. The direct link between the church and the

institution of the state has disappeared. Churches have lost their privileged

position and for years have been unable to participate directly in shaping

social and political life. Christians have lost many benefits and privileges. The
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religious world view is no longer a binding and integrating power in society.

Some understand this development as God’s judgment on the failures of

Christian civilization. Indeed already certain Reformers saw the religious

framework of the Corpus Christianum as standing in direct contradiction to

the very core of the biblical message.

Secularization is of course a complex phenomenon influenced and

determined by many factors. In the North (including Central Europe)

secularization is closely linked with the first industrial revolution, which

replaced the old means of production. Hard manual work was taken over

by machines; the job of humans was to service them. In the ongoing

scientific and technological revolution humans are gradually being ex-

cluded even from this servicing function. Science has a tendency to

replace humans as a productive force. Manufacturing is automated and

directed with the aid of sophisticated computers. The unique importance

and contribution of humans lies now in their creativity, in the cultivation

of creative abilities, in flexibility and adaptability. The scientific and

technological revolution respects no boundaries, reaching into every area

of civilization, human activity, and relationships. These factors alter our

understanding of work, and as our concept of work has changed, we have

begun to see that the meaning of life cannot merely be everyday repetitive

work. Labor and work may therefore be defined as any kind of creative

activity, discovery, or invention. Can this new concept of human work

cope any better with the omnipresent experience of alienation?

One result of this process of secularization is that in the realm of

Christendom people have become alienated from the church and from the

Christian tradition. Some theologians, however, see secularization as a

fruit of biblical faith, as secularization seems to be especially strong in the

areas where there was a state church or a strong link between church and

state. Yet in the former socialist states the process of secularization was

promoted and enhanced by Marxist ideology, which is critical of any kind

of religion. Whatever its precise causes, though, secular culture did not

bring about a complete breakdown of religion. On the contrary, we are

observing a heightened interest in religious matters. Some people who
have been estranged from religious belief are returning to the Christian

faith and seeking a new orientation. Nevertheless, we should not unfurl

the flags of triumph prematurely; we are experiencing at best an ambig-

uous phenomenon. Perhaps we may simply conclude by noting that both

the believer and the secular person are claimed and called by the same

Gospel.
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V. Encounter with Marxism

Since the events of 1989 it has become almost impossible to speak about

Marxism in a neutral and detached way. I am of course aware that many

Christians have always considered Marxism to be totally irrelevant to their

thinking, and it appears that the demise of communism has vindicated their

position. In the U.S. the anti-Marxist lobby has always been so strong that it

seems to be futile to say anything contrary to this position.

And yet I do not wish to ignore this legacy. I quote from Jacques Derrida:

“Upon rereading the Manifesto and a few other great works of Marx, I said

to myself that I know of few texts in the philosophical tradition, perhaps

none, whose lesson seemed more urgent today ... It will always be a fault not

to read and reread and discuss Marx . . . There will be no future without this.

Not without Marx, no future without Marx, without the memory and the

inheritence of Marx: in any case of a certain Marx ... of at least one of his

spirits . . . there is more than one of them.” 1

What led to the decline of this once so powerful ideology? The problem

can be traced to its official standing in social life, which made Marxism appear

superficial and schematic. As a result, Marxism as a theoretical basis of

socialism stagnated. Further theoretical development of the socialist idea and

praxis was minimal. And because the official ideology was often out of touch

with reality, it did not tackle real problems. Finally the facts have revolted.

It is regrettable that the slogan “to catch up and overtake the West” has

been introduced. This phrase is an indication that the socialist system was

fascinated and blinded by a mechanism that is alien to itself. Foreign prin-

ciples undermined the socialist option. The socialist world should have been

aiming at a new model of new quality, but this did not materialize. On the

contrary, many mistakes were made and many crimes committed in the name

of a new world—a utopia. One external cause should be mentioned. The

socialist states were unable to withstand the challenge of the arms race. Some

people suggest that it was a premeditated trap into which the Soviets and

others were drawn. Whatever the case, one aspect of life was especially

negative. In the race with the West ecology was neglected and sensitivity to

the environment was not cultivated.

Positively speaking, it was possible to achieve a relatively high standard of

living without private ownership of the means of production. People were

capable of working and being creative without much economic stimulus.

Several European countries achieved a resonable standard of living without

'Jacques Derrida, Specters ofMarx, (New York: Routledge, 1994), 13.
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exploiting others. Beginning in 1968 an important and growing movement

towards democratization emerged.

Is there anything the past fifty years can teach us for our future theological

task? One lesson is that we can never be completely free of ideology, of a

system and a method of thought which interprets our world and our place in

it. We are all ideological beings; our existence has a distinct ideological aspect

that either legitimates the status quo or initiates a process of change. This

being so, a Christian faith is marked and colored by ideological factors too.

Each interpretation of a biblical text or other text is also the interpretation of

the particular situation (including the ideological situation) in which the

interpreter finds him or herself. Ideology is therefore under both God’s

judgment and God’s promise as much as any other human undertaking.

We have also been reminded of the social and communal features of

human existence, features often neglected by the church in its emphasis on

analysis and interpretation. Many Christians, for example, are quick to speak

out against violence while remaining blind to the violence of the status quo

which is embedded in unjust structures of society. Or they advocate political

freedom without recognizing the futility of such freedom for people who are

economically enslaved. Study and action, reflection and involvement should

be kept in balance. Understanding a person, a group, or a movement means

knowing the proper historical context. We need to be aware of our vested

interests, greed, and selfishness; our ambition for prestige, power, influence,

and domination. We are all determined by our place in a certain social

stratum and class. If we want to study racist and sexist discrimination we

cannot do without a thorough class analysis. Racism, sexism, and classism

represent three different types of oppression which are closely intertwined.

Even if we try to understand the Marxist philosophy ad optbnam partem (in

the best possible way), however, we Christians have to raise our questions and

level our critique. Is Marxist anthropology profound enough? Is it not too

optimistic? Is the attendant concept of power not predetermined by a lack of

realism? A Christian tradition knows that evil is of a radical nature. It is both

personal and transpersonal. It cannot be explained away by pointing to social

disorder alone. Biblical faith speaks of sin. It knows that evil in its all-

pervading subtlety is real, and yet it remains a mystery.

The critique of religion can nevertheless be understood as a useful mirror.

We have to ask ourselves whether religion did not deepen self-alienation.

Was it not often used as a numbing tranquilizer? Is it not true that sometimes

the dominating theology was the theology of rulers? Is it possible that our

theology is just a projection of our own anthropological situation as Feuer-

bach has forcefully contended? And yet, we know that this critique does not
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touch upon the very depth and core of the Gospel. The message of Jesus is

not an enslaving force, but a liberating power. In the long run, no society can

live without the dimension of love, forgiveness, and reconciliation. In this

respect, the presence and witness of a Christian community in a society

carries unique importance and is irreplacable.

VI. A LESSON FOR THE CHURCH UNIVERSAL

In the fall of 1989 the scenery in Central and Eastern Europe radically

changed. Many people felt that a change would eventually take place but

nobody knew that the transformation would occur so suddenly and would be

so radical. But it was, and the economic system based on central planning

became obsolete. Through nonviolent demonstrations people opted for de-

mocracy, freedom, openess, and pluralism. It became obvious that the so-

called Second World (the former socialist bloc) would become integrated

into the western economic system. The period of bipolar politics ceased to

exist.

With changes which were positive and long overdue new questions arose.

Is it possible to modify the trend by which the Northern hemisphere is

creating a powerful bloc and becoming a threat to the South? Can a situation

be avoided in which the European states linked in the European Union may
become a self-centered fortress? With the disintegration of the Soviet Union

is it possible to control the nuclear weapons in its possession? With the

emergence of Islamic fundamentalism is humankind still in a position to see

Islam and its culture in a positive way and not as enemy number one?

Coupled with these questions is the fact that in Central and Eastern Europe

and elsewhere we are confronted with racism, nationalism, xenophobia, and

tribalism. Given this state of affairs, it would be a mistake to believe that the

demise of communism will automatically secure the victory of democracy.

The pressures of the global market and the spreading culture of consumerism

themselves represent the danger of a new kind of totalitarianism.

However, there are some hopeful signs in the new situation. Nations and

ethnic groups in the former socialist states are going back to their roots.

Increased respect for indigenous culture and religion is evident. There is a

distinct longing to discover one’s own identity. These are important factors

in the process of renewal and reconstruction.

Any attempt at an evaluation of the period before 1989 must take into

consideration all those who suffered and were persecuted. It is tragic that

people were victimized in the name of a more human and just society.

Without minimizing the wrongdoings and human rights violations one
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should also recall the prolonged period of the Cold War with its poisonous

effect. More than once during those years the entire planet stood on the brink

of catastrophe. It was precisely in this situation—in a secularized society

dominated by official Marxist ideology, suffering the effects of a dangerous

standoff between East and West that shaped global realities for more than a

generation—that Christian communities learned a lesson which can benefit

the church universal. For although this was a time of difficulties and temp-

tations, new challenges and opportunities emerged as well.

In this ideologically hostile environment Christian communities lived

without privileges and power. Ironically, powerlessness was often the source

of a new authority and credibility. The churches learned to keep a distance

from the corridors of power and remained close to ordinary people. The

church was usually a little flock but it experienced that a decisive minority can

play an important role. It became obvious that Christian existence is always

a costly discipleship.

Such costly discipleship is not truly possible without the fellowship of a

local church. Whoever swims against the stream of official ideology needs to

be sustained and carried by a community. In a situation of censorship and

self-censorship a local parish has the potential to become a zone of free

speech. Preaching about God’s freedom, righteousness, and peace prepared

the ground for the radical change which eventually took place.

Such radical societal transformation has driven home the reality that the

church is politically active even if it has no overt political power and influ-

ence. Each sermon and each Bible Study is a political action. The message

about God who is the Ultimate renders every political power and institution

in this world penultimate and provisional. The existence ofGod to whom the

prophets and the apostles witness challenges all the totalitarian claims of

secular rulers.

It is not true that the world is divided into two realms—the kingdom of

Christ and the evil empire. Ultimately a Christian witness and presence does

not depend on a social system and external legal safeguards. The fact that the

church did not have a fully respected and acknowledged place in society did

not destroy the faith. The entire atmosphere in which we were living

compelled us to examine constantly whether our faith and spiritual stamina

were up to the tasks and challenges before us.

Theologically speaking, the period after 1948 was lived under both the

judgment and the promise of God, who—popular cliches notwithstanding

—

did not emigrate to the West. Our Christian perspective, in other words,

prevents us from either demonizing or glorifying this epoch.
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Now that this epoch is over we can be grateful for many subsequent

improvements in Central Europe. However, more than ten years after the

wall came down we realize that living out the fullness of Christian calling is

not identical with material wealth and affluence. In no way should it be taken

for granted that the messianic age has arrived with the advent of liberal

democracy, privatization, and the free market mechanism.

To be sure, the new situation is more friendly to the Christian tradition

and more conducive to the witness of Christian churches. However, there is

a danger that churches will become passive, complacent, and even opportu-

nistic. New idols are emerging that must be identified and addressed. It is a

prophetic task of a Christian community to distinguish between the God of

the biblical message and mammon, between God and the idol of consumer-

ism. A community of faith will affirm freedom, participatory democracy,

sustainability, openess, and pluralism. However, the issues of alienation,

exploitation, exclusion, hunger, violence, war, and ecological devastation

must not escape the attention of Christians as we enter the new millenium.

VII. Globalization

Another aspect of the background for doing theology today is the ongoing

process of globalization. Globalization is a trend which the world economic

system created through the internationalization of markets and the transna-

tionalization of big corporations. Some people see primarily promising pos-

sibilities. Those who strongly criticize this development, however, suggest

that the process of globalization even now threatens humanity, culture, and

the environment.

Several activities have been globalized: finance, trade, technology, com-

munications, and the ideological conceptualization of the world. We are

confronted with the global problems of health and of the natural environ-

ment. What is viable? Whether or not a certain action benefits the least of the

human family is the criterion which will help to determine what is defensible.

The process of globalization needs to be evaluated in connection with the

concept of sustainability. Sustainablility describes a process which meets the

needs of the present without weakening and limiting the capacity of future

generations to satisfy their own needs. Sustainable development is also a just

development which takes into consideration the needs of the poor people in

the world.

Regarding the future we must also recognize our limits. We need to adapt

our claims and expectations in order to reduce the exploitation of unrenew-

able resources. The problem is that globalization is based on the ideas of
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limitless growth and utilitarianism. The principle is that what is economically

profitable should be promoted. Sustainability, though, is an ethical impera-

tive which prefers justice, responsibility, and participation to raw economic

interest.

What makes the move toward a more just economy so difficult in the face

of global market forces, however, is that the state does not have sufficient

political control over economic life. National political power and sovereignty

are weakening, and no transnational political authority is in a position to

define the limits of market activity. Rather, international financial exchanges

limit the control of national authorities. Transnational corporations easily

move elsewhere if governments do not make the necessary concessions on

taxes, environmental standards, and labor regulations.

The technology that accompanies and in fact propels globalization both

enhances and destroys. Positively, new technologies can facilitate human

communication in an unprecedented way. Financial transactions and the

sharing of information about markets occur almost instantly. Negatively, the

dominating power of financial capital impacts every aspect of our existence.

Those without financial means are simply excluded from the mechanism of

the market, such that the name for injustice today is exclusion. Coupled with

this financial exclusion are painful reminders that the world is globalized

economically but fragmented culturally. Independent cultures and specific

traditions, values, and identities—including religious ones—are in jeopardy.

To many, in fact, globalization has nothing to do with religion, theology, and

ethics. Religion is not considered a force that could be effectively mobilized

against globalization. Yet the emerging global civilization requires a fresh

examination of theological and ethical questions, the principal question being

how God wants us to live in the new global era.

VIII. A THEOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE

Against this background we need to read the Bible and to listen to our faith

stories in search of orientation. We must ask, Who is our God, and what is

the ‘good life’ that the triune God provides for us? In asking these questions

again we are reminded that “the earth is the Lord’s, and all that is in it, the

world and all who dwell in it” (Ps 24:1). The common oikos as the household

of life is the model and vision for our understanding of economy and ecology.

Through Jesus Christ, God gives life in abundance to all people and to the

whole creation (John 10: 10).

Jesus Christ, though, is always beyond the status quo. It is a dangerous

ideology which makes us believe that there is no alternative to the present
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situation. The vision of oikos teaches us about an economy that enables

life for all and is guided by the principles of equality and inclusivity,

justice and solidarity, care for human beings and for all of creation. The
economy of God’s household promotes inclusion, cooperation, and

sharing. It struggles against oppressive structures such as racism,

patriarchy, and caste. It discloses the counter-productive and destructive

character of exaggerated competition. Nor is this a uniquely Christian

vision. The major religions all share key principles regarding the “good

life” and the inclusive economy, including life-centeredness, respect for

nature, the option for the poor, justice through sharing, the concept of

simple living, and the recognition of people as the subjects of their own
lives.

Our churches and we ourselves are entangled with the economic system.

We therefore need to approach our tasks in a spirit of repentance and

humility, cognizant that we remain in need of liberation and renewal. Our

own Reformed understanding of economics, for example, has actually rein-

forced economic values that separate the physical from the spiritual and place

production values above human dignity. We have believed that the fruits we

bear attest to the reality of our election and salvation, and we have been

suspicious of the celebration of life. And while the Sabbath was given to link

our lives to God’s dream of a peaceful community, we have not allowed the

message of jubilee to free us from captivity to accumulation. Instead, the

emphasis on success has implied that humans must be highly efficient.

Anyone not making certain productivity targets has been considered inferior,

which shows that too much emphasis has been placed on work. We need to

rediscover the true meaning of the Reformed principles sola fide, sola gratia,

soli Deo gloria. Finally, a narrow understanding of election and predestination

has led to a spirit of intolerance. Reformed believers have separated the elect

from the excluded. It is therefore somewhat ironic that the Reformed syn-

odical structure contributed to the introduction of modern democracy, the

goal of which is that all people are included and play a role in decision

making.

The theology of grace is in contradiction to the ideology of accumulation,

unlimited growth, and the theology of prosperity. We do not live from our

own deeds, but from God’s gift of grace. We should counter the ideology of

competition, the culture of complacency, privatism, and indifference. Our

democratic institutions should work for social responsibility, justice, and the

preservation of nature. The Holy Spirit empowers us to live and work

towards the vision of the oikosl
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IX. A Challenge of Postmodernism

It seems that postmodernism challenges any kind of theological reflection

today. A new mentality is spreading in consumer societies. The ultimate

value, tolerance, prompts us to accept the veracity of several non-commital

truths. In the moral sphere we are encouraged to embrace diversity and

radical openess. It seems that the time of absolute claims is over. In the

absence of such claims humans are expected to live in the jungle of what is

relative and penultimate.

It is suggested that we have entered this jungle as a consequence of the

reaction by postmodern thinkers to the shock of totalitarianism. The basic

rule of thumb now is that anything that claims to be leading and determining

is suspect. Whenever a discourse becomes a master discourse and claims a

special authority there is a danger of terror. Lacking any larger story in which

the world is situated, the world becomes a market and the market is god. The

prevailing system then tends to eliminate all that is noble and sacred. What

really matters is the liberation of the individual. Let us be concerneed

primarily about our individual life and its success. Concepts such as suffering,

solidarity, and the struggle for justice should be put aside. To ask about what

is true, genuine, or profound is irrelevant. It seems that the postmodern

culture has cancelled any meaning. In the situation of all-pervasive commodi-

fication one should become an uncritical consumer guided by the market

mechanism and by the flood of advertisements. Shopping malls are the

cathedrals and temples of postmodern times.

However, the very core of the biblical message is opposed to many of these

emphases. Biblical reflection is based on memory. “You have been strangers

in the land of Egypt.” We are supposed to refresh a memory, to remember,

to retell and reread the story of God’s people. This story generates a utopia

of the future, an anticipation of freedom, and a common hope for a more

equitable life. We would be impoverished ifwe forgot the great designs of the

past—theological and philosophical. We must not resign ourselves to the

idea that there is no reason in history. Humans cannot give up seeking for

truth and asking about God. Our unique and irreplacable task remains: to tell

the story of God’s liberation and salvation with Christ at the center of this

story.

We shall continue to cultivate the memory, to rediscover the infinite value

of dignified life—human life and life in general. We have to resist the

temptation to sanction the mechanism of postmodern society. The Christian

community is constantly seduced to bless and to legitimize the ethos of
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society. Against this background, what does it mean to be in the world but not

of the world (John 17:1 4ff.)?

X. Christ hidden in his lowliness

Theological thinking today needs to recognize the existence and the

contribution of other faiths and religions. In the following I quote from a

book by John B. Cobb, Jr.:

The story we Christians learn begins with that of the ancient Jews.

Christians are today attempting to learn that story. We must learn it

first as their story. ... It must become part of our story as Christians-

and-Jews .... The broadening of our internal history to include Judaism

does not—for us Christians— displace Jesus from the center of our

history. On the contrary, it is because Jesus is the center that we are

moved toward the more inclusive history ....

Can Muslim history also become part of our internal history? ... As

long as Jesus is the center of the history in which we live, there will be a

strong impulse for us to expand that history to include that of Islam as

well ....

The expansion of our internal story is proceeding in another direction as

well. Our critical study of the Scriptures was long directed toward isolating

pure Jewish and Christian strain from the many other influences that gain

expression there. We celebrated our history largely by contrasting it with

paganism. That is now changing. We continue to celebrate the creativity

of the Jewish people in weaving together the many strands of influence into

a creative and dynamic faith in one God, but we no longer view the strands

that are woven together as something to be despised. Our Jewish heritage

leads us to reclaim our Egyptian, Canaanite, Mesopotamian, Persian and

Greek heritage as well. Our internal history expands.

There are other histories, those of India and China and Korea as well as

Africa and the indigenous peoples of the New World .... I incorporate

into my internal history a wider one. . . .

What draws me in that direction? Whenever I draw the line between

“us” and “them” I seem to discern wisdom on both sides of the line. ... I

understand that wisdom to be the divine Wisdom, present in the other,

[which] focuses and intensifies this need to overcome the barriers that

separate.”
2

2
John B.Cobb, Jr., Tranforming Christianity and the World, (New York: Orbis, 1999),

81-3.
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Metropolitan George Khodr (Church of Antioch) said in his paper to the

WCC Central Committeee in 1971: “Christ is everywhere hidden in the

mystery of his lowliness .... It is Christ alone who is received as light when

grace visits a Brahman, a Buddhist or a Moslem reading their Scriptures.”

XI. Theology in a New Key

Robert McAfee Brown reminds us that what we consider to be normative

theology very often proves to be parochial. Even a biblical theology can be

parochial if the Bible is read from a white, male, western, and intellectualistic

perspective. A new emphasis is formulated by those who are oppressed and

marginalized. These are women, colored people, people who are physically

and mentally handicapped, peoples of Asia, Africa, and Latin America.

Equally, we cannot forget the genocide of Jews and the Holocaust. “No

statement, theological or otherwise, should be made that would not be

credible in the presence of burning children.”

We used to be accustomed to register how the Bible was read in Tubingen

or Marburg. Nowadays we have to pay more attention to how the Bible is

read in Solentiname or Soweto. Two different Bibles emerge, depending on

the perspective from which one reads. One perspective justifies the prevailing

culture. The other questions the foundations of this culture. What does that

mean for theological work? McAfee Brown highlights three points:

(1) The geographical aspect is related to the Third World. To be open to

the cry of the Third World presupposes openess to those who are discrim-

inated against in my neighbourhood.

(2) The historic-cultural aspect has to take into consideration Judaism after

the genocide.

(3) The third component is methodological. Faith comes to us primarily

through narratives and stories. If we are to renew faith for our times we have

to rediscover a story (narration).

XII. Theologia Semper Reformanda

(1) In Reformed understanding theology is a reflection of faith. The
starting point is God’s revelation in Jesus Christ according to the Scriptures.

(2) Theology is a function of the church and is primarily in the service of

the church. The ecclesial character of theology should not limit its freedom.

Theology is bound by the object of its work. Its task is to purify and to deepen

the church’s witness to the triune God.
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(3) Theology examines and analyzes to what extent the church and its

members are faithful to the living Christ who is the primary focus of

preaching. Theological reflection is entrusted to every church member.

(4) Theological work is undertaken in obedience and unceasing listening.

In the first place we listen to the prophets and apostles and thereafter to the

cloud of witnesses throughout the history of the Christian church.

(5) Theology stems from faith and seeks a rational expression. It is a

scientific effort and communicates a rational knowledge. Theology does not

flee before science but welcomes scientific critique. By its endeavour theology

contributes to scientific research and is part of a broader cultural activity.

(6) Theology is free and ultimately responds to the calling and claim of the

Gospel. However, it is not self-sufficient nor does it feel superior to other

human activities. It is a gift of grace that God reveals himself to us and that

we can give an account of the hope that is in us.

(7) Theology is not the wisdom of an onlooker but is the outcome of an

existential struggle. Theology helps faith to be grounded in a more profound

knowledge. However, theological knowledge has to be guided by Christ’s

love which surpasses all knowledge.

(8) Theology is a self-examination of faith and helps faith to be based on

truth and reality. It is not an individualistic effort undertaken in isolation.

Theological reflection addresses a community in which its relevancy is tested.

(9) Theology has a dialogical character. In order to serve church members

living in the contemporary world theology carries on a dialogue with phi-

losophy, psychology, sociology, and the natural sciences. Love for our neigh-

bors mandates a dialogue with the world, its knowledge, and its wisdom. In

doing theology we must listen to different voices, especially to those who

were once ignored (e.g. women, Dalits, Gypsies, etc.).

(10) Theology is practical and aims at the renewal of the church and a

change of the world. The consequence of the Word of God is a creative

transformation. The lasting task of theology is to free the Word from all

forces which may enslave, imprison, and domesticate it.

(1 1) Today a special task of theology is to develop its reflection on creation,

which has almost disappeared as a theological theme. Ecological christology

reminds us that God is with us and with all forms of life. It was aptly said: If

current trends continue, we will not.

(12) Theology requires sustained and critical reflection by an engaged

participant. It is an articulation and interpretation of questions of personal

and communal identity. Theology has political and social consequences. Its

task is not to legitimize and bless the status quo.
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(13) Theology has an impossible task to express the reality of the triune

God. A Reformed theology is aware of its limitations and therefore any

theological statement is considered to be preliminary, tentative, and partial.

As theologians we approach our task with prayer and in a spirit of repentance

and humility.

(14) Theologia semper reformanda—this is the main characteristic of Re-

formed theology and its birthright that should not be forfeited. Barth sums it

up well:

Among the sciences, theology is the most beautiful. It challenges the

mind and the heart to the fullest. It comes closest to human reality. And

it opens the clearest vista in the direction of the truth which is sought

and pursued by all science. It is a landscape with magnificently distant

and yet still clear horizons—as is the landscape of Umbria or Tuscany.

And it is an artistic work as grand and exotic as the cathedrals in

Cologne or in Milan. However, among the sciences theology is also the

most difficult and the most dangerous. Dealing with it may result in

despair or in houghtiness. But the worst that can happen to theology is

that it becomes its own caricature. 3

3 Karl Barth, Offenbarung, Kircbe, Theologie, (Miinchen: C. Kaiser, 1934), 34.
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D avid is dead.

Next to the half-full cup of coffee, my wife’s journal sat open on the

kitchen table. The entry for that day (Thursday, July 19
th

) was lengthy, but

it began with those three simple words. “David is dead.” Three words and a

period. Three words that we have repeated in hushed voices on the telephone

and in hastily-typed e-mails. So much heartache from three such small words.

Anthropologists tell us that humans are unique among the animals because

humans can imagine their own deaths. True. Yet, we don’t imagine deaths

like this one. In the words of David’s college roommate, this death is

“unthinkable, unacceptable, unfathomable.”

Throughout the past three weeks, we have struggled— each of us in a

different way—with just how unthinkable, unacceptable, and unfathomable

this death is. It has been so very hard to put words to this loss. Indeed, when

we have managed to stammer something, it has most often come out not as

an explanation, but as a question. How can this be? How can David and Tom
be gone? How can Carol possibly explain this to Ethan and Sammy? How can

this possibly be explained to any of us?

If you are like me, you have chased after information in recent days,

scrabbling about as if knowing more facts might dissolve the mystery and

salve the pain. What kind of car were they driving? Where were they? People

who have never been to Maine before have pulled out road-maps and stared

at the fine, black line tracing Route 108 as if it had some story to tell, some

secret to whisper that would make it all less unthinkable, unacceptable,

unfathomable.
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The David and Tom Miles that I took to the airport for their flight to

Portland, Maine were so very much alive. Tom was telling me the story of his

first date with Jan, a fishing exhibition in high school. Apparently, at some

point on this romantic excursion, Jan reached over the side for the bait bucket

to find a copperhead snake coiled on its top. David laughed, marveling that

his mother ever went on a second date with his father.

David was happy, the happiest I had seen him in a long time. He was

practically giddy that he had been called to Westminster Presbyterian

Church in Austin, summoned again to the kind of ministry that excited him

to no end. He was, along with Carol, buying a new house—a home that even

met with David’s aesthetically picky standards. Yes, David was happy. He was

going to Maine after all, traveling to a place that he loved, to be with the

people that he loved. He leapt about at the airport, tossing suitcases to the

curb and pressing money into the hand of a sky-cap; all the while chirping on

about how soon he would be eating his mom’s blueberry-peach pie, hugging

his fair-haired boys, kissing his beloved wife. Such a kind, solid man. Life’s

sweet promises seemed to hover around David—a splendid future stretching

before him. There was so much good left for David Miles to do . . . that it’s

just wrong, this thing, this terrible thing, it’s wrong, and we are torn up

over it.

In the passage of Scripture that David’s sister, Susan, read from the final

pages of Isaiah, God speaks to people who also have been torn asunder. The
people of Israel have had a rough go of it; they have been routed by foreign

armies, and carried from their country into an exile where they have lived and

died as slaves. Although they have now been freed, they have returned to a

desolate homeland, to a community ripped apart by conflict, to a city beset by

suffering.

In the midst of it all, these troubled children of the Most High lift their

cries to heaven, and God responds. This is what God says, “I am going to

start from scratch. I am going to create a new cosmos for you, not just a new

temple or a new homeland, but a new heaven and a new earth. I will spin into

existence a whole new Jerusalem, a place where there will be no more

weeping, no more cries of distress, no more infants who live but a few days.

In fact, in this new place everyone will enjoy a full life.” “At a hundred years

old,” says God, “you’ll be just a kid. If you build a house in this new world,

you will dwell in it, not some invader. Ifyou plant a tree, you will live to enjoy

its fruit.” “Your labor will never be in vain,” vows God. “Your children will

not know calamity.”

God’s words in Isaiah 65 promise a world in which life flourishes without

hazard or misfortune. It is a holy vision, spoken with potent words. It is a
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promise that we can cling to in this time; a vision that we simply must clasp

to our hearts, holding it close because God speaks it, because these are God’s

trustworthy words, but also because this passage of scripture quite plainly

reveals a God who gets it. This God does not shrug and say, “Unfortunately,

the calamities that befall you come under the category: my mysterious will.

Sorry, but you finite creatures are just going to have to tough it out.” No.

This God hears our cries. This God is touched by human catastrophe, and

more than that, this God views these woeful events as a sign that the very

structure of the universe needs to be corrected.

For something is wrong when a person dies so young; when someone buys

a home and never lives in it; when a man fathers children and cannot attend

their little league games; when a husband is not around to toast his wife’s

fortieth birthday. Something is deeply wrong. “I will create a new heaven and

a new earth,” says God, “a place where these things, these dreadful things,

will be no more.”

There is comfort to be found in this righteous God who promises an end

to the world’s wrongs. Indeed, for centuries, Christians and Jews have found

consolation in the promise that one day, God will make all things right. Still,

for many of us, this future remedy is not the comfort that we most crave now.

In our present state of grief, we may feel that the creation of a calamity-free

world is tragically delayed. We want God to fix it, and fix it now, to shake us

awake from this extended nightmare. We cannot understand what possible

good could be served by waiting.

In the middle of the Gospel ofJohn, by the time Jesus reaches the outskirts

of Bethany, Lazarus is dead. Running down the road, Martha confronts her

delinquent friend, accusing Jesus of fatal delay: “Lord, if you had been here,

my brother would not have died.” In Martha’s faith-filled plea, we can hear an

echo of our own cries: “Lord, if you had been there, on that foggy road, my
brother, my husband, my son, my friend, my pastor . . . David would not have

died.”

What happened
,
Lord? David was close to you Jesus, a friend even. He talked to

you every morning from that cracked leather chair. You must have known him

well. . . . Remember the guy with the easy smile and the wispy, blond, receding hair;

the athlete who loved morning rides on his bike, andfresh powder under his skis. You

know, thefiery one who had more than his share ofcompetitivejuice when there was

a ball game to be played. Remember God, your friend with the taste for fine wine,

finefood andfine music, thefussy pastor who had to adjust every lily in the sanctuary

on Easter Sunday morning to perfect the display of their beauty. Surely, you must

remember, the man who put so much exacting energy into making the right

memories for others: a marriage proposal on a California beach; season tickets to
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football gamesfor Ethan and Sammy; and ofcourse,
week in and week out

,
the best

Saturday morning pancakes this side of the New Jerusalem ....

“Lord, if you had been there, my brother would not have died.”

Martha laments the late arrival ofJesus, but she is not done with her Lord.

Hoping for last-second heroics, she pleads with Jesus, “I know that God will

give you whatever you ask. ... I know,” her eyes flash, “that you can bring

Lazarus back.” Without taking another step, Jesus responds, “Your brother

will rise again.” And with those simple words, some of the light drains from

Martha’s face. Wait a minute. What could be wrong? Isn’t this what Martha

wants Jesus to say? “Your brother will rise again.” Don’t we want to hear

the promise of God, the promise of Isaiah 65 when someone we care about

dies? Or do these words sound frail? Are they uttered too easily in the

presence of black suits and wet handkerchiefs? “He will rise again.” Yah,

Yah ... .

You see, Martha had been holding out for something different. Surely, she

thought, Jesus would not be shackled by the circumstances of death. Cer-

tainly, her Lord would not resort to the worn words that everybody recites at

funeral after funeral. But then, he says it, “Your brother will rise again.” And

to Martha, it looks as if Jesus has pulled out the vintage doctrine, the

time-tested palliative that has always been spoken by well-meaning believers

seeking to ease the pain of those who mourn.

In the end, at times like this, perhaps that is the best that we can do: hold

each other close and recite the old words, repeating God’s promise, and at

moments, actually believing it. It looks like that is the best that even Jesus has

to offer. So, swallowing the possibility that it could be any different, Martha

replies to her Lord in the traditional manner: “Yes, I know that he will rise

again in the resurrection on the last day.” With this, Martha turns to wrap her

grief in the hope that some day God will fix it all and bring Lazarus home.

Yet before Martha can start moth-balling her hopes, tucking them away for

some undisclosed future, Jesus speaks. “/ am the resurrection and the life.”

Throughout John’s Gospel, Jesus has been making these peculiar “I am”

statements, claiming to be physical things and philosophical notions: I am the

bread, I am the living water, I am the truth. Now, in the midst of her grief,

he pops an “I am” statement on Martha: “I am the resurrection. ...” I am the

embodiment of God’s promise to Isaiah. I am the event that the prophets of

old foretold.

It seems like a strange thing for Jesus to say, I am that day when God will

make all things right; that promise that hangs out there at the end of time; that

consolation for all the terrible wrongs in the universe. “I am the life,” says

Jesus. It is a startling declaration, words that send a shiver through the cosmic
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order, even as they leave us groping after their meaning. We thought the

resurrection was a day out there somewhere. We thought life was a beating

heart and exhaling lungs. What does it mean that Jesus claims to be both

some future event and the vitality that propels us toward it: the resurrection

and the life?

As we puzzle over this, Mary, the other sister, comes and kneels before

Jesus. She speaks the same sentence that Martha uttered, but in this case the

words seem somehow less a challenge, and more just plain sad. “Lord, if you

had been here, my brother would not have died.”

David has gone away
,
and we are so very sad. The man who bounced as he

preached
,
his body tilted so precariouslyforward that seminary students loved to tease

him
,
suggesting that he needed a bungee cord to anchor him to the pulpit. The pastor

who always had to be there. The minister who never hesitated when any ofhis flock

were in need. The guy who drove us crazy by agonizing over every decision (big or

little), and then, for good measure, agonizing some more. The father who took such

beautifid pictures that his sons will always be able to look at their black-and-white

selves and see in that sculpted light the love of their Daddy.

Lord, if you had been here, my brother would not have died.

And this time, Jesus weeps. Why the tears? The mourners there on the

road seem unable to agree on why Jesus was crying, and biblical scholars have

followed suit. Perhaps, some suggest, Jesus cries out of frustration because

people are not understanding or taking comfort from his earlier statement.

Like Martha, Mary doesn’t seem to comprehend the loss of her brother or be

at ease just because Jesus has said, “I am. . .
.” Or perhaps, and this where I

find hope fluttering, Jesus weeps precisely because he is the resurrection and

the life, and this is what the life of the world does when tragedy strikes. When
two cars collide on a foggy night, God weeps.

From these divine tears fly sparks that ignite the deepest of midnights,

cascading into the abyss that would claim us. For in these salty drops we

glimpse that God’s promise of redemption for all creation is more than a

contract, it is a person; it is more than a future moment, it is the very Son of

God.

“I am the resurrection and the life,” says Jesus. And suddenly, we know that

we do not have to wait. Yes, of course, one day it will be God’s tomorrow, and

a new, glorious world will spring from the divine heart. We all wait for that.

We really do. Yet, the promise ofJesus, the I am, is that while we wait for the

New Jerusalem, we do not have to wait to know that David and Tom are alive,

that they never for a flicker of an instant passed beyond the unfathomable

love of Christ. And for that matter, in all of this, neither did we.
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Carol has received an enormous number of letters and cards over the past

four weeks, conveying sympathy, promising support, and often telling brief

stories of people’s encounters with her husband. One goes like this: about a

year ago, early in the morning, after praying the night before with a dying

man, and then breaking fast with his grieving family, the Reverend David

Doxsee Miles walked from the house with the sister of the deceased. He
helped her into an awaiting car, and then with a sparkle in his eyes gently told

the saddened woman, “He’s in good hands, you know.”

He’s in good hands, you know.

Amen.
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Given the convulsions within the churches over homosexuality, this

informative book about sexual orientation is worthy of the close reading

it requires. Fully researched and clearly written, it examines, within the

context of the more expansive concept of sexual desire
, (1) what is meant by

sexual orientation, (2) how the term functions in the sciences, social sciences,

humanities, the law, and everyday thinking, and (3) the various ethical, legal,

and political issues connected to sexual orientation. The author, an associate

professor at the Benjamin Cardoza School of Law in New York City, writes

in advocacy of the social and political rights of sexual minorities. What is

unusual about the volume is that he pursues his goal without appeal to the

popular notions that (1) “a person’s sexual orientation is inborn in the sense

that a person’s eye color is inborn,” and that (2) this alleged scientific fact is

“relevant to ethical and legal questions relating to sexual orientations.”

Stein’s intention, as stated in the introduction, is to convince readers that

“much of what most people think about sexual orientation is probably wrong,

or at least misguided.”

The reasons for his scepticism are set forth in three parts under the rubrics

of Metaphysics, Science, and Ethics. Part I (Chapters 1-4) deals with sexual

orientation philosophically, in terms of such questions as: Is there such a

thing as sexual orientation? If there is, what is it? How should it be concep-

tualized? Is it of the “essence” of human nature or a human “construction”?

Part II (Chapters 5-9) addresses the issues raised by science in what the

author identifies as “the emerging research program” that seeks to under-

stand empirically the etiology of human sexual orientation. Here he presents

fully and critically the various organic explanations of the natural sciences, as

well as the several functional theories proposed by psychiatry. The section

concludes with a discussion of the crucial issue of choice in the development

of sexual orientation. In Part III (Chapters 10-12) the author takes up ethical,

political, and legal matters pertaining to (1) the relevance of scientific study
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of sexual orientation to lesbian and gay rights, (2) the possibility of selecting

and changing the sexual orientation of children, and (3) the continuation of

scientific research on the origins of sexual orientation.

In seeking to clarify the concept of sexual orientation, Stein distinguishes

between sex and gender—the former being determined by the genes and the

latter by the culture. With regard to the category of sex, he notes that there

are in fact more than two kinds. For along with males and females there are

hermaphrodites, those who biologically constitute a third or “intersex” type.

Stein argues, accordingly, that sex as a biological designation is not a discrete

but a continuous category (“with male and female at either end of the

continuum and with various intermediary forms existing between them”).

Gender identity
,
on the other hand, is formed by the expectations of a society

regarding stereotypical masculine and feminine roles and behaviors associ-

ated with a particular sex. Matters here are also complicated by transsexual or

transgendered people, those who feel that their sex differs from their gender

identity. To account for this complexity Stein coins the term sex-gender and

provisionally defines sexual orientation as sexual desire “indexed” to the

sex-gender of the people a person is sexually attracted to and/or sexually

active with. He further notes that, given the complexities of both sex and

gender, multiple sexual orientations are a distinct possibility (Chapter 1).

With regard to the recognition of sexual orientation, Stein rejects both the

behavioral and self-identification criteria. Sexual behavior alone is untrustwor-

thy because it does not allow for the possibility of psychological repression,

while personal assessment does now allow for self-deception. Stein favors

instead the dispositional view
,
according to which the criteria that identify

sexual orientation include sexual behavior, sexual desires, and sexual fantasies.

Thus, “Sexual orientation has to do with a person’s sexual desires and

behaviors with respect to other people in virtue of their sex" (emphasis his).

The reality of the bisexual person, however, makes it impossible to think of

sexual orientation in binary terms which only allow for heterosexual and

homosexual types. Stein thus accepts, with reservations, the bipolar view set

forth by the Kinsey researchers, which recognizes the continuous character of

sexual orientation and involves, in its simplest version, a three-point scale

—

heterosexual, bisexual, and homosexual. Nonetheless, and this is important to

the author, a person’s sexual orientation is merely one aspect of his or her

general sexual desires or sexual interests, leading him to wonder why this

“narrow” part is singled out as the crucial one (Chapter 2).

Addressed next is the complex issue of whether sexual orientations are

“deep” categories of human nature (the essentialist view) or merely “arbi-

trary” categories of social convention (the constructionist view). This ques-
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tion belongs to a larger debate in philosophy of science and metaphysics over

so-called natural kinds. A realist holds that there are categories grounded in

reality which are recognized by human thought, whereas a nominalist argues

that all categories are merely names imposed upon reality by the mind. Stein

sides with the scientific realists and is thus open to the notion of a human kind

that exists in nature, as well as others of a social kind which owe their

existence merely to human convention. A commitment to scientific realism

does not resolve the debate between essentialists and constructivists, how-

ever, because the recognition of sexual orientation as a natural human kind is

compatible with environmental theories of how sexual orientations develop.

Stein contends that the nature-nurture debate is in fact based on a false

either/or dichotomy. “No human trait is strictly the result of genetics or

strictly the result of environmental factors,” he explains; “all human traits are

the result of both.” Yet there does seem to be some variance in degree of

influence. Properly understood, the debate concerns, therefore, where sexual

orientation fits on the continuum between the determination of eye color

on the one hand and the choice of a college major on the other (Chapters 3

and 4).

Against this philosophical background, Part II considers and evaluates the

contributions made by the empirical sciences to the debate regarding the

etiology of sexual orientations. The initial focus is upon biological theories

which make the claim “that sexual orientations are strongly biologically based

and that the biological basis is inborn or determined at an early age.” As a

result, they are “wired into” the brain. The common thesis of these theories

is that “a person's biological makeup at binh or at an early age determines or

strongly constrains his or her sexual orientation
,
in particular, it determines (or

strongly constrains) whether a person is primarily attracted to men or

women” (emphases his). Because of the broad media coverage of these

theories, public opinion over the past three decades has shifted away from

environmental to biological explanations of the cause of sexual orientation. The

fact that many people believe them does not mean that these theories are

true, Stein cautions, but it does warrant a close examination of them—with

the proviso that there are at least three models of the ways that biological

factors can play a role in the development of sexual orientation: (1) biological

factors influence the neurological structures that enable experience to shape

a person’s sexual orientation (the permissive model)-, (2) biological factors can

code for personality factors that shape a person’s sexual orientation (the

indirect model)-, and (3) biological factors can directly influence the neurolog-

ical structures that create a person’s sexual orientation (the direct model).
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Stein then examines in order: (i) LeVay’s neuroanatomical theory (1991)

that intimates the possibility of a causal mechanism between sexual orienta-

tion and the size of a particular cell group in the anterior region of the

hypothalamus of the brain; (2) the heritability hypothesis of Bailey and

Pillard proposed in their studies of siblings and twins (1991, 1993) which

suggest that sexual orientation is an inheritable trait; and (3) the claim of

Hamer (1993) that the portion of the human genome responsible for sexual

orientation has been located in the q2 8 region of the X chromosome. The

three studies thus build upon one another. LeVay points to a neuroanatomi-

cal correlation with male sexual orientation, Bailey suggests that sexual

orientation is heritable, while Hamer claims to have isolated a specific genetic

region that codes for homosexuality and hence could provide a direct genetic

explanation of the heritability of sexual orientation. All together, Stein

concedes, the results of these research projects seem to support the direct

model of biological influence, according to which “genes influence the brain

structures that underlie sexual orientation” (Chapter 5).

Following a critical examination of the various animal models and evolu-

tionary accounts of the development of human sexual orientations (Chapter

6), Stein proceeds to assesses the aforementioned biological theories. He
prefaces his evaluation with a reminder of David Hume’s distinction between

cause and con-elation (without, however, succumbing to the philosopher’s

skepticism about ever justifiably inferring the former from the latter). His

general point is that we need to be suspicious about inferences based on

correlation “when there are no well-supported background theories against

which to explain the causation.” Put simply, the crucial question is whether

the data in a particular study are strong enough to require the direct model

over either its indirect or permissive alternatives.

With regard to the study by LeVay, Stein contends that at best he may have

shown a possible correlation between male homosexuality and the size of a

portion of the anterior region of the brain’s hypothalamus. Even this is

questionable, however, because of the study’s small sampling, the uncertainty

of the sexual orientation of some of the dead subjects, as well as the fact that

the study has not been independendy duplicated. What he has definitely not

shown is any causation, “as he admits when he is careful” Stein observes. His

results offer no evidence that biological factors identified in the study directly

affect sexual orientation. Even if he could prove that brain size and sexual

orientation are perfectly correlated in his sample population, this would not

establish any direct causal account of homosexuality. For it would remain

equally plausible that brain size leads to certain personality attributes that in

certain contexts lead to homosexuality in some men. Stein concludes, there-
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fore, that nothing in LeVay’s published research requires the direct as

compared to the indirect model.

The same general problem applies to Bailey and Pillard’s studies of sexual

orientation in identical twins, same sex-gender fraternal twins, same sex-

gender non-twin biological siblings, and similarly aged unrelated adopted

siblings. The idea behind these studies is that if the cause of sexual orienta-

tion is genetic, then all identical twins should have the same sexual orienta-

tion (due to identical genetic codes). Further, the percentage of concordant

sexual orientations among same-sex fraternal twins, as well as same-sex

non-twin biological siblings, should be higher than the rate of homosexuality

in the general population. What the studies show is that among the male

identical twins where one was homosexual, only 52% of the brothers were

also. Among the females, the concordant sexual orientation was only 48%.

Among same-sex fraternal twins, 22% of the brothers were both gay and 16%
of the sisters both lesbian. For the same-sex non-twin biological siblings, the

figures for concordance in sexual orientation were 9% for males and 14% for

females. AJ 1 of these figures are modestly-to-dramatically higher than the

estimated base rate of homosexuality among the general population (2% to

5%), the difference suggesting that sexual orientation is significantly herita-

ble. A high heritability is not the same as genetic determination, however.

Stein argues that although Bailey’s results are consistent with sexual orien-

tation having a genetic base, they do not show that the genetic base is a direct

one. The failure of the studies to show a 100% correlation of sexual orien-

tation among identical twins argues decisively against the direct model. Stein

concludes, therefore, that nothing in Bailey’s studies establishes that sexual

orientation is genetically determined or that it is the direct result of genetic

factors, adding wryly, “Bailey realizes that his studies do not prove that genes

directly cause sexual orientation, but many who cite his studies do not.”

Hamer and his associates attempted to identify the portion of the human

genome that is responsible for sexual orientation in a two-stage research

program. First, building upon the notion of heritability, they pursued two

pedigree analyses of separate pools of gay men which indicated that brothers of

gay men were more likely than any other male relative to be gay and that

maternal uncles and the sons of maternal aunts were much more likely to be

gay than a man chosen at random from the general population. In contrast,

fathers and male paternal relatives were no more (and in some cases less)

likely to be gay than a randomly chosen man. This distinctive pattern

suggested to Hamer that homosexuality in men might be a trait inherited

from one’s mother, like color blindness, and he thus formed the hypothesis

that such a gene is carried on the X chromosome. From a pool of gay brothers
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and, where available, their mothers, Hamer obtained DNA samples that were

subjected to linkage analysis—a technique for narrowing the location of a gene

for some trait. The results showed that a higher than expected percentage of

the pairs of gay brothers had the same genetic sequences in the q2 8 region of

the X chromosome.

Although Hamer’s pedigree analyses have been faulted on methodological

grounds, Stein argues that nonetheless these studies, like the twin studies of

Bailey and Pillard, do suggest a heritability factor but do not establish a

genetic basis for sexual orientation. For Hamer’s pedigree data are equally

consistent with other theories that emphasize the primary role of social

factors in the development of sexual orientation. As for his linkage analysis,

Stein notes that this technique has generated positive results when identify-

ing the genetic basis of traits controlled in a genetically simple manner but

has been quite unreliable when dealing with traits controlled by several genes

working in concert
(
polygenic traits), and thus with behavioral traits such as

sexual orientation. The linkage study, in a word, does not provide evidence

strong enough to prefer the direct model over the indirect model for ex-

plaining origins of sexual orientations. Accordingly, it does not warrant the

media hype about the existence of “genes for homosexuality.” As Stein

explains:

Genes in themselves cannot directly specify any behavior or

psychological phenomenon. Instead, genes direct a particular pattern of

RNA synthesis, which in turn specifies the production of a particular

protein, which in turn may influence the development of psychological

dispositions and the expression of behaviors. There are necessarily many

intervening pathways between a gene and a disposition or a behavior,

and even more intervening variables between a gene and a pattern that

involves both thinking and behaving. The terms “gay gene” and

“homosexual gene” are, therefore, without meaning.

Moreover, it should be noted that two independent attempts to replicate the

results of Hamer’s linkage analysis failed to do so, leading Stein to observe

that this study, viewed by many as the centerpiece of the emerging research

program, actually exemplifies its problems (Chapter 7).

The failure to date of biological theory to account for the development of

human sexual orientation, according to Stein, stems from an explanatory gap-.

“they fail to give an account of how biological factors (genetic, hormonal, and

neuroanatomical) actually lead to adult sexual orientations.” Because biology

“underlies every plausible theory” of the origin(s) of behavioral traits, it may

not be summarily dismissed. Yet the fact that the heritability studies show
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only a fifty percent concordance between the sexual orientations of identical

twins demonstrates clearly that human experience is a contributing factor.

Thus Stein seeks to retrieve the experiential theories from the long shadow of

the current more popular biological explanations. The basic assumption of

such theories is that at birth (or perhaps before puberty) we all have roughly

the same potential with respect to our sexual orientations and sexual desires.

It is our different experiences and environments that account for our differ-

ences in sexual orientation. Speaking broadly, such theories attribute sexual

orientation to (1) early sexual experience, (2) family dynamics (e.g., Freud’s

Oedipal theory), or (3) childhood conflict over gender roles. Of these three,

Stein reports studies that suggest the importance of only the third in the

development of sexual orientation.

This opening of biological theory to experiential factors, however, intro-

duces the indirect model of causation into the equation. This is a plus, Stein

explains, because it has the potential “to explain how biological factors

influence psychological characteristics such as temperament, personality, and

the like, and how these psychological characteristics, in various contexts and

given certain environmental inputs, affect sexual orientations and desires.”

The indirect model also opens the door to the possibility that there are

multiple origins of sexual orientation. This is in fact Stein’s position. Short of

evidence to the contrary, he contends, we have no particular reason to think

that there will be a single theory that explains the development of human

sexual orientations. To the contrary, “it is likely that there are multiple origins

to human sexual orientations and sexual desires.” Yet he is cautious in

advancing his case, acknowledging that he has not presented convincing

arguments or strong evidence for the claim that sexual orientations have

multiple origins or the claim that biological factors play indirect roles in these

multiple pathways to sexual orientations. Instead, he has introduced these

possibilities because they seem more plausible and more complete than most

current theories, biological and experiential, of how sexual orientations de-

velop (Chapter 8).

Given the complexities of sexual orientation and the variables that seem to

influence its development, it is only natural that Stein should address the

issue of what role (if any) choice plays in this process. He is well aware that

many if not most people today think that sexual orientations are determined,

i.e., “they think that a person does not have a choice to what his or her sexual

orientation is.” The reason for this public preference for a determinist view is

that voluntarism seems implausible because (1) most people do not feel like

they chose their sexual orientation, (2) most people’s sexual orientations do
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not seem changeable, and (3) the most plausible theories of how human

sexual orientations develop do not include choice as a factor.

Stein challenges this view by introducing a distinction between a direct

choice and an indirect choice. The difference, he explains, is this: “I make a

direct choice to X if I do something with the conscious intention of doing X.

A person makes an indirect choice to X if she does something without the

conscious intention of doing X.” The fact that most people cannot recall ever

choosing a sexual orientation is equally true about food preferences. Most

people would not recall ever having decided, say, to like carrots but not

cucumbers. Thus it is compatible with the introspective evidence to say that

one made an indirect choice (or series of such choices) that resulted in the

sexual orientation one has. Stein continues:

Even a genetic theory of sexual orientation has to allow that for at least

a significant number of people, sexual orientation is caused by

environmental factors that differ even among identical twins raised

together .... Choices that individuals make, whether direct or indirect,

might explain why so many identical twins are discordant for sexual

orientation. That you made an indirect choice to have the sexual

orientation that you do is compatible with your sense of not having

(directly) chosen to have the sexual orientation that you do.

Similarly, the fact that many cannot change their sexual orientation is com-

patible with their sexual orientation being the result of a choice (either direct

or indirect). There are lots of choices (direct and indirect), after all, that have

results that are irreversible or incorrigible. “Given that we know so little

about how human desires and preference develop in general,” Stein asks,

“why should we be so confident that sexual orientations are not chosen?”

Accordingly, he posits a third position between voluntarism and determin-

ism, which he calls nondeterminism—the view that sexual orientations are the

result of mdirect choices (Chapter 9).

In Part III it becomes clear why this advocate of gay, lesbian, and bisexual

rights is willing to swim upstream against the determinist views of sexual

orientation advanced by the theorists, popularized by the media, and ac-

cepted widely by the public. Put simply, he believes that these rights

—

decriminalization, antidiscrimination, and public recognition of gay, lesbian,

and bisexual relationships and institutions—should not depend upon the

etiology of sexual orientations but upon ethical and political principles of

justice, rights, privacy, equality, and liberty. Stein recognizes that the moti-

vation behind much (but not all) scientific inquiry into the origin(s) of human

sexual orientation is political. The strategy is to use scientific research on
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sexual orientation to show that it is not chosen, and then use this result to

show that gays and lesbians should not be penalized for their sexual orien-

tation. Stein opposes this pragmatism on two counts: (i) it is based not on the

results of hard science but on what amounts to propaganda; and (2) its logic

justifies the sexual orientation but not the sexual behavior that ensues from it.

“The biological argument for lesbian and gay rights can protect lesbians and

gay men only with respect to those aspects of being lesbian or gay that are

biologically determined.” What are needed instead in this particular area of

the human rights struggle, therefore, are strong ethical, legal, and political

arguments. “The results of scientific research are basically irrelevant to such

arguments,” Stein concludes (Chapter 10).

Stein also opposes the development and use of scientific procedures that

would allow parents to predetermine the sexual orientation of their child, on

the ground that “their mere availability or claimed efficacy will perpetuate

and perhaps amplify the negative conditions faced by lesbians, gay men, and

bisexuals” (Chapter 11). With regard to the question of whether farther

research on sexual orientation should be done, Stein is cautiously positive.

Aware that the results of such research could have a negative impact on the

already precarious situation of sexual minorities, he nonetheless recognizes

that a call for a moratorium on such inquiry would unwisely challenge the

value of the truth and scientific freedom, as well as run the risk of appearing

to endorse ignorance. Thus he calls upon the scientific community simply to

exercise its moral responsibility in considering the impact of such research

upon the rights, liberties, and social conditions of gay, lesbian, and bisexual

people (Chapter 12).

Aside from being a rich resource of information about its complex topic,

the volume merits serious attention on two counts: the point it makes and the

point it ignores. As to the first, Stein successfully challenges the widely-held

public opinion that sexual orientation in general and homosexual orientation

in particular is biologically determined. He does this by demonstrating the

absence of support for such a view in current scientific research. Rather,

according to the author, sexual orientation appears to be the result of

yet-to-be-identified genetic influences upon human personality that interact

with yet-to-be-specified psychological dynamics which lead some people in

certain circumstances to make indirect choices that lead to adult homosexual

orientations.

The point ignored is the issue of sexual ethics or the morality of sexual acts.

Consider the comment Stein makes in the conclusion about the central

importance of choices made by gay men and lesbians in sexual matters:
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It is the choices they make about how to live their lives, not the origins

of their sexual desires, that are most important for lesbian and gay

rights. Regardless of whether sexual orientations are directly chosen,

indirectly chosen, or not chosen at all ...

,

people choose with whom
they have sex, people choose whether or not to enter romantic

relationships, and whether or not to build families.

The natural question is whether there are any moral guidelines for people in

the making of these kinds of decisions and, if so, what they might be. The

question becomes pressing when Stein describes the broad range of possible

sexual activity:

A person’s sexual orientation is only a part of a person’s sexual desires

or sexual interests. A person’s sexual desires include the things (people,

acts, venues, and so forth) to which a person is erotically disposed.

Sexual desires can vary along a huge number of dimensions: the sorts of

sexual acts in which a person likes to engage; the venues in which one

likes to engage in them; the sort of entities (humans, animals, inanimate

objects) with which she likes to do them; the age [children?], color, size,

number, personality, and so forth, of people, animals, or objects with

which she likes to do them; and so on.

It is striking that the only regulating influence on the libido even suggested

in this list—which includes bestiality (animals), serial fornication (number),

and possibly pedophilia (age)—seems to be the personal “likes” or erotic

dispositions of the individual. In his discussion of decriminalization, Stein

does declare that so long as “a sexual act involves two consenting adults and

no physical harm takes place, the state has no grounds for interfering.” Apart

from that one allusion, however, the volume is mute on the subject of sexual

ethics. Since one of the central aims of the book is “to free us from custom’s

tyranny with respect to sexual orientation and sexual desire,” the author’s

silence here is not surprising.

This omission is troubling to anyone who does not share Stein’s identifi-

cation with the sexual liberation movements, particularly one who seeks to

understand sexual desire, sexual orientation, and sexual responsibility in a

theological context. Stein himself acknowledges the legitimacy of locating the

discussion in a larger interpretative paradigm by prefacing his hook with

Plato’s account of the myth of Aristophanes, according to which the human

race was originally composed of three dimorphous sexes—male/male, fe-

male/female, and male/female. Because these humans were considered by the

gods too powerful and threatening, Zeus split each one in half down the
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middle. Once divided, the three original types of humans gave rise to people

defined by the kind of other half he or she desired: homosexual men and

homosexual women, and heterosexual men and women. Stein uses the myth

to introduce the debate between essentialists and constructionists over the

nature of sexual orientation—its natural interpretation being that Aristo-

phanes was claiming that “sexual orientation is an important, defining, and

inborn feature of a person.” The larger point, one might argue, is that the

subject matter ultimately requires grounding in something like a religious

doctrine of creation (in this case one that oddly attributes human sexual

desire and sexual orientation to an act of divine punishment).

How different it looks from the perspective of the biblical account, in

which humans are created male and female in the image of God, and the two

are mandated to join together in covenant sexual relationships as husband and

wife in the formation of families, together with the sexual disciplines such

commitments entail. As the late Paul Minear once observed, our point of

view is indeed determined by our point of viewing.
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Allen, Diogenes. Quest: The Search for Meaning through Christ. 2d ed. New
York: Church Publishing Incorporated, 2000. Pp. 119. $18.95.

“I want to know more about God and Christianity. What book do you

recommend?”

These words are music to the ears of pastors, Christian educators, and

other church leaders, but they place a great responsibility on these church

leaders to recommend an appropriate book. The book should be brief and

straightforward, but not superficial or simplistic. It should be biblically

grounded and theologically orthodox, but also rich in illustrative anecdotes

and practical applications. Most importantly, it should be more than an

intellectual head-trip; it should issue an invitation to its reader to embark on

a great adventure of the spirit as he or she encounters Christ.

For several years, the book that I have most often used in such situations

with the greatest success has been out of print. I am grateful that Diogenes

Allen’s Quest is now back in print. Many other church leaders should be

grateful as well.

Diogenes Allen needs no introduction to many readers of this journal.

During his long tenure as Stuart Professor of Philosophy at Princeton

Theological Seminary, he has demonstrated himself to be that rare combi-

nation of a perceptive philosopher who writes eloquently about the spiritual

life. In Quest he has distilled his Christian wisdom into a deceptively simple

book of just over one hundred pages. Within that brief compass he not only

offers much fine biblical exposition, but strengthens his case by referring to

a host of literary and theological luminaries, including such people as Teresa

of Avila, T. S. Eliot, George Herbert, Plato, Anthony Trollope, George

Eliot, Dostoevsky, Calvin, and Pascal.

Allen challenges readers to ask the “big questions of life,” and invites them

to study Jesus as the one who many people have found able to shed the most

light on these questions. It masterfully addresses concerns that many people

have about the reliability of the Gospel narratives, by suggesting that just as

we often understand events in our lives more profoundly years after they have

occurred, because we have a greater perspective on them at that time, the

collection of Gospel material about Jesus gains profundity by being assem-

bled years after Jesus’ life and death.

The first chapter discusses the reality of sin and evil in our lives, and how
in contrast to this, God’s expectation for us is to be shaped fully in God’s

image through the work of God’s Son. The second chapter contrasts our
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obsession with freedom with our need to freely subordinate ourselves to an

order greater than ourselves. The third chapter sketches out the fundamental

teachings ofJesus under the triad of faith-gratitude-forgiveness, the power of

possessions, and the call to a life of humble service. We are so in the grip of

our egotism, however, that we can’t achieve this Christ-like life by ourselves.

In the fourth and fifth chapters, we learn how in a death similar and yet

dissimilar from the death of Socrates, Jesus delivers us from evil. With the

help ofMilan Kundera’s novel, The Unbearable Lightness ofBeing,
Allen shows

how the cross of Christ resolves the central dilemma of human life, “If good

and evil are real, then what we do matters and our lives have significance.

Unless there is forgiveness, however, we shall become so burdened by our

evil that our lives become unbearable.” The final chapter presents the con-

version stories of Leo Tolstoy, Simone Weil, and Allen himself, as three

different ways by which people can come to God. The Tolstoy story, in

particular, is very useful in helping people understand the ways of God.

A particular strength of the book is its recurring emphasis on what we must

do to prepare ourselves to receive the illumination of Christ: be genuinely

concerned about an order greater than ourselves and be willing to subordi-

nate ourselves to it, keep following and obeying Christ when he gives us

spiritual food that satisfies us, and pray, pray, pray.

No introduction to Christianity will be equally effective with every in-

quirer, but for people who require that their minds be satisfied as well as their

hearts, Quest can be just what the cover illustration of its new edition

suggests, an invitation into a holy city.

Jeffrey Newlin

Reid Memorial Presbyterian Church

Augusta, GA

Capps, Donald. Jesus: A Psychological Biography. St. Louis: Chalice, 2000. Pp.

288. $29.99.

Donald Capps accomplishes the near impossible in his latest volume by

combining technical mastery of a recent vein of historical-Jesus studies with

psychological theory and creative insight to reach a simple, profound, con-

troversial, and convincing conclusion about the life of the central figure of

the Christian faith, Jesus of Nazareth. Not surprisingly, Capps, the psychol-

ogist, finds clues to the essence of Jesus’ life and mission in Jesus’ early

childhood experience. He takes advantage of recent Jesus scholarship, and

finds more than enough in the biblical text to supply a careful reader with

material to postulate (“retrodict”) the forces that shaped this early experience.
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Capps’ goal in the volume is an ambitious one: to “portray Jesus as a man

who was on the road toward solving some of [the] contradictions [of his own

culture and of human experience]—within himself and in his responses to the

world around him—when his life was tragically ended.” The problem ofJesus

is the problem of identity. How can his life be understood? How do the

various pieces fit together? How was his later life influenced, even deter-

mined, by his childhood?

Capps wants to disrupt any views that rely on understandings of Jesus’

personality as primarily defined by social roles (either those reconstructed by

biblical scholars or those imputed by modern readers). The first few chapters

discuss the work of four contemporary Jesus scholars—E. P. Sanders, John P.

Meier, John Dominic Crossan, and Marcus Borg—and show how their

scholarship both contributes to the work of and raises questions of interest

for psychologists. How, for example, could a man like Jesus who was (ac-

cording to Crossan) identified with the peasant class—which complained but

did not act in the face of oppression—also transcend that class to such a large

extent, acting strategically and forcefully in his anti-temple programs?

The chapters following this discussion relate to Capps’ psychobiographical

methodology—its usefulness in general, and especially its potential helpful-

ness in understanding the ways in which individuals become who they are in

their families and in their cultures.

In Chapter 6 Capps begins his own portrayal of Jesus by asking several

biographical questions: (i) What oriented Jesus to a celibate lifestyle? (2)

What were the origins of the tensions between Jesus and his family? And (3)

Why did Jesus join John the Baptist and his group in the desert? Capps

hypothesizes that the answers to these and other questions which help to

explain Jesus’ later life arise out of the historical possibility that Jesus was

conceived by Mary as the result of seduction or rape; that Joseph married

Mary while she was pregnant; and that, importantly, Joseph did not adopt

Jesus as his son, thereby depriving him of legal status as a legitimate heir and

of “firstborn” status in Joseph’s family. Jesus’ illegitimacy in Joseph’s house-

hold thus became the impetus for his later devotion to “Abba” (the father who
would treat him like a son), and the background that separated him from

other “legitimate” sons and from the social roles available to them. He
became an exorcist/healer who both accepted his marginalized position in

society and took advantage of the magical power that “Abba” bestowed to

overcome evil and restore wholeness.

The most decisive event for understanding Jesus’ life, however, is

described in Capps’ final chapter: Jesus’ disruption of the temple—the

culmination of Jesus’ quest to “change his fate.” Capps believes this
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disruption signaled an unconscious eruption of Jesus’ early-implanted

rage at his fate of being born illegitimate to a mother who was defiled. In

his violent disruption of commerce, Jesus cleanses the temple—thus,

symbolically, cleansing his mother’s body, and rehabilitating himself to

full sonhood. “Through this act, he symbolically ‘cleansed’ the mother’s

body of its impurity—restoring her to virginal innocence—and completed

his own transformation from the son of a nameless seducer (a mere

“begetter”) to son of ‘Abba’.”

In this book, Capps presents the reader with a gift that is both theoretically

and theologically challenging. The methodological sections are dense but

rewarding for careful readers. Theologically, readers might want to give this

portrait a chance, before making any final decision about its validity or force.

Ultimately, Capps presents a Jesus who may resonate with our deepest beliefs

more than we might care to admit.

Patricia H. Davis

Perkins School of Theology

Southern Methodist University

Miller, Patrick D. Israelite Religion and Biblical Theology: Collected Essays.

Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 2000. Pp. 715. $95.00

In this volume, Patrick Miller, Charles T. Haley Professor of Old Testa-

ment Theology at Princeton Theological Seminary, offers forty-one essays

written over a period of thirty-five years. The essays, though heterogeneous

in both title and method, are grouped under three rubrics: “The Bible in its

Near Eastern World,” “The Psalms,” and “Old Testament Theology.” As

one reads the essays so construed, it is possible to imagine slightly different

titles for these sections: “Israelite Religion in its ancient Near Eastern

World,” “Poetry and the Psalms,” and “Old Testament Theology and the

World of Faith.”

Such a comprehensive collection of a scholar’s work invites attention to the

ways Miller’s interests have evolved. Of the eleven articles devoted to “The

Bible in its Near Eastern World,” two were written in the sixties, three in the

seventies, and six in the eighties. None appeared in the nineties. The situa-

tion with those essays pertaining to the Psalms is quite different. None were

published in the sixties, whereas one was published in the seventies, two in

the eighties, and eight in the nineties. The picture for the final section, “Old

Testament Theology,” is more like that of the second part, with two essays

appearing in the sixties, two in the seventies, seven in the eighties, seven in
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the nineties, and one in 2000. (The essays under the final heading are more

diverse in topic than those in the previous sections.)

One might think that this distribution would yield insights about Miller’s

own interests as a scholar. For example, someone could suppose that in the

nineties Miller had lost interest in the religion of ancient Israel. But that

judgment would be erroneous, since he has just published The Religion of

Ancient Israel (2000). One might look at the titles of the various essays and

conclude that Miller had little concern for the prophets. However, that

judgment, too, would be flawed because his commentary on Jeremiah has just

appeared in The New Interpreter's Bible. One should, therefore, not view these

essays as detailed roadmaps to a scholar’s life, but instead as expressions of

scholarly curiosity that represent long-standing interests, students’ questions

asked and answered, invitations to write or speak, commitments to Festschriften

and the like.

The essays do, however, reflect various stages of a scholar’s life: the scholar

early in his career—analyzing efficiently and precisely (“El the Warrior”);

the scholar in mid-career, exploring new issues (“The Way of Torah”);

and the senior scholar, writing with broader—and on occasion personal

—

perspectives (“Deuteronomy and Psalms: Evoking a Biblical Conversation”).

In the Introduction to this volume, Miller claims that he has devoted much

attention to “The God of the Old Testament.” As a theme, it creates an

intersection between the two elements of the book’s title: Israelite religion

and biblical theology. Both are important for Miller. One could say he begins

by discovering that Yahweh, Israel’s God, is very much a product of ancient

Near Eastern religion. Yahweh, like El, is both creator and warrior. Yahweh,

like El, sits in a divine council. However, we know more about Yahweh than

we do about El. Yahweh, the Sovereign, gives Torah to a people whom the

deity has created. This Torah, supremely evident in the covenantal book of

Deuteronomy, shapes the story of Israel. That story is, however, lived by

individuals, whose lives are often difficult. Much of this life oriented around

Torah finds expression in the words the people spoke back to the deity—in

psalms and/or in prayer (there is no clear boundary between psalm and

prayer). These prayerful words initiate a continuing dialogue with the deity.

Such are some of the affirmations present in these articles.

For the student of scripture interested in Israelite religion, prayer, the

Psalms, poetry, Deuteronomy, covenant, Old Testament theology and more,

these forty one essays offer a rich resource.

David L. Petersen

Iliff School of Theology
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Miller, Patrick D. The Religion ofAncient Israel. Louisville: Westminster John

Knox, 2000. Pp. 335. $44.95.

Patrick D. Miller is Charles T. Haley Professor of Old Testament The-

ology at Princeton Theological Seminary. His book The Religion ofAncient

Israel appears in the Library of Ancient Israel series, which has as its focus

sociological and anthropological issues rather than a strict analysis of texts

and historical events. Therefore, in his introduction Miller sets forth the

problems and pitfalls of trying to piece together an analysis of the religion of

ancient Israel, given the diversity of interpretations and the relative paucity of

material available. Following the emphasis of the series, Miller does not

attempt to set forth a history of Israelite religion, but rather “a profile of the

religious character of the people of Israel.” Miller was a student of Frank

Moore Cross, whose work forms the inspiration for much of Miller’s reflec-

tion and analysis.

The book is divided up into five chapters, each of which treats various

aspects of the religious expression of ancient Israel, with the first two forming

the basis of the work. In his first chapter, “God and the Gods: Deity and the

Divine World in Ancient Israel,” Miller focuses on the worship of Israel’s

God, Yahweh, as the central focus of Israelite religion. He discusses the name

“Yahweh,” as well as images and characteristics of Yahweh, together with

similarities with other ancient Near Eastern deities. He notes that having

originally “split off” of the god El, Yahweh came “out of the gods.” He also

discusses “The Gods in Yahweh,” since the “character and mythology [of

other ancient Near Eastern gods] were reflected in various ways in the

character and mythology of Yahweh.” He also discusses “Yahweh against the

Gods,” in which Yahweh emerges as the sole deity to whom the Israelites owe

their allegiance. This discussion leads naturally to “The Feminine Dimension

and the Question of the Goddess,” where he considers the feminine dimen-

sion in deity, giving reference to inscriptions from Khirbet el-Qom and

Kuntillet ‘Ajrud which mention Yahweh and “his Asherah,” before turning to

a brief look at the place (or lack of it) that women played in the Yahweh cult.

This is taken up again in chapter five, as noted below. The first chapter ends

with two excursuses, “Yahweh in Ancient Israel” and the “Taanach Cult

Stand,” which may show evidence of the worship of Yahweh and Asherah

together.

The second chapter treats “Types of Religion in Ancient Israel.” Here

Miller presents the “Question of Orthodoxy,” including sections on “Ortho-

dox Yahwism,” “Heterodox Yahwism,” and “Syncretistic Yahwism.” He then

turns to “The Form and Character of the Cult,” where he analyzes the
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various types in an ever widening circle, beginning with “Family Religion”

and then “Local and Regional Cults.” Miller sees these types as occurring

throughout the biblical period. He then turns to a roughly biblical chronol-

ogy of other types in the sections on “The Cultus of the Israelite Confed-

eration,” “The State Religion ofJudah,” “The State Religion of Israel,” and

“Community Religion” (postexilic period). The chapter ends with the “In-

teraction of Family Religion and Official National Religion.”

In his third chapter, Miller discusses “Sacrifice and Offering in Ancient

Israel.” Here he treats the various types of sacrifice, including Burnt Offer-

ing, Grain or Cereal Offering, Offering of Well-Being, Purification Offering,

Reparation Offering, and other offerings, before turning to “The Purposes of

Sacrifice and Offering.” Here he discusses such social and anthropological

aspects as “Support and Welfare,” “Order and Movement,” “Flesh and

Blood,” and “Food and Gift,” before ending this chapter with a brief com-

ment concerning the prophetic critique of sacrifice. This critique was not

against sacrifice per se, but rather against the attitude that nothing more

besides sacrifice was required of the people.

Chapter four examines “Holiness and Purity,” issues which concerned all

facets of Israelite life and worship. Here Miller discusses topics such as

“Holiness and Power,” “The Pervasiveness of the Holy,” “Gradations of

Holiness,” “Sanctification and Desanctification,” and “Clean and Unclean:

Purity.” The chapter ends with “Variations in the Ideology of Holiness,”

where he includes some of the differences between the Priestly writings and

Deuteronomy, albeit without attempting to discern a chronology of the

differences.

The final chapter is concerned with “Leadership and Participation in

Israelite Religion.” First, Miller examines the “Religious Leadership in An-

cient Israel,” including the Priest and Priestly Responsibilities, The Prophet

and Character of Israelite Prophecy, The King, and The Sage-Scribe. The
last part of this chapter is concerned with “Cultic Participation in An-

cient Israel,” including the “Exclusion of Foreigners,” the “Participation of

Women,” and “Torah Obedience.” The section on the participation of

women is particularly welcome, since it is an area of growing interest and

importance in the understanding of the social aspects of Israelite religion.

Miller’s book is a good overview of much of the secondary literature

concerning the religious life and character of the ancient Israelites, despite

several unfortunate printing errors. His book fits well into the category of

biblical theology, as it focuses almost exclusively on the biblical text as its

primary source material, although occasionally other ancient sources are

discussed as well, for example the Khirbet el-Qom and Kuntillet ‘Ajrud
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inscriptions. Furthermore, since his focus is more on sociological interpre-

tations of the material and less on a detailed analysis of the text and archae-

ological material, the book is well suited for pastors, priests, religious edu-

cation teachers, and others who are interested in discovering more about the

role religion played in various aspects of the life of ancient Israel.

Judith M. Hadley

Villanova University

Balentine, Samuel E. The Torah's Vision of Worship. Minneapolis: Fortress,

1999. Pp. 266. $26.00.

One of our abler Old Testament theologians, Sam Balentine, who teaches

at Baptist Theological Seminary in Richmond, offers here a view of Israel’s

understanding of worship as mediated by the Torah, the five books of

the Pentateuch. He does not presume that contributions to understanding

Israel’s worship from other Old Testament sources are absent, but he pre-

sents in depth the perspective that is offered by that part of Scripture that has

always been understood as formative for Israel’s life and as instructive also for

the later communities that saw these books as a scriptural foundation.

The aim of the book, well indicated by its title, is to lay out the vision of

the worship of God inherent in the Torah of the Hebrew Bible (whether

explicit or implicit). The second main part of the book offers an extended

presentation of the way in which each book of the Pentateuch contributes to

that vision. The author is not interested in a genetic or historical approach at

this point but seeks to uncover from the final form of the text a vision

inherent in it. The key rubrics that Balentine sees as theologically pervasive

in these books are creation and covenant. The former is not confined to

Genesis but continues to be reflected in such things as sabbath observance,

the building of the tabernacle, and the rituals of Leviticus. Nor is covenant a

topic confined to the Book of Exodus. God’s covenantal engagement with

Israel begins in the cosmic covenant central to the early creation stories and

is still going on, indeed being renewed, when one comes to the end of the

Book of Deuteronomy. In the course of the discussion, significant attention

is given to the role of ritual with particular focus on the materials in Leviticus.

For some reason not indicated by the author but perhaps suggesting that not

all the Torah is pertinent to his concern, the Book of Numbers is given

virtually no discussion. The heart and most important part of Balentine’s

book is this middle section, which most clearly presents to the reader what

the title suggests.
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The opening part of the book seeks to identify and describe the world

(social, political, cultural, and religious) out of which this vision arose. For

Balentine that is largely the Persian period and the events and practices, both

Judean and Persian, common to that time. Balentine presumes that the

socio-political context shaped the vision of worship in the Torah signifi-

cantly. He is interested in the means of social control exercised by the Persian

Empire, for example, the processes of militarization and immigration. Of

particular interest, however, are symbolic tools of imperial control, several of

which are reflected in the Pentateuch: “creation stories and symbols of

cosmic order; codified law and symbols of political reality; regional cult

centers and symbols of ritual legitimation.” Over several pages, Balentine

seeks to show the connections between these aspects of the Pentateuch and

the concerns and needs of the Persian Empire. He sees a conjunction

between the political needs of the Empire and the religious and social needs

of the province of Yehud. At the same time, Balentine does not believe that

the Torah simply served Persian purposes. On the contrary, he argues that it

produced a vision that did not ignore the reality of Persian domination but

also did not accept it as final or ultimate.

Finally, in the concluding section of the book, Balentine shows further how

the Torah provides a counter-imagination (drawing upon Brueggemann’s

work) suggesting “another world to live in,” as Santayana claimed religion

should do. Here he draws especially upon Richard Friedman’s The Disap-

pearance of God: A Divine Mystery and John Updike’s In the Beauty ofthe Lilies

to identify the context in which the Torah’s vision is to operate dynamically

and transformationally. Friedman’s work suggests that our current situation

is one of a pervasive sense of God’s absence and of the need for human beings

to take responsibility for control over life on earth. Updike’s work suggests

that the loss of God and the struggle to believe are very much a part of “the

context for receiving the Torah’s vision.”

Consistent with the aims of the series to which this book belongs, Balen-

tine has given the reader an excellent theological study of the Torah and an

in-depth analysis of the way in which it provides a holistic vision of the

worship of God in the believing community. Written well, the book catches

the imagination and provokes continued rethinking of familiar material. It is

well worth reading.

In the midst of reading and thinking about this fine piece of biblical

theology, two matters occur to the reviewer as evoking questions. One is the

extent to which creation is read as a theme in virtually every piece of the

Pentateuch. The recovery of the significance of creation and the work of the

Creator is one of the strengths of the book and Balentine’s arguments are
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thoughtful. Sometimes the argument is persuasive, sometimes not. On the

whole, I am glad he is pushing the issue.

A larger matter— because it has to do with issues of method operative in

Balentine and all the rest of us—is the question of the extent to which we can

uncover in any confident way the impact of the socio-political environment

on the shaping of biblical literature, particularly when we are not dealing with

a single text, or even book, that shows concrete indications of its dating or

historical and social circumstances. Here in fact we have a large block of

material, evolving over a long period of time and reflecting a complex

tradition history. At virtually every point where a connection is made be-

tween the text and the political situation or presumed needs of imperial

policy, that connection is a supposition that cannot be demonstrated. The

sabbath, for example, may “combine religion and politics in ways that serve

the empire” because “sabbath provides imperial overseers an opportunity to

connect the religious practices of their subjects to the desired cycles of work

and production.” But it may not do that at all. And when Balentine actually lays

out the vision of the Torah, he seems to make a case for the Torah subverting

imperial policy more than being shaped by it. That both things can happen is, of

course, the case. But how can one tell? The problem is one the reviewer has

wresded with (gratefully dependent upon Balentine’s earlier studies) in his own

work but not without considerable unease about the speculative character of the

associations we make.

Patrick D. Miller

Princeton Theological Seminary

Stackhouse, Max L., Tim Dearborn, and Scott Paeth, eds. The Local Church

in a Global Era: Reflectionsfor a New Centmy. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2000.

Pp. 218. $15.00.

It is hard for some congregations to address the changes taking place in

their own neighborhood. It might seem too much to ask that they respond to

the economic and cultural forces remaking the world. But in a sense congre-

gations have little choice: their neighborhoods and their parishioners are

already shaped by a globalized marketplace that determines patterns of work,

immigration, investment, and consumption. The question is whether con-

gregations and their leaders will respond blindly or with practical insight and

theological wisdom. This volume—which derives from a conference at

Princeton Theological Seminary, cosponsored by the Seminary and World

Vision, an international Christian relief and development agency—is de-

signed to encourage such wisdom.
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The sixteen essays are extremely varied in perspective and subject matter.

They do not offer a key to understanding globalization or a blueprint for the

church’s mission— or a slogan to hurl at the next meeting of the World

Trade Organization. Rather, they serve to identify some of the challenges,

complexities, and ambiguities that attend global awareness, especially in the

sphere of culture—matters such as gender roles, health care, education,

interreligious encounter, and the uses of technology. For example, Mary

Stewart Van Leeuwen observes that the erosion of traditional gender roles in

developing countries has had a perilous effect on the well-being of women

and families—an ironic outcome of modernization. And Allen Verhey argues

that churches, whose missionaries have been major exporters of modern

medical practices, must resist total subservience to Western-style medicine if

they are to be faithful to the deepest Christian tradition of healing, which has

sought to address the whole person in the context of the community.

The essays also display a great variety in focus. William Schweiker de-

scribes in very general terms the nature of Christian responsibility in a

market-dominated world, and he concludes with the modest claim that the

church must oppose a purely commercial understanding of human life. Susan

Power Bratton, on the other hand, takes up a narrow technical issue that is

the subject of international disputes: the ecology of fishing. She argues that

a Christian search for justice must take into account both the environmental

consequences of overfishing and the economic conditions of particular fish-

ing communities.

At some points in this volume, as in the case of Bratton’s essay, one may

feel that one has traveled far from the competence or the interest of most

local churches. But other voices speak directly to traditional aspects of

congregational life. Richard Osmer, for example, contends that the global

context requires churches to renew their attention to the perennial tasks of

Christian formation: catechesis, edification, and discernment. The multicul-

tural setting demands, more than ever, Christians who can articulate the

gospel as a message for all people, and who are grasped by a hope that

transcends cultural differences but does not seek to obliterate them.

A similar emphasis is found in the concluding essay by Tim Dearborn. The

local church’s global witness, he writes, lies in being a “transcultural com-

munity” (not based on race, class or ethnicity), which embodies “transeco-

nomic significance” (service to the poor) and which rests on a “transnational

security” (hope in God, not earthly powers). In this respect, the local church

by its very nature is an outpost of global consciousness. Of course, churches

fall short of this ideal, and are always tempted to establish their identity,
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significance, and security on something besides the universal kingdom of

God. All these essays help undermine such complacency.

David Heim
Christian Century

Chicago, IL

J. Andrew Kirk. What is Mission? Theological Explorations. Minneapolis: For-

tress, 2000. Pp. 302. $20.00.

The importance of this book by the Dean of the School of Mission and

World Christianity at the Selly Oak Colleges in Birmingham, England can

hardly be overstated. It is important not only because of its wide-ranging

scope, but also because the author brings up to date the neglected study of the

theology of the Christian mission. Kirk is an able scholar with first-hand

experience in cross-cultural settings, having spent much of his early career in

Argentina. He is also thoroughly familiar with developments in the world and

in the church. What is Mission? is his eighth book published since 1983, and

in my judgment it is his best. His range of knowledge and his ability to deal

evenhandedly with the contentious issues are impressive. Though readers

may disagree with some of aspects of his analyses, his willingness to “grasp

the nettles” in the current debates is admirable.

Kirk approaches the central question by establishing a theological base line

and stating clearly his methodology. He then deals with what he considers

the major issues currently faced in developing a theology of mission, and he

concludes with a concise and prescriptive analysis of what could happen were

the church to take seriously Jesus’ invitation (or was it an imperative?) to

“Come. Follow me!”

Most, if not all readers, will agree that there are theological boundaries that

need to be observed. Many will affirm that the church should be engaged in

an ongoing process of reform. But how many, especially leaders, see that

there can be no theology without mission? Herein lies the rub. Are the two

connected in faith and practice? If so, what is the mission of God’s people in

the world, and where are those who are engaged in it? Is the mission

“announcing the good news”? Is it converting others to our brand of the

Christian faith and planting our kinds of churches? Is it striving for social,

economic, and political justice? Is it encountering, engaging, and dialoging

with peoples of other faiths? Is it peace making and reducing the levels of

violence? Is it caring for the environment? Is it one, some, all, or any of these?

Even more problematic, are the people of God who are engaged in God’s

mission found only in the church?
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Kirk deals with most of these questions, and generally his responses seem

adequate. Occasionally, however, they beg for further elaboration, or they fail

to push readers to think “outside the box.” That some of Kirk’s discussions

are concise I do not fault. For what is needed is not a “how-to-fix-everything”

manual. What is needed is a stimulus to face the issues. Kirk provides that.

Provoking readers to think in nontraditional categories, however, is some-

times lacking. For example, I wish Kirk and others who deal with these basic

questions would utilize other than “kingdom” imagery. Furthermore, I am
troubled by the fact that Christians by and large have yet to face the fact that

two of the worst atrocities in human history—the Holocaust in Germany and

the genocide in Rwanda— occurred in countries where Christians were not a

struggling, impotent minority. Do these pages of our history have any

relevance to the question, what is mission?

Those familiar with work of the World Council of Churches will

recognize Kirk’s choice of themes as those on which the Council focused

during the past forty or more years. Kirk’s discussion centers on these

“issues” and they form the core of his book—themes such as “partnership

in mission,” “encountering world religions,” “justice for the poor,” “mis-

sion in Christ’s way,” and the current emphasis “on ecology and the

environment.” As already noted, Kirk does not sidestep the tough ques-

tions arising from the debates over these topics, questions arising from the

increasing world trade in armaments, the cruel impact on the poor of the

globalization of the economy, the often-seen cozy relationship between

some churches and their respective governments, the increasing contam-

ination and exploitation of the planet, and the growing challenge of new

religious movements. All of these questions are addressed as part of the

book’s “theological explorations.”

I wish I agreed with Kirk when he says the “Christian world is in the midst

of a crucial debate about the relationship between theology and mission.”

This is not my impression of what is happening. My sense is that where

theology or mission are on the table, the tables are in different rooms. Mean-

while, most in the church are either unaware of what is being said or they are

uninterested, because for them the principal issue—what is mission?—is

already settled. I would contend that the issue is far from settled, and for this

reason What is Mission? needs to be read not only by theologians and church

leaders, it needs to be discussed and debated by the whole church.

Alan Neely

Professor Emeritus

Princeton Theological Seminary
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Schultze, Quentin J. Communicating for Life: Christian Stewardship in Com-

munity and Media. Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2000. Pp. 174. $14.99.

How seriously do Christians take the power to influence others through

communication, particularly on behalf of the weak and powerless? Is the

media simply a reflection of culture, or is culture shaped and manipulated by

Mammon-worshipping media moguls? In Communicating for Life, Quentin

Schultze takes an unusual approach to a topic many of us take for granted,

systematically examining commonly-accepted theories of communication

and reconstructing them from a Christian perspective.

More than just a mechanical transmission of messages, communication can

move us outside of ourselves, healing us and connecting us to others and to

God. Thus Schultze argues, the study of communication is far from a

secondary concern, but takes us to the “ultimate matters of life and death.” If,

as he says, “everyone who communicates also co-creates culture and affects

the lives of others,” communication becomes an issue of stewardship, not

something to be squandered or taken lightly, but a resource to be managed

and used wisely. In so doing, we exercise shalom—justice and peace—and

share God’s love in all areas of life.

But as Schultze points out, human communication is flawed by sin, leading

to corrupt motives, alienation, and deception. Words and images are com-

monly used to confound, deceive, belittle, and destroy rather than to build up

and empower. Existing models of communication encourage manipulation

and control, measuring success by what one takes from the world, rather than

what one gives. Ironically, commercial mass media companies actually

learned many of their marketing lessons from the church. Schultze therefore

argues that Christians must both be aware of their impact on others and be

accountable for that influence.

There is much to appreciate in Communicating for Life. Schultze stands

strong in his convictions and also takes his own message, “speaking the truth

in love,” to heart. He is insightful, writes clearly, and respectfully draws upon

the considerable contributions of various scholars, writers, and theologians

while remaining true to his own message. His book raises important ques-

tions, particularly concerning how these principles might relate to Christian

institutions as well as individuals.

For example, Schultze begins his chapter on the role of media in culture by

describing producer David Puttnam’s perseverance in the making of the

Academy Award winning “Chariots of Fire.” Puttnam became head of Co-

lumbia Pictures, but was removed within a year. Schultze explains, “Puttnam

apparently thought that he could change the system of Hollywood movie-
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making, when in fact the institution strangled his power to affect change.

Puttnam found himself in the midst of powers and principalities that are

driven by Mammon.” Is Schultze suggesting that these powers cannot be

overcome, at least by individuals? Would the outcome have been different if

Puttnam had had Christian institutional support?

In the next chapter, Schultze examines “mass-media mythology,” describ-

ing how media-produced stories have replaced tribal storytelling. The media

now fills a priestly role, Schultze says, confirming existing values and beliefs

in order to attract audiences and advertisers. Occasionally, the media serves

a prophetic role in challenging society’s misguided beliefs, usually when the

church has failed to do so.

Perhaps Schultze’s challenge is directed to the church as well as individ-

uals, but this is not clear. Certainly Christian institutions also need to be

conscientious stewards of communication. It is disturbing that the priestly

and prophetic roles of the church now appear to be replaced by the media,

seemingly with litde resistance from the church. Is Hollywood that powerful,

the church that weak? Or has the church perhaps failed to recognize its

potential power in this venue? Clearly, the use of media is not a cure-all, and

is only as good as the people who use it. But it is unfortunate that while some

may see “the use of technologies as part of God’s unfolding plan,” many in

the church have been slow to recognize and utilize these powerful tools.

Communicating for Life provides an insightful road map for Christian

responsibility in communication. But like Puttnam’s short-lived success at

Columbia Pictures, individual efforts go only so far without equal commit-

ment from our institutions. While communication is but one of many tools

given through God’s grace, it is not for that reason to be wasted.

Joicy Becker-Richards

Princeton Theological Seminary

Suchocki, Marjorie Hewitt. The Whispered Word: A Theology of Preaching. St.

Louis: Chalice, 1999. Pp. 118. $14.99.

In The Whispered Word, Marjorie Hewitt Suchocki, Ingraham Professor

of Theology at Claremont School of Theology, makes a compelling case

for the importance of preaching. Suchocki’s theology of preaching

emerges from insights of process theology in thoughtful and provocative

dialogue with New Testament texts, the Psalms, and Christian tradition.

She sets her case for preaching within the metaphysical context of God’s

ongoing creativity in the world. Keeping with the metaphor of the word,

Suchocki describes God beckoning us into the moment-to-moment be-
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coming of our lives with a whispered word deep in our unconscious, a word

we may not notice.

Despite the importance of the whispered word, it is the proclaimed Word,

set in the context of worship, that names God as revealed to us in Jesus Christ

and teaches us the ways of God. Through the work of the Holy Spirit, the

proclaimed Word within worship is nurtured in a fertile interplay with God’s

whispered word. It is the Spirit that moves individuals and congregations in

response to sermons. In this regard, Suchocki addresses two important issues.

First, she offers a palpable sense of the processes of interconnectedness that

gather individual listeners into the organic reality of the church—the body of

Christ. Secondly, she encourages pastors who are painfully aware of the

human limitations that impinge on their weekly preaching. Preachers are part

of a process that begins before they write sermons and continues during and

after the sermons are preached. Suchocki calls on pastors to be conscientious

in doing their part, but then let go of the sermon, and trust the Spirit to do

with the sermon what only the Spirit can do.

Suchocki argues that pastors should engage seven great themes of Chris-

tianity in order to give the congregation “the means of continuously recon-

figuring its identity as a community in Christ.” The themes she lifts up are:

“the universe as the creation of God; the problem of sin; the provision of sin’s

answer in Jesus Christ who reveals God to us; the possibility of new life that

triumphs over sin; the creation of community; the work of God through that

community in the world; and the hope of everlasting redemption.”

Certainly Christian traditions interpret these key themes in distinctive

ways. As Suchocki points out, theology always involves interpretation, and

the interpretation of biblical texts in light of transforming traditions is an

ongoing process. Nevertheless, for us to experience our rootedness in the

Christian tradition, Suchocki believes it is important for pastors to preach

theologically by addressing these themes in their sermons. Each of the seven

sermons she includes in the book emphasizes one of the themes.

As a theology professor, mother, and grandmother, Suchocki affirms the

critical role weekly worship plays in her own life. Her palpable love for

preaching and the church inspires a fresh consideration of the profound

significance of worship and the proclaimed Word. Suchocki’s enthusiasm is

not the result of naivete. She has experienced the pain and tragedy of

untimely deaths in her own family and in communities she has served. She

emphasizes the profound suffering experienced by millions of people every

day and points to the reality of sin and evil that destroys individual lives,

communities, and threatens the very existence of life on earth. It is precisely
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in the midst of these realities that she affirms the redeeming, transforming

power of preaching.

Pastors who want to think more deeply about preaching and worship will

find this book stimulating. In each of the six relatively brief chapters and

seven sermons, Suchocki offers fresh exegetical insights that are valuable in

their own right. Her argument for the importance of preaching will encour-

age those who sometimes wonder if preaching really matters. This is also an

excellent book to encourage laypersons to read and discuss. Suchocki makes

clear that their involvement in worship and in receiving the Word is a critical

dimension of preaching. As clergy and laypersons ponder together what

preaching within the context of worship is all about, they are likely to find

themselves approaching worship—and life—with a greater sense of expecta-

tion, appreciation, and wonder. Suchocki’s The Whispered Word is a gift to the

church.

Janet L. Weathers

Trenton, NJ

Barth, Markus and Helmut Blanke. The Letter to Philemon: A New Translation

with Notes and Commentary. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2000. Pp. 561. $40.00.

Paul’s epistle to Philemon, his shortest extant writing, has been described

as the most intriguing and beguiling of all his letters. Its fascination is due to

the issue with which the apostle deals—the problem of a runaway slave—and

the nature and manner of his response. This remarkable commentary, by the

late Markus Barth (the son of Karl Barth) and his former student, Helmut

Blanke, leaves no stone unturned in its attempt to recover the situation

behind the letter and to probe every feature of Paul’s appeal to his addressees.

The volume is divided into three sections. The first examines “The Social

Background: Slavery at Paul’s Time.” The authors provide a thorough

treatment of the realities of slavery in the first century, drawing on a wide

range of evidence. They explore Jewish as well as Graeco-Roman attitudes to

the institution of slavery. The second section discusses “Literary, Biograph-

ical, and Contextual Issues.” Here the authors investigate the individuals,

relationships, and events reflected in the letter. They also deal with standard

introductory questions of textual integrity, literary form, structure, and date

and place of writing. Material discussing and relating to slavery in the rest of

the Pauline corpus is discussed and compared and contrasted with Philemon.

The tension between the household codes (Col 3-4 and Eph 5-6), with their
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stress on subordination, and affirmations of unity and equality in passages

such as Gal 3:28 is noted. Paul is seen to be struggling with these conflicting

concerns in Philemon. The section concludes with an account of the history

of the reception of Philemon (both interpretation and application) from the

patristic period to current times. The third section, which constitutes just

over half the entire volume, contains the verse-by-verse commentary. The

text is examined in exceptionally fine detail, and issues of interpretation are

carefully weighed up. The commentary is supplemented by a series of

extended notes on a range of themes and issues including house churches,

love, faith and faithfulness, coercion in Greek philosophy and in Paul’s

letters, Paul’s gospel-based ethics, and legal options for Onesimus’s future.

The authors largely take the traditional line on the story behind and

intention of the letter (as opposed to the radical reconstruction proposed by

John Knox and adopted in various forms by some subsequent interpreters). A
pagan slave called Onesimus ran away from his master Philemon. The latter

was a patron of the church in Colossae and had probably become a Christian

through Paul’s efforts. The fugitive found his way to Paul who was in prison.

Onesimus became a believer and offered some service to Paul. The apostle

now sends the slave back to his master with this letter appealing to Philemon

to receive Onesimus as a brother. Paul hopes Onesimus might be returned to

him in order to assist the apostle in the work of the gospel. Barth and Blanke

speculate that Onesimus’ long-term value to Paul may have lain in his

possession of secretarial skills.

There is much to appreciate in this commentary: the close attention to the

text, the engagement with a vast range of secondary literature (including

recent work), and the in-depth treatment of key interpretative issues. The

exegesis seeks not only to lay bare the sense of Paul’s words but to highlight

the subtlety of his language-use. The authors are interested in the style and

rhetoric of Paul’s writing as well as its theological and ethical content.

Conclusions on interpretative issues are generally conservative, though they

are not reached on dogmatic grounds. The commentary is aimed at both

serious general readers and theologically-trained readers, and despite their

detailed nature, the expositions are mostly clear. However, accessibility could

have been enhanced by providing short summaries after each major exeget-

ical discussion, recapitulating the main points and stating the conclusion.

Perhaps the greatest merit of this volume is that it manages to shed light

on almost every stroke of Paul’s pen in this epistle, and to clarify some of the

apostle’s ambiguities, without trying to rob the letter of its overall beguiling

character. This commentary on Philemon can be warmly recommended. It is
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difficult to see how its range of discussion and depth of treatment can be

surpassed.

Edward Adams

King’s College London

Begbie, Jeremy, ed. Beholding the Gloiy: Incarnation through the Arts. Grand

Rapids: Baker, 2000. Pp. 160. $13.99.

I have seen more than a few lifted eyebrows in my years of teaching courses

on novels, poems, and paintings for Sunday morning adult education at

various Protestant churches. Those who come often express a hunger for the

spiritual nourishment the arts provide. Those who stay away, if they express

their qualms, are generally concerned with one of three things: (1) the time

would be better spent studying Scripture; (2) one shouldn’t look to secular

sources for spiritual formation; (3) bringing the visual arts into church tends

too much toward “Catholic” practice, and thence toward some insidious form

of idolatry. Even where they go unexpressed, such iconoclastic attitudes are

common among evangelical and reformed believers.

Such hesitancy about the visual and plastic arts in particular, especially the

most representational, is not groundless: the commandment not to “make

unto thee any graven image” ought at least to give us pause. It certainly raises

questions about the right use of images—and by extension about any of the

arts. Indeed, the question is quite pertinent to a culture saturated with

commodified images of the human form.

Perhaps for that very reason, reclaiming the arts in the service of faith may

be a timely and important project. The essays collected in Beholding the Glory

affirm that objective and suggest how it might be pursued. Jeremy Begbie’s

introduction provides a useful frame for eight chapters on poetry, dance,

sculpture, painting, and music as aids to worship, objects of theological

reflection, and avenues of grace. He considers how theology in the past three

centuries, especially in the West, has tended toward a kind of intellectualism

that favors the abstract and largely ignores the arts. Begbie claims that the

expressive arts should play a legitimate role as a specific and appropriate

response to the Incarnation. Entering this world in human form, Christ

blessed and redeemed our muddy material world for God’s purposes.

The essays reflect on “incarnation through . .
.” literature, dance, icons,

sculpture, and music. Trevor Hart’s opening essay considers theories of

creativity beginning with the Prometheus myth which implies that human
creativity is stolen from the gods—a theft rather than a gift. Following a

discussion of Plato, Kant, and others on creativity, he concludes with a plea
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for understanding human creativity as “not only a proper response to, but

also an active sharing in (albeit in a distinct and entirely subordinate crea-

turely mode) God’s own creative activity within the cosmos.” The subsequent

essays reaffirm this high view of art, returning repeatedly to the theme of

incarnation as a basis for recognizing the artistic vocation. Malcolm Guite

presents Edwin Muir’s poem, “The Incarnate One” as an example of poetry

that may help us see literature “as a means, not of explaining or decoding the

mystery of God’s incarnation, but rather of allowing it to penetrate even

more deeply into our understanding of ourselves and our world.” Andrew

Rumsey continues the focus on poetry in light of its dimensions: attention,

presence, and resonance. As radical acts of attention poems are intended to

present (not just re-present) singular experience in words resonant with

collective experience. And the particularity of poetry provides a corrective to

the tendency of theology to become unmanageably abstract. Similarly, Sara

Savage argues that dance—the most suspect of art forms in some Christian

circles—provides an antidote to unhealthy intellectualism in the form of

knowledge available only through bones and sinews. She laments the “cul-

tural dread of embodiment,” and finds her way from there to a strong

statement of affirmation for dance as a celebration of the Incarnation: “The

dance of the Trinity is now opened to us,” she claims, noting the prevalence

of the “dance of God” metaphor, and “we are invited to participate.”

The juxtaposition of a chapter on dance with a chapter on icons (by Jim

Forest) invites reflection on the range the arts cover from movement to

stillness, temporal to spatial, addressing all dimensions of earthly existence.

Forest reviews the long controversy over the use of icons, remarking that “It

is especially instructive to notice that those who were reluctant to accept that

Christ was God incarnate were often also opponents of icons.” He suggests

that in our “noisy time,” “icons in their silence can help us find our way to the

Holy Trinity through the incarnate Son.”

Similarly juxtaposed are the final chapters on sculpture and music, which

call our attention first to material and spatial, and then to immaterial and

temporal forms of art. Calling upon the time-honored image of God as a

potter at work with clay, Lynn Aldrich invokes as a model for sculptors the

pattern of struggle in the life of Jesus: “The potter’s wheel turns and turns,

through wrenching, painful, costly circles, before the completed form rises.”

Graham Cray and Jeremy Begbie author the final two chapters on music.

Clay claims that precisely because popular music is a mass medium, “it has

the capacity to introduce substantial themes into its audience’s everyday life

and experience in such a way that people are enabled to engage with them

significantly.” Begbie reflects more technically on how the nature of music
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itself makes it an appropriate medium for understanding something of the life

of God: interpenetrating, unbounded, dynamic, harmonious.

The essays, though varied in voice and style as well as focus, work elegantly

and persuasively together to explore a rich variety of ways in which the arts

may deepen Christian spirituality, enrich theological understanding, and

enhance communal worship. The book is a thoughtful and timely addition to

a growing number of contemporary efforts to reclaim a high place for the arts

in the life of faith.

Marilyn Chandler McEntyre

Westmont College

Byars, Ronald P. Christian Worship: Glorifying God and Enjoying God. Louis-

ville: Geneva Press, 2000. Pp. 112. $11.95.

With this introductory essay on Christian worship, Professor Byars offers

a timely contribution to current study and debate within the church. As part

of the new “Foundations of Christian Faith” series published by Geneva

Press, this accessible volume will prove useful for pastors, worship committee

members, adult study groups, and those interested in the many challenging

issues surrounding worship in mainline Protestant churches. With his con-

versational writing style, Byars presents historical and theological material in

a fashion that easily sparks reflection and discussion.

Any such introductory work on worship must be limited in scope. Byars’

selection of topics is both necessary and helpful. In the seven chapters of the

book, the author writes about the unique characteristics of Christian worship,

the relationship of Word and sacrament, an understanding of baptism and

communion, and a current approach to worship in light of Protestant and

Catholic differences. In all parts of the study, Byars moves easily between

discussions of history and commentary on current practice.

Byars suggests that Christian worship is distinctive as it reflects the trini-

tarian nature of God. The themes of expectation and hope are also prevalent.

The weekly patterns of being gathered in and sent out contribute to the

unique rhythm of Christian worship. That weekly gathering of diverse

individuals experienced as a worshiping whole contributes to the corporate

quality of Christian worship as well.

Readers will likely question some of the characteristics the author consid-

ers unique to Christian worship, and perhaps add others. Conversation and

further thought should be the intended response to such a primer in main-

line, Reformed worship. Byars’ call for a renewed experience of the sacra-

ments and his brief but helpful critique of contemporary worship in chapter
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seven will no doubt elicit some response as well. The reader may, in fact, miss

some of his stronger claims, which could have been more clearly set apart and

reiterated.

One of the book’s stronger points also makes it more difficult to follow.

Byars willingly addresses questions being raised in congregations that the

academy may have stopped asking long ago. For example, he writes about

baptizing a grandchild when the parents are not members, and touches the

issues surrounding the Protestant-Catholic divide. He also discusses children

at communion, seeker services, the symbols of bread and wine, and the

oft-heard complaint that the church is full of hypocrites. Throughout his

essay, Byars names those questions that still percolate at the grassroots level

of the church.

So many questions come up, however, that the reader may lose sight of the

logic of an argument or the flow of a chapter. The section headings are not

very helpful and the reader may have to try a second time to follow the

writer’s thought. The strongest criticism will come from readers who are left

wanting more. Each theme of this introductory study is worthy of more

reading and discussion, and excellent resources are available for the pastors

and members who want to press on. Unfortunately no bibliography or notes

are included in the pages of Christian Worship to direct readers to these

resources.

Those frustrations notwithstanding, Professor Byars has provided congre-

gations with a resource that will help as we struggle to learn more about, and

grow in our practice of, faithful Christian worship.

David A. Davis

Princeton Theological Seminary

Ehrman, Bart D. Jesus: Apocalyptic Prophet of the New Millennium. New York:

Oxford University Press, 1999. Pp. 274. $25.00.

This is a well-written book by a leading NT scholar (and PTS grad) that

argues forcefully for an historical Jesus who is best seen as a first-century

apocalyptic prophet thoroughly convinced that the end of his age was im-

minent. Bart Ehrman (professor and chair of Religious Studies at the Uni-

versity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill) has written an engaging quest for the

historical Jesus that also considers modern purveyors of radical apocalyptic

visions along the way. Indeed, argues Ehrman, the belief of some Christians

over the past two millennia that the end of the world was at hand can be

traced back to the teachings of Jesus himself.

In fourteen chapters Ehrman addresses key questions surrounding the
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pursuit of the historical Jesus, and he does so with a welcoming style for

educated readers. He treats important questions about the character of the

Gospels, changing views of the Gospels over the centuries, and the difficulties

in using canonical and noncanonical Gospels alike as historical sources.

Ehrman looks at the few non-Christian sources about the historical Jesus as

well as at non-canonical materials (especially the Gospel of Peter and the

Gospel of Thomas), concluding that we glean little of historical value from

these different sources. In turning to the canonical Gospels Ehrman discusses

the various criteria scholars use to reconstruct past events and ably places

Jesus within his first-century contexts, highlighting the apocalyptic mindset

that was current in various Palestinian Jewish circles.

In looking at Jesus’ teachings in detail, Ehrman stresses that “throughout

the earliest accounts of Jesus’ words are found predictions of a Kingdom of

God that is soon to appear, in which God will rule,” calling attention to the

conclusions of Schweitzer nearly a century ago in his landmark Quest of the

Historical Jesus. Ehrman’s analysis of the primary sources leads him to argue

that the earliest materials portray an apocalyptic Jesus (Mark, Q), while in

later materials the apocalyptic emphasis is increasingly muted (Luke, John,

Thomas). He considers the contrary views of Crossan and others who

advocate a nonapocalyptic historical Jesus, and points out the difficulties with

theories based on hypothetical reconstructions of a hypothetical first edition

of the Q source.

Ehrman’s analysis ofJesus’ apocalyptic teachings emphasizes the centrality

of Jesus’ proclamation of the coming Kingdom of God, a Kingdom that

would come with the Son of Man as universal cosmic Judge, a Kingdom

resulting in the reversal of fortunes, the uplifting of the lowly, and the

destruction of the Jerusalem Temple. Jesus challenged some of the Jewish

leaders of his day, but he must be seen as a faithful Jew himself, calling on

people to prepare for the coming of God’s Kingdom, and telling parables

about the apparently inauspicious beginnings of the Kingdom that would

result in enormous consequences. The deeds of Jesus reflect a similar apoc-

alyptic focus, as his baptism, calling of the twelve, and associations with the

outcast all resonate with his apocalyptic preaching. Similarly, the miraculous

healings and exorcisms ofJesus, though not subject to historical investigation

in the same way as his sayings and other deeds, point to Jesus’ self-perception

as “the final prophet before the end, who was already overcoming the forces

of evil in the world.”

But Jesus was widely rejected by his contemporaries, including his family,

his hometown, and Jewish leaders. During his last days he caused a “mild

ruckus” in the Temple, a symbolic prophetic act which brought him to the
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attention of the Temple priests (Sadducees) and consequently to the Roman
authorities. Ehrman argues that the charges against Jesus, that he called

himself the King of the Jews and the Messiah (Mark 15:2; 14:62), most likely

reflect Jesus’ private teaching to his disciples and is historically on target.

This private teaching ofJesus is what Judas betrayed to the authorities. The
condemnation of Jesus to death naturally followed suit, as the Romans had

zero tolerance for any talk of rival kingdoms. The resurrection of Jesus, like

his purported miracles, is not subject to historical investigation, though

certainly belief in his resurrection is amply documented. Ehrman concludes

by contrasting the Jesus of history with the dogmatic and theological Christ

that has developed over the centuries. “From the historical perspective that

I’ve tried to maintain here, what is clear is that the apocalyptic Jesus we’ve

uncovered is a far cry from the Jesus many people in our society today know.”

Some self-reflection on Ehrman’s own theological convictions and how
they might impact his historical analysis would have been helpful. But in the

end Ehrman’s book is a refreshingly straight-forward and no-nonsense

reader-friendly treatment of the historical Jesus and the issues surrounding

the historical quest at the dawn of this new millenium.

Jeffrey S. Siker

Loyola Marymount University

Freedman, David Noel, ed. Eerdmans Dictionary of the Bible. Grand Rapids:

Eerdmans, 2000. Pp. 1425. $45.00.

In the Preface to the Eerdmans Dictionary ofthe Bible, editor-in-chief David

Noel Freedman begins with a definition of terms. “Bible” refers to the

Christian Bible, including not only the Old and New Testaments, but also

the Apocryphal writings. By “dictionary” the editors actually mean a one-

volume encyclopedia, a “rapid response reference work,” whose purpose is

not only to define, but explain. Instead of a revised, second edition of the

1987 Eerdmans Bible Dictionary, this one volume encyclopedia is an entirely

new work, in which nearly 600 scholars contributed approximately 5,000

entries. Its goal is to provide sufficient information on a given subject, while

at the same time making an attempt to acquaint the reader with the com-

plexity and controversy in current scholarly debates as they pertain to the

particular persons, places, and topics found in the Bible.

As a case in point, the entry “David,” by Baruch Halpern begins by briefly

addressing the current debate on the historicity of David and a golden age of

the United Monarchy. Some scholars maintain that, as portrayed in the

biblical account, the glories of David and his kingdom are an exaggerated
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retrojection from the post-Exilic period, comparing the growth of the leg-

ends surrounding David with the epic King Arthur. In the remainder of the

article Halpern refutes this skeptical position beginning with the complex

issue of biblical and extra-biblical sources, namely the books of Samuel and

both archaeological and epigraphical evidence. The historical reconstruction

continues by exploring David’s relationship with the house of Saul, his rise to

the throne, and his royal administration and its achievements. The article

concludes with a short suggested bibliography. While Halpern does not

name the skeptical scholars to which he refers at the beginning of the entry,

nor cite any authors with contrary views in his bibliography at the end, the

necessities of size and genre clearly preclude a more thoroughgoing discus-

sion of the controversy.

The typeface is small and there is little white space per page. The reader

would also have benefitted from a brief outline at the beginning of the longer

entries, signaling sub-headings and providing needed guidance. In both cases,

sheer size of the volume probably set these limits. Numerous color and black

and white maps and charts enhance the book’s usability. On the whole, this

large, one-volume encyclopedia appears to achieve its stated goals and would

be a useful addition to the bookshelf of any serious scholar, teacher, and

student of the Bible.

Kathryn L. Roberts

Austin Presbyterian Theological Seminary

Hultgren, Arland J. The Parables of Jesus: A Commentary. Grand Rapids:

Eerdmans, 2000. Pp. 522. $35.00.

Readers who have spent the last few years seeking a patient, sensible guide

to Jesus’ parables need wait no longer. Arland Hultgren has compiled the

desired guidebook: a thorough, analytical, utterly sensible commentary on

the parables (including all those found in the synoptic gospels and the Gospel

of Thomas). Among recent parable interpreters, few have matched Hult-

gren’s success at avoiding idiosyncrasy and hobbyhorse-riding; this clear

analytical air signals the book’s most prominent feature.

Hultgren begins the book with an extremely brief overview of the history

of the interpretation of the parables. After this first chapter, he arranges the

parables in seven divisions: Parables of the Revelation of God, Parables of

Exemplary Behavior, Parables of Wisdom, Parables of Life Before God,

Parables of Final Judgment, Allegorical Parables, and Parables of the King-

dom. In each section, he gives a fresh translation for each parable; he adds

notes on the text and on his translation. He then offers an exegetical
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commentary on the parable, an exposition of the parable’s meaning, and a

select bibliography of scholarly literature on the parable. Where a parable

appears multiple times in the gospel tradition, he discusses the individual

versions separately (so far as the differences warrant separate treatment). A
synthetic chapter compares the ways that each evangelist interprets the

parables, and a final chapter treats the parables unique to the Gospel of

Thomas. The book concludes with appendices on the purpose of parables

according to each of the synoptic gospels, on the parables of the lost in Luke

15, and on the proper sense of doulos in the parables.

This book should leap immediately onto the reading lists of classes on the

parables, as a point of reference from which to evaluate specific interpreta-

tions of the individual parables. Hultgren’s non-partisan spirit commends

this use of the book especially.

That same air of objectivity constitutes the work’s main problem, however,

in two ways. First, readers who dissent from the even-keeled portrait ofJesus

that Hultgren sketches here may wonder what happened to the Jesus whom
they regarded as a subversive critic of conventional wisdom. They will not

find that Hultgren has grasped the nettle of hermeneutically-challenging

treatments of the parables; he unflappably mentions and dismisses uncon-

ventional interpretive approaches (where he mentions them at all). To be fair,

a sustained engagement with interpretations that fall out of the mainstream

would lengthen this already sizable tome, and Hultgren should be com-

mended for resisting the temptation to multiply volumes. Nonetheless, his

commentary passes Charybdis by permitting some casualties to Scylla, and he

readily opts to sacrifice contemporary scholars who work outside the domi-

nant schools of parable interpretation. Similarly, he often treats interpretive

questions simply by cataloguing adherents of one position or another in a

footnote, and indicating the rationale for the position he favors. This saves

space, but may provoke scholars who disagree with him to ask questions

about just how even-handedly his commentary treats their arguments. Sec-

ond, Hultgren’s effort to write an even-handed compendium encounters the

frequent stumbling block of dispassionate writing: a tone that offers little of

the innovation, surprise, or provocation that stimulates a reader’s interest.

Hultgren’s style is colorless and unadorned; he frames his argumentation

without seductive rhetoric.

What one reader sees as a drawback, however, counts as another reader’s

favored feature. For those who seek a wisdom that falls squarely within the

most broadly-established currents of past and present scholarship, Hultgren

provides a solid commentary on Jesus’ parables. Even those who ask for more

savor in their scholarship should find that Hultgren offers a useful point of
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reference beyond whose borders, we may presume, roost the dragons of

adventuresome exploration.

A. K. M. Adam
Seabury-Western Theological Seminary

Hurtado, Larry W. At the Origins of Christian Worship: The Context and

Character of Earliest Christian Devotion. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1999. Pp.

138. $16.00.

In this book Professor Plurtado of Edinburgh offers us a fine sequel to his

earlier, much-acclaimed monograph, One God, One Lord: Early Christian

Devotion and AncientJewish Monotheism (1988; republished in 2000). There he

argued that very early in the church’s history Jewish believers in the resur-

rected Jesus rendered to him a measure of devotion that had previously been

reserved for the one God of Israel, thus producing a worship that is best

called “binitarian.” Hurtado concluded that we have to do here with an

internal development or “mutation” within the Jewish monotheistic tradition

rather than a divergence from it resulting from hellenistic influences. In the

book reviewed here Hurtado summarizes these earlier arguments (especially

in Chapter 3, where he replies to his critics) and builds upon them to identify

and interpret more fully the distinctive devotional features of early Christian

worship.

Chapter 1, “The Religious Environment,” sets the context for this study by

examining the diversity of worship patterns that existed during the NT
period. Except for Jews and Christians, the rule seemed to be that one could

worship a plurality of gods and goddesses without showing disloyalty to any

one of them. The first century was characterized by ardent devotion to a large

number of deities, which meant that the church had to compete in a very

active market. Along with mainstream Jews, early believers in Jesus presented

a radical alternative to the religious culture of their day. Full commitment to

either of their faith communities meant that members had to renounce all

other deities and pledge devotion only to the one God of Israel. Hurtado

properly highlights this exclusivism, though he does not consider the strong

possibility that some gentiles who frequented synagogue worship (which was

open to all), were hedging their bets. In addition, one must wonder about the

degree to which polytheistic gentiles found a welcome among some Jews at

sabbath meals and Passover seders.

In Chapter 2 Hurtado looks at the chief features of early Christian worship

as we see them sketched out (or implied) in the NT. He notes that “since the

common meal was a central component of first-century Christian worship,
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the setting [for most practices] was likely the dining area of the home.” This

setting allowed for a good deal of intimacy, which was often expressed by

means of the “holy kiss.” Baptism served as the ritual of full initiation into the

early worship circles, which typically featured active participation on the part

of both sexes as well as what Hurtado calls “fervour” and “potency.” These

terms refer primarily to the activity of the Holy Spirit manifested in spon-

taneous prayers, prophecies, healings, miracles, hymns, tongues, etc. Hur-

tado does not say so explicitly, but he probably assumes, as I and others have

argued, that we should take i Cor n-14 as a unified description of a

eucharistic meal, replete with the charismatic phenomena noted above. In his

own (rather short) treatment of the Pauline Lord’s Supper Hurtado con-

cludes that “this is not merely a memorial feast for a dead hero. Jesus is

portrayed as the living power who owns the meal and presides at it, and with

whom believers have fellowship as with a god.” I would agree. Of great

importance is Hurtado’s observation that early Christians, like the Qumran

covenanters, understood their modest house church gatherings to be partic-

ipations in heavenly worship, in company with angels and particularly with

the risen Christ, who was thought to be present both in heaven and on earth.

Here Hurtado might have given some attention to Richard Hays’ view,

following Lagrange, that Paul and others believed Christ to be the leader of

their worship (Rom 15:9-11; Heb 2:11-13). Puzzling to me is Hurtado’s

assertion that the worship of early Christian groups was not itself a factor in

evangelism. I have argued in The Feast of the World's Redemption that Pauline

eucharistic gatherings, where unbelievers were allowed to be present, became

prime occasions for personal conversions (1 Cor 14:25). I suspect that

eucharistic celebrations in the earlyJerusalem church also served this purpose

since they occurred at the end of the sabbath when potential (Jewish) converts

could easily attend. I expected to find in Chapter 2 a discussion of the

probable connection between early Christian worship and the generous

giving of alms (Acts 2:42-47; 6:1-6; 1 Cor 16:1-2; 2 Cor 8:1-5; Heb 13:

1 5T), but I did not.

At the Origins of Christian Worship closes with helpful reflections by the

author on some implications of his historical results for Christian worship

today. Hurtado properly emphasizes the open character of the early worship

circles and urges that services in contemporary churches not only display our

deep beliefs and practices but also invite people of many faiths and cultures

to participate in them as they are able. The worship ofJesus must be evident,

Hurtado feels, but only in a way that affirms the sovereignty of the one God

and God’s “larger purposes,” which often expose our personal idolatries.

Hurtado also hopes that we may somehow recover the early Christian sense
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of an earthly participation in heavenly realities, though he concedes that

believers today may find it difficult to enter into this sort of transcendence.

I find Hurtado’s whole treatment of worship, ancient and modern, to be

clarifying and faithful in its exposition of the NT sources. This book deserves

a wide reading by everyday believers and liturgical specialists alike.

John Koenig

The General Theological Seminary

McEntyre, Marilyn Chandler. In Quiet Light: Poems on Vermeer's Women.

Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2000. Pp. 71. $20.00

The last two years have been extraordinary' for Vermeer in the United

States. In 1999 two novels about Vermeer appeared: Susan Vreeland’s Girl in

Hyacinth Blue
,
followed by Tracy Chevalier’s Girl with a Pearl Earring, whose

unforgettable narrator, the servant girl Griet, makes it virtually impossible to

think about that particular portrait by Vermeer without imagining her. Then

in 2000, there was the stunning Vermeer exhibit at the Metropolitan Mu-

seum of Art in New York. Now we have Marilyn Chandler McEntyre’s

touching book of twenty poems based on eighteen Vermeer paintings: In

Quiet Light: Poems on Vermeer's Women. Vermeer, it seems, is everywhere.

McEntyre, who is professor of literature and chair of the English Depart-

ment at Westmont College, Santa Barbara, California, is doing something in

her poems quite different from what art historians have done with Vermeer.

Her poems do not make reference to seventeenth century Dutch painting, its

techniques and traditions. Rather, as she says in the Introduction, “The

poems in this book are my own experiments in contemplation. It is a pleasure

to share them, as it was a pleasure to spend the hours with line and color and

language that took me again and again to quiet places of the spirit and led me
to discover the contours of my own interior spaces.”

This is a beautiful description of the book’s central purpose, and may lead

us toward answers to the most important questions a book reviewer faces: for

whom is this book written and what can the reader gain from reading it? One
answer to the first question is, of course, those who love Vermeer. McEn-
tyre’s poems are paired with reproductions of the paintings themselves, and

we cannot help but be drawn by the poems back into the paintings. The
poems make us see the paintings in a new way, because McEntyre’s words

illuminate the interior spaces of the women depicted by Vermeer. We feel in

her poem, “The Milkmaid,” how the figure is “thick-lipped / weathered and

earthbound, blessed / and full of grace.” We sense in “Woman Holding a
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Balance” the grace of daily life in a woman whose dedication to her task is “an

exercise of love—if it is love / to be attentive to the thing at hand.”

As I reread this little book and study the paintings I begin to see what the

main value of these poems might be for ministers, teachers, chaplains and

therapists—those who are most likely to read The Princeton Seminary Bulletin.

The women in these paintings and their accompanying poems become a

portrait of how the theology of grace in everyday life might be illustrated.

“The Milkmaid,” “Woman Holding a Balance,” “The Lacmaker,” and

“Young Woman with a Water Pitcher” all illustrate the holiness of the

ordinary—the woman committed unselfishly to the creation of something

useful or beautiful for someone else. These are women who “reclaim the

moment / from its dailiness.”

There is also another group of poems in this book, poems about artists and

art, in which a contemporary art teacher holds dialogue with her students.

These poems, which include “Life Drawing: Advanced Beginners” (the final

poem) and “Portrait of a Young Woman” (incidentally, my favorite), invite us

as readers and artists to interpret the characters of the women in the portraits

for ourselves. These poems remind us, I think most appropriately, that for all

the pleasure that reading McEntyre’s poems may give us, the real hero, the

real center of her book, is still Vermeer, or, if you like, Vermeer’s paintings.

Her poems will interpret the characters in the paintings in the way that she

sees or feels them. We, as students of the paintings, will read the characters

differently, sometimes very differently. As I have mentioned, I cannot look at

“Girl with a Pearl Earring” without thinking of Tracy Chevalier’s Griet. Nor

can I quite buy McEntyre’s take on “The Girl with the Red Hat,” and I

suspect that some of the women reading letters like “Woman in Blue” and

“Girl Reading A Letter at an Open Window” are considerably less innocent

than McEntyre’s poems make them sound. What I would finally like to see

in these poems, as a lover of Vermeer and one who writes poetry myself, is

more variety in form, tone, and treatment of subject matter.

This is not so much a criticism of the book as it is an observation. It is a

tribute to the inexhaustibility of Vermeer’s women in their capacity to evoke

individual responses in individual viewers. Their depth, their mystery, their

inner life is astonishing. And so, while we remain grateful to a book like In

Quiet Life for activating our own imaginations through its fine poems, we

finally remain most grateful to Vermeer himself whose genius continues to

present itself in new guises in these early years of the twenty-first century.

Anthony S. Abbott

Davidson College
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Pasewark, Kyle A. and Jeff B. Pool. The Theology ofLangdon Gilkey: Systematic

and Critical Studies Macon, GA: Mercer University Press, 1999. Pp. 560.

$25.00.

Written by Langdon Gilkey’s former students, these essays seek (in

Gilkey’s words honoring Schubert Ogden) to honor their teacher not by

moving “our readers into the corral of [his] school” but by “making our own

reasonable sense in the face of our problems today.” They stand as the most

comprehensive analysis to date of Gilkey’s thought and its implications, and

reflect both the style and substance of much of his work.

The essays focus on four themes: (1) the character of Gilkey’s thought in

general (dealing with his phenomenology of “experience,” his key mentors

[Paul Tillich and Reinhold Niebuhr], and his changing appropriation of

natural theology); (2) his interpretations of culture (from his account of his

Shantung concentration camp experience in China to his more general

analyses of politics and society, science, inter-religious dialogue, and culture

and its “symbols”); (3) his exposition of key Christian symbols (God, provi-

dence, sin/evil/tragedy, Christ and salvation, and the church); and (4) his

understanding of the “practice” of theology (dealing with his “integrity” as a

person and “pedagogy” as a teacher).

A highlight of the book is Gilkey’s own “retrospective glance” at his life’s

work (from 1933 to 1999). Born to a liberal Protestant family, Gilkey began

life content with “ethical principles, a social conscience, and democracy.”

This optimism was replaced during World War II with “cynicism and

disillusionment.” Gilkey, who had dropped Christianity in college, was re-

converted by Reinhold Niebuhr’s neoorthodoxy, which seemed to him to be

much more suited to “the requirements of existence and of normal praxis”

than the “objective inquiry” of naturalistic humanism. His years in a con-

centration camp in China (1943-1945) only confirmed this conversion; there

he experienced both human beings’ “potential destructive self-concern” and

their “continual possibilities for repentance, trust, renewal, and self-giving.”

Nonetheless, his “eager neoorthodoxy” soon returned to a “renewed liber-

alism” after a series of experiences (from racial conflicts at Vanderbilt Di-

vinity School to a divorce and remarriage) led him to move from what had

become “an almost frozen theology” of “concepts” to a lifestyle that was

“progressively more tentative, more (ironically) ‘liberal,’ more open to the

new.” By 1963, he was ready to embark (at a new school, the University of

Chicago) on a new theological phase, one that engaged contemporary cur-

rents: Vatican II, the “death of God,” and the more abstract, but nonetheless

current, question of the meaning of history. Since 1981, his attention has
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focused on science (by way of the debate over creationism) and inter-religious

dialogue (by way of an involvement—through his wife’s influence—with

the Sikh movement). He describes this movement as one “based on the

practice of traditional techniques . . . and on strict personal discipline that

clearly . . . [lead] to a deep and self-validating experience of the divine and to

a transformation or renewal of personal existence.”

What in Gilkey’s work will stand the test of time? What will stand, in my
view, is his ‘modern’ appropriation of two realist theological traditions

—

Protestant orthodoxy (through Tillich and Niebuhr) and natural theology

(through Whitehead)— by way of a phenomenological interpretation (using

Christian symbols) of contemporary “lived” experience. The way he inte-

grates these dimensions of his work is very refreshing (and perhaps even

jarring) in an era that tends to forget that theology has to do with reality. In

turn, the most insightful—and the most “current”— essay in the volume (by

Eric Crump) is also the most rigorously theological in a traditional sense; it

relates Gilkey’s doctrine of God to contemporary retrievals of Trinitarian

and negative theology.

Given Gilkey’s attraction to Sikh practice, it is curious that he (and

his interpreters in this volume) do not attend more closely to Christian

practice— both personal and communal. Such practice may offer, especially

for older generations, a needed experiential link between (i) his phenome-

nology of lived experience and (2) his conceptual and symbolic appropriations

of revelational and natural theology. Indeed, his phenomenological approach

to doing theology may be read more “creatively” (to use his term) not as

conceptual analysis, but as a spiritual exercise—a deeply personal account of

how a “modern” Christian intentionally practices, and in so doing experiences,

the judging and healing presence of God in his or her life.

Lois Malcolm

Luther Seminary

Piper, John F., Jr. Robert E. Speer: Prophet of the American Church. Louisville:

Geneva, 2000. Pp. 538. $29.95.

As a young seminary student in 1946 this reviewer hesitandy shook hands

with and introduced himself to Robert E. Speer as he walked across campus.

Speer was president of the Board of Trustees of Princeton Theological

Seminary until his death in 1947. What I learned about Speer’s faith, life, and

work after this brief encounter shaped my ministry as an American religious

historian.

Piper, Professor and Dean at Lycoming College, PA, correctly notes that
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Speer has been neglected by historians, having never been the subject of a

full-length biography. The author prepared himself over many years to

address this oversight, studying Speer’s manuscripts, books, pamphlets, arti-

cles, the official reports of agencies to which Speer made contributions, as

well as other primary and secondary sources. He has written in considerable

detail about Speer’s birth and childhood experiences in an old and pious

Pennsylvania family with Covenanter roots and Democratic political sympa-

thies, who made sure Speer received his religious training in the Presbyterian

Church. During his studies at what is now Princeton University, Speer not

only excelled as a student, but went through a decisive religious experience

which steered him toward a church vocation. He was influenced by, and later

led, the Student Volunteer Movement in its missionary zeal to evangelize the

world in a generation. Recognized for his gifts he was tapped by the Board of

Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian Church, of which he became secretary

in 1893 at the age of twenty-six. Though he studied a year at Princeton

Seminary, he was never ordained, although he always considered himself a

minister of Jesus Christ.

Speer’s multifaceted career suggests that he was highly self-disciplined. He
administered and promoted Presbyterian mission efforts and traveled far and

wide by land and sea to carry out these responsibilities. While loyal to

denominational programs, he nevertheless participated in and promoted

many ecumenical associations, helping to bring into existence numerous

mission societies and conferences, including the Federal Council of Churches

(1908), of which he was a leading founder and president (1920). He also

promoted the “Kingdom of God” and the “Social Gospel” through evange-

lism and by seeking justice for the poor, African-Americans, and women.

Although not a “crusader,” he was the head of the FCC’s “War-Time

Commission” (1917) and supported Woodrow Wilson’s League of Nations.

Although a layman, he helped educate clergy and laity not only as a Princeton

trustee but also through his lectures and his writings on missions, mission-

aries, and numerous other subjects (his book OfOne Blood [1924] challenged

the racial bigotry of the period). He was also regarded as one of America’s

best preachers.

Throughout this study, Piper reminds us that Speer remained devoted to

Jesus Christ, a devotion evident both in one of his first books, RememberJesus

Christ (1899), and in one of his last, The Finality ofJesus Christ (1933), both

of which made an impact on this reviewer. Piper shows how Speer demon-

strated his devotion by trying to guide the Presbyterian Church during the

storm over mission purpose and strategy in the 1930s, a storm stirred up by

his liberal friends, Ernest Hocking and John D. Rockefeller in their book
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Rethinking Missions (1932), and byj. Gresham Machen, biblical scholar and

former Princeton faculty member. While the Hocking report was useful, he

considered it too theologically liberal. While he was confessionally orthodox

in his theology, he rejected “Machen’s” brand of Fundamentalism. Speer

always thought of himself as belonging to Christ, as being Christ-centered, as

seeking the mind of Christ, and as Christ’s servant.

Piper creatively links his chapter titles to important themes, occasions, and

publications from Speer’s life, stressing Speer’s ministry as missionary states-

man, ecclesiastical statesman, ecumenical statesman, as well as a “Christ

Man,” as John A. Mackay put it. The book is a splendid, critical introduction

to a Christian whom few of us know and a worthy tribute to Robert E. Speer.

Because of its detail it is also a history of the times in which Speer fulfilled his

calling.

Personally, I am glad to shake hands again with Robert E. Speer and to

thank him for enlarging my own vision.

James H. Smylie

Professor Emeritus

Union—PSCE

Rutledge, Fleming. Help My Unbelief. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2000. Pp.

290. $22.00.

“This morning I am especially interested in those ofyou who do not always

attend Sunday Services,” begins Fleming Rutledge as she preaches the Easter

sermon at Grace Episcopal Church in Colorado Springs. According to the

preface, this is the announced theme of her book of sermons called Help My
Unbelief. She claims to be writing for those who are on the fringes of faith.

This includes those who religiously sit through Sunday worship services but

cannot honestly say they have much faith, as well as those who seldom attend

church but cannot honestly say they have no faith.

Doubters will begin every one of these sermons thinking that they are

being treated to the seat of honor. Famous doubters like Virginia Wolf,

Freud, and the often quoted New York Times lead the way. But these sermons

are not really about doubt or even faith. The seat of honor always goes to

God, who is presented as boldly and unashamedly as in the Bible itself. Then,

in the gap between our realistic doubts and the incredible news of the Gospel,

Rutledge makes room for a tender shoot of faith to appear in our souls.

Rutledge is quite worried about the contemporary fashionableness of

“spirituality.” The reader can almost imagine her spitting in die pulpit every

time she mentions the despicable word. Her antipathy arises because such
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vague, “feel good religiosity” is simply not rigorous enough to take either

doubt or God very seriously. And thus, it makes no room for faith. At the

same time Rutledge carefully avoids the homiletical mistake of being didactic.

“Clergy are tempted to preach about faith,” she cautions. The point of the

sermon is to preach the Gospel, but to do so in such a compelling way that

people are almost surprised to find faith. That sounds a lot like Jesus which,

of course, is the point.

Part of what is so compelling about these sermons is Rutledge’s amazing

ability to press the absurdity of faith. After quoting “a certain highbrow

critic” who claimed that the central myth of Christianity is now being

discarded, Pastor Rutledge tells the congregation, “All the truly intelligent,

urbane sophisticated people are somewhere else this morning while you and

I, along with the Southern Baptists, Pentecostals, abortion-clinic bombers,

Falwell-followers, snake handlers, and Bible thumpers, poor benighted souls

that we are, are still pathetically clinging to our central myth.” Then, just in

case there are some highbrow congregants listening, she hammers those who

enjoy soaking up the rituals of the church without actually being committed

to the outmoded notions the rituals proclaim. But by the time she has

finished this sermon on Ezekiel’s dry bones, you realize that you would do

anything to get a little life into your own dry bones. Maybe even believe.

Those of us who enjoy a certain amount of faith in our lives will also

benefit greatly from these sermons. But only by first realizing just how absent

faith remains. In her sermon, “God-damned Christians,” Pastor Rutledge

depicts some of the horrors from current events. “A young man crucified on

a fence simply because he was homosexual ... a man dragged to death simply

because he was black.” She first puts the listeners at ease by allowing them to

identify, just for a moment, with such victimization. But then comes the

kerygmatic twist: “What we are less likely to understand or identify with is

the sickness in the souls of the perpetrators.” Then she helps us do exactly

that. And then she brings us home, to the grace of God.

M. Craig Barnes

The National Presbyterian Church

Washington, D.C.

Tavard, George H. The Starting Point of Calvin's Theology. Grand Rapids:

Eerdmans, 2000. Pp. 199. $20.00.

The title of this book is meant historically rather than theologically. That

is, the reader is not offered a discussion of Calvin’s so-called central dogma
(or dogmas), but rather a study of his first theological work, the Psychopan-
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nychia. This work, written in 1534 and published in 1542, was designed to

refute the Anabaptist idea that the soul (1) dies or (2) sleeps between the

death of the body and its resurrection. Tavard’s study, therefore, does not

attempt to deal with the major features of Calvin’s theology.

Tavard approached this topic partly out of curiosity that Calvin’s first

theological work addressed such a peripheral topic as immortality of the soul.

In addition, the author expresses his disappointment that bilateral conversa-

tions between the Catholic Church and Reformed Churches seem to have

produced no breakthroughs. Thus with this volume Tavard hopes “to open

a way of entrance into [Calvin’s] thought that may be more congenial to the

Catholic mind” and to contribute to the discussion. The major feature of

Tavard’s work is based on the conviction that “Calvin’s Catholic adversaries

were blinded to the fundamental catholicity of this thought.” Therefore,

Tavard compares the sleep of the soul with the 1536 Institutes, devoting six

chapters to the former and four to the latter.

Calvin’s chief argument in the Psychopannychia is that the soul does not die

or sleep at bodily death but remains fully alive in the Lord. Tavard suggests

this view of the soul and its immortality may have a “hidden connection” with

Calvin’s later exposition of the knowledge of God and the self. Chapter two

deals with Renaissance debates on the soul tied to the “dignity of man” and

based on Aristotle, Aquinas, and Bonaventure. According to Tavard, this

subject would appeal to a young humanist scholar like Calvin who was eager

to make a name for himself—an interest Calvin had already demonstrated in

his edition and commentary on Seneca’s De Clementia. The major observa-

tion is that Calvin’s developing evangelical interests caused him to base his

argument on Scripture and tradition rather than on philosophical grounds.

Calvin owed nothing to Plotinus and the mystical tradition, but he was

influenced at least indirectly by Plato and the Phaedo.

Chapter 5, entitled “Grace and Glory,” analyzes the last and longest

section of the Psychopannychia where Calvin refutes a number of ideas

advanced by the proponents of the death of the soul. Calvin’s main point

here is that while death comes from Adam, life comes from Christ.

Therefore, the so-called death of the soul involves Christology “directly

and radically.”

Completing his analysis of the Psychopannychia (Chapters 1-6), Tavard

turns to the 1536 Institutes. He suggests that Calvin’s interest in the refor-

mation of the church brought him into Protestantism after the 1534 Affair of

the Placards. According to Tavard the adversarial mood of the last two

chapters of the 1536 Institutes is in such sharp contrast to the serenity of the

first four chapters that the book was likely composed at two different times
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in Calvin’s theological evolution between which Calvin took his decisive turn

into Protestantism.

The Psychopannychia is a curious work and the 1536 Institutes is an inter-

esting one. However, neither the one nor the other substitute for a careful

reading of Calvin’s final version of the Institutes of the Christian Religion.

Zwingli died in 1531 not 1541 (p. 31); Luther’s Appeal to the Nobility of the

German Nation was written in 1520 not 1518 (p. 165).

Charles Partee

Pittsburgh Theological Seminary

Webster, John, ed. The Cambridge Companion To Karl Barth. Cambridge, UK:

Cambridge University Press, 2000. Pp. 312. $54.95.

If there was one book I would recommend to read along with the writings

of Karl Barth, this would be the one.

A collection of eighteen essays by leading scholars of Barth’s work, each

essay presents an accessible yet fresh and critical account of Barth’s writing

using key themes from his theology. Further, each details Barth’s contribu-

tion to twentieth, century and constructive theology, and shows areas where

Barth is insufficient. After a chapter introducing Barth’s life, three essays

present the overall distinctive marks of his theology, along with the roles divine

revelation and scripture play in his method. Eight essays then show the impact

of his method on his understandings ofGod and God’s relationship to humanity:

The Trinity; God’s gracious election; creation and providence; Christology;

salvation; humanity; the Holy Spirit; Christian community and sacraments. Five

essays speak of Barth’s ethics and of the critical engagement between Barth’s

theology and political action, the other religions, feminism, and postmodemity.

A concluding chapter summarizes the ongoing impact of Barth’s theology.

Of the sixteen core essays, most are very strong, even exemplary, in several

respects. First, the writing is tight. Each essay averages seventeen pages

—

long enough for depth, detail, and clarity, but not so long that the ideas

become confusing. After each essay, I felt refreshed, not exhausted, and thus

ready to read more. Second, coming from among the best of Barth scholars

these essays provide valuable insight into the range of Barth’s thought in a

way that nurtures a fuller depth to the theological and pastoral imagination,

in essence placing Barth’s theological imagination in the service of preaching,

teaching, and theological reflection. For example, “Theology” (Chapter 2,

Schwoebel) presents the finest introduction to Barth’s thought I have read.

And “Salvation” (Chapter 9, Gunton) brings clarity to the massive CD IV.

The three chapters on humanity, ethics, and political engagement (Chapters
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io, Kroetke; 13, Biggar; 14, Werpehowski) are excellent introductions to

both Barth’s thought and these topics in general, and could be used in

theology, Christian ethics, or church adult education courses.

Third, several essays illuminate Barth’s views in ways that either counter

unhelpful stereotypes of Barth or challenge his theological thinking. An
example of the former is Di Noia (Chapter 15) who reveals nuances in Barth’s

thought which challenge the often-presumed “exclusivist” position of Barth

concerning truth in other world religions. Sympathetic readers who yet

provide serious doctrinal challenges to Barth’s thinking are McCormack
(Chapter 6), who challenges inconsistencies between Barth’s doctrines of the

immanent Trinity and election, and Gunton (Chapter 9) who claims that

Barth’s deficient pneumatology not only affects his Christology but ramifies

through many other elements of the God-world relation. Finally, several

essays place Barth in critical conversation with contemporary thought. For

example Sonderegger (Chapter 16) articulates many of the reasons Barth seems

to be the enemy of feminism, then effectively places him in dialogue with certain

feminist critics. In so doing, she masterfully reveals Barth to be both the friend

and the foe of feminism. And Ward (Chapter 17) shows how Barth is, and is not,

similar to postmodems like Levinas, Lyotard, Nietzsche, and Sartre.

In two ways, the book’s greatest strengths also reveal limitations. First, the

book casts itself as “an introduction to the subject for new readers and

non-specialists.” However, this “companion” to Barth’s thought actually

requires of readers some knowledge of systematic theology and some famil-

iarity with Barth’s thought and work. For example, Hunsinger’s excellent

introduction to Barth’s Christology (Chapter 8) assumes the reader’s knowl-

edge of the Christological debates and early church councils. For use in adult

education or sermons, the minister would need to supplement this chapter of

background information about the meaning and substance of these debates

and councils. Second, while many of the essays (Sonderegger, Ward, and

others) place Barth’s thought in sharp critical engagement with counter-voices in

contemporary theology, their succinctness nevertheless places limitations on die

extent to which critical engagement with these other voices is possible.

This book is an excellent resource for the pastor who knows basic system-

atic theology, some Barth, and who wants to engage Barth’s writings in order

to enhance his or her preaching or teaching. And it is a “must have” book for

Barth scholars, whether sympathetic or critical of Barth’s perspective.

Gregory Anderson Love

San Francisco Theological Seminary
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